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ABSTRACT
"IT'S JUST PART OF WHAT WE DO":
ADOLESCENT INTERACTIONS WITH MULTIMODAL TEXTS ACROSS
SOCIAL SPACES
by
Anita S. Charles
University of New Hampshire, December 2009
This dissertation explores how adolescents are interacting with text across
shifting social spaces, and how they learn to be literate across a range of social,
academic, print, and digital contexts. The intent of the study is to help articulate
the boundedness and fluidity of multiple discourses, and to better clarify how
teens maneuver across these boundaries successfully. My research approach
incorporates ethnographic methodology with a framework of critical sociocultural
theory, drawing heavily upon Gee's (2005) work in discourse analysis.
New technologies have broken down bounded spaces and dichotomous
views of what it means to be literate, creating interrelationships among literacies
and modalities (Kress, 2003). They have complicated notions of adolescent
literacy, shifting definitions away from static and print-centric views toward a
contextualized framing of multiple literacies, using the tools and texts within
situated contexts (Kress, 2000a, 2003; Luke 2000; Maybin, 2000). This study
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examines the embeddedness of these tools and texts in the literacy experiences
of today's Digital Natives (Prensky 2001a, 2001b).
Because this study asks about lived experiences of participants, I chose
an ethnographic approach (Agar, 2006a, 2006b; Schram, 2006; Silverman,
2007), relying on observations and interviews of student and teacher participants.
My conceptual framework lies within critical sociocultural theory (Keller, 1995;
Lewis, Enciso, and Moje, 2007; Moje and Lewis, 2007), with a consideration of
the role of agency within dynamics of power. This work also deconstructs
notions of literacy, discourse, context and text, and discusses the complications
of these terms brought about by new Web 2.0 media.
Major findings include the following: 1. Although teens are entrenched in
a range of interactions with social digital text, they appreciate the value of
academic literacies, and of teachers as conveyors of this knowledge. 2. While
schools set rules that define appropriate behaviors with social digital networks,
students and teachers frequently negotiate the boundaries through relationships
founded on trust. 3. Teens are able to articulate and understand the
boundedness of multiple discourse systems.
This work explores pedagogical implications and delves into the complex
issue of shifting power dynamics occurring in schools today.

xv

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The Beginnings
My 15-year-old son bursts through the door after school chatting
animatedly with two friends, all of whom, within minutes, have donned costumes,
grabbed the digital recorder, and gone outside to record an extra-credit
assignment for their 10th-grade history teacher - something to do with nomadic
women from the stone age. The movie is a musical no less, with allusions to
class-related "had-to=be-there" jokes woven into the spontaneous and
improvisational performance. Within two hours, the three teens have crafted a
high-quality movie, complete with spectacular sound- and visual-effects,
background music, subtitles, clever scene transitions and edits, all of which has
been uploaded to Youtube and Facebook with comments and feedback from
friends and family, near and far. A typical day.
This interplay of school and home, work and play, reality and cyberspace,
history and imagination, the past and the future, boggles my mind as I see the
three friends engage with spirited high energy, humor and collaboration. I watch
from a distance - generationally if not spatially and experientially - and feel the
questions stir within: What exactly are they doing? How do they know how to do
it? These three adolescents inhabit these spaces and objects - my home, their
classroom, the Internet, the iMovie application, the digital recorder that gets
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passed from hand to hand -with ease and comfort that defy explanation. They
weren't taught this in school or in the home; they grew into it. And beyond their
ease within these spaces, they seem too to melt and materialize in and out of
these spaces intuitively, sensing where they intersect and where they don't,
understanding where to push the boundaries and where it's better not to. They
seem to have learned over the years what protocols belong where, what they
might be able to get away with in a slapstick movie and which pieces of history
they shouldn't tamper with, what rules they still need to follow in the home and for
school and on the screen. Further still, they seem to be able to exploit new
media (and quickly) in ways that serve new purposes, such as the extra credit
movie that the teacher herself, within the week, has shared with other classes,
her colleagues, and even her own child. In a previous year, when my son
created a GarageBand podcast of an Emily Dickinson poem, I shared it with an
online graduate student who was teaching in another part of the state, who then
shared it with her students and a high school technology specialist, who then
planned to incorporate it into his own lessons to teachers in that school system.
The webbings are endless, spontaneous, generative, and instantaneous.
How can these kids be the impetus behind all of this? I sit back and shake
my head in wonder.
But my mind wanders even further into the past, about ten years ago,
when I was a high school teacher just about the time that email was beginning to
emerge as a viable form of communication. Most of us teachers were not yet
particularly Internet-savvy, did not see the need or purpose for such high-tech
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tools, and did not feel compelled to jump on the bandwagon just to have a more
immediate way to contact parents at the end of a long school day. But yet there it was. Within a couple of years, the school system itself was demanding
that we get with the times and use our email accounts for all sorts of things school announcements, emails to parents, important notifications, assignments
attached from students. But that wasn't all - very soon along came online grade
books! Websites for lesson plans! Rubric makers at the click of a button! The
new technology was unfolding faster than some of us could keep pace with it all,
and we were feeling like we were unraveling a bit at the old-fashioned seams.
Within our classrooms, perhaps particularly as English teachers, we
began to wonder what was happening to reading and writing skills as students
eagerly embraced the new digital possibilities. Emailing soon became passe in
light of IMing and then even that gave way to the absolute ubiquity of cell
phones, each new iteration of which provided streamlined new ways to subvert
the English language, or so it seemed. When errors such as "2" for "to" and "u"
for "you" began creeping into thesis papers, we high school English teachers
began stocking our metaphorical pantries for doomsday - clearly, literacy as we
once knew it was going straight to hell in a hand basket.
But was it really? I wanted to know. When I considered the issue
objectively, it didn't seem likely. Cultural shifts happen, I reminded myself. And
plenty of others - researchers, editorial writers, and star-gazers alike - w e r e
agreeing. It wasn't all over yet. So what was this great technological "shift" all
about then, and what might be its impact - good or bad - on literacy? I had
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always prided myself on being aware of what was going on in the lives of the
teens I taught, but they were far more adept than I at knowing what was what in
this new world.
Thus, once my job shifted to the world of academia - to teaching
teachers-to-be, once I found myself as a parent of a handful of up-and-coming
teenagers, once I enrolled in a Ph.D. program, it became obvious that I needed
to ask these questions of the teens themselves. And so I did.
The Questions
This study explores the ways in which today's adolescents are engaging in
- and making meaning from - literacy activities across and among shifting
contexts. My overarching research questions are: How do teens negotiate
interactions with text across social spaces? How do teens learn to be literate
across a range of social, academic, print, and digital contexts? Situated within
critical sociocultural theory, my research approach incorporates ethnographic
methodology with a framework of discourse analysis.
As a teacher, parent, and community member, I have witnessed firsthand
for many years how teens move through "seemingly contradictory practices in a
single day" (Moje, 2002, p. 223). Part of this maneuvering involves being
situated within contextualized spaces (particularly technological ones) where new
literacies are invented and transformed, permitting both theorists and
practitioners to get beyond static, print-centric models of literacy without
necessarily abandoning elements within such paradigms.
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Academic literacy practices are well established upon social-culturalhistorical norms that sometimes ignore, or even disparage, the social dimensions
of youths' lives (Lenhart, Smith, Macgill, & Arafeh, 2008; Lewis, 2005). it may be
true that our society has two "cultural storylines [that] are on a collision course,
with schools holding to a "monomodal, autonomous view of literacy" (Siegel,
2006, p. 75), and youth culture embedded within and acting upon multimodal and
situated literacies (Barton & Hamilton, 2000). Although some teens seem to be
able to keep these clashing storylines within certain space-time boundaries,
many youths are not so adept at doing so. Teens move in and out of literacy and
media activities throughout any given day, both in and out of school. The new
technologies, including (but not exclusively) cyberspace, have broken down
bounded spaces and dichotomous views of what it means to be literate, creating
instead a more permeable fabric of interrelationships among literacies and
modalities (Kress, 2003), creating a "revolution in the landscape of
communication" (Kress, 2003, p. 9). Research abounds in these new literacies transliteracies that create hybrid spaces and multimodal texts (Kress, 2000b,
2003), and multiliteracies that co-exist and intermingle in the lives of young
people in ways that defy easy definition (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000a; New London
Group, 2000).
New technologies have created new contexts and new definitions of text
that complicate notions of adolescent literacy, shifting definitions away from
traditional views (as "reading and writing" of printed, mostly single-authored,
texts), toward a more contextualized framing of multiple literacies as meaning-
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making toward certain purposes, using the tools and texts within situated
contexts (Kress, 2000a, 2003; Luke 2000; Maybin, 2000). In fact Kress (2003)
has stated, "It is no longer possible to think about literacy in isolation from a vast
array of social, technological and economic factors" (p. 1). Recent literature
suggests that, in this groundbreaking territory, researchers are actively seeking
answers to questions similar to my own: How are youths making sense of the
world around them, and with what texts and tools (Bell, 1993; Kress, 2000a;
Kress, 2000b)? Within what space-time networks (De Pourbaix, 2000; Leander
& McKim, 2003)? How are (or should be) these new semiotic, multimodal
resources impacting pedagogy in K-12 schools (Lewis, 2005; Luke, 2000)? How
do teens define and bridge these complex social and academic worlds (Ito et al.,
2008; Lenhartetal., 2008; Prensky, 2001a, 2001b)? How does discourse
interweave with these new literacies (Gee, 2005; Lankshear & Knobel, 2003)?
Beyond these broad questions, I have also identified a set of subtopical
questions that have guided my work with my participants. These questions
range from descriptive inquiry through analytical and theoretical probing and are
as follows:
•

What types of literacy are teens engaged in throughout their day,
both within school and outside of school?

•

What are the discourse communities and contexts they inhabit?

•

What are the texts and tools they are engaging with? Or are asked/
expected to engage with?

•

How do teens perceive literacy in juxtaposition to the actual activities
they participate in?
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•

What are the sociocultural-historical influences in the lives of young
people as they negotiate within and among contextualized literacies?
And where might they engage in acts of agency in response to, or
conjunction with, these influences?

•

Where are teens faced with competing interests? How do they
resolve/manage/confront those points of tension? When can these
points of intersection be successfully maintained and where do they
interfere with successful functioning (in any domain)?

•

Why and how do some teens maneuver among and between
literacies successfully and others less so?

•

Why and how do some literacy-related activities allow for a greater
accommodation of intersecting multiliteracies than others?

•

What are the purposes at work for various participants (teens,
teachers) within discourses and contexts?

•

What are the artifacts being produced? Which tools and texts are
being drawn upon to help them work toward goals, and how do those
goals get defined depending on the activity and the moment?

As seen above, these questions ask about lived experiences of
participants, about their choices, goals and outcomes, about the influences upon
their lives and their agentic responses to those influences. As Cope and
Kalantzis (2000a) have stated, literacy itself is transformative, drawing upon
design and meaning, but then "adding something of yourself and thus changing
the world in your designing" (p. 234). They have argued that the notion of
multiliteracies adds agency, the "dynamics of designing" (p. 234), to earlier
transmission models of literacy teaching.
The Work
Some of the questions to be addressed in the next two chapters concern
my conceptual framework and methodology, as well as an exploration of
constructs of literacy, discourse, context and text. Briefly, chapter two outlines
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my conceptual framework of sociocultural theory, specifically critical sociocultural
theory which explores the tension between critical theory, which examines the
role of agency, and the work of Vygotsky, Rogoff and others who recognize the
strong influences of culture, history and social interaction upon individuals. That
chapter then details my methodology, in light of this tension, situating the study
squarely in the realm of ethnography, which permits glimpses into lived
experiences locally while situating them more broadly within cultures. The last
part of chapter two introduces the reader to the participants.
Chapter three builds my conceptual home, that of adolescent literacy, and
deconstructs notions of literacy, discourse, context and text, terms that have no
easy definition but that are critical to my work and to the larger frame within
which my work sits. This chapter considers the literature from recent years that
has attempted to keep up with the rapid shifts in adolescent literacy, in
sociocultural understandings, and in the digital and technological impact upon the
field.
Chapters four, five and six present my findings through the words of my
participants. These chapters delve into the details, moving through the
descriptive - what is happening, into the interpretive - how the participants and I
interpret these words and actions, and then, finally, into my own theoretical
assertions. As seen in chapter two, these findings align with my methodological
choices and entry point questions and stance.
Chapter seven takes these findings one step further and explores deeper
significances and implications. This chapter reviews key assertions from the
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previous three and also delves into the complex issue of shifting power dynamics
occurring in schools today. Chapter eight offers a brief concluding reflection,
asks questions and suggests possible future directions for continued research.
The Need for the Research
Kress (2003) has suggested that the current "revolution" in our world is
four-fold - social, economic, communicational, and technological - with a
combined effect that is profound enough to have created a sense of instability,
including "far-reaching shifts in relations of power" (p. 1), a point to which I will
return in a later chapter of this work. He has further argued, "There is an urgent
need for theoretical accounts that tell us how to understand communication in
periods of instability" (p. 11).
While research abounds around the issue of adolescent literacy,
especially in relation to new exploding technologies that infiltrate youth lives and
society as a whole (and later chapters will delve into ongoing research currently
unfolding in this field), there is much work that remains to be done in this everexpanding groundswell of study. Specifically, what my broader and subtopical
questions above reveal is a desire to understand on a deep level of probing the
lived realities of youth, as seen through their own eyes. While studies and
theories exist that measure large-scale technology usage of teens (Ito et al.,
2008), sketch out the changing face of literacy in and out of schools today
(Lewis, C , 2001; Schultz & Hull, 2002), and explore tensions between academic
and social contexts (Kress, 2003; Lenhart et al., 2008), almost no recent study
asks the youths to speak for themselves about these issues through in-depth
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conversations, validating their own words as legitimate sources of data about
discourse communities and interactions with text. Prensky (2008) is one author
who has argued that we don't do enough "to listen to, or even care, what
students think about how they are taught" (p. 1) in today's shifting world.
Because teens are living in the shifting landscape between old and new,
between yesterday's print-centric literacies and today's multimodal, largely
image- and screen-centric literacies (Kress, 2003), we are in the midst of "deep
changes in the forms and functions of writing" with resulting "epistemological
consequences" (p. 1). As Moje explained,
Such hybrid beliefs and practices are fed by multiple, diverse and
contradictory experiences and require sophisticated literacy
practices and processes of integration, synthesis and analysis... If
we could better understand how these experiences are integrated
by youth, we might be able to make better connections from young
people's everyday learning to their in-school, academic learning, (p.
223)
With further understanding of the youths' own words and worlds, we might be
able, within schools particularly, to draw upon contextualized resources and tools
to expand students' literacy awareness and knowledge beyond the context and
into wider societal expectations.
In one recent study that has done interviewing of youth on a large scale,
the researchers explained that "the goal of this work is to have youth
perspectives inform current debates over the future of learning and education in
the digital age" (Ito et al., 2008, p. 5). But they, too, cautioned that more work
must be done that draws from the words and actions of the youth themselves.
They stated, unequivocally,
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We are still at the early stages of piecing together a more holistic
picture of the role of new media in young people's everyday lives...
What is generally lacking in the research literature overall, and in
the United States in particular, is an understanding of how new
media practices are embedded in a broader social and cultural
ecology, (p. 6)
Similary, Hinchman and Chandler-Olcott (2006) stressed the same need for more
research that attends to youth voices if we are going to develop "adequate
representations of youth" as the basis of strong pedagogical practices that
"address multiliteracies well in today's schools" (p. 247). These authors wrote,
This means that we should continue to place youth, who are quite
articulate about those things that are of interest and concern to
them, in the center of research and subsequent discussion.... Work
outside of classrooms that looks at youth's literacy and identity
construction helps us to gain insights into individuals, but work
inside classrooms may help us to understand better the kind of
hybrid instructional models we will need if we are going to
foreground youth while addressing others' concerns for what they
learn, (p. 247)
In a meta-analysis of five studies about adolescent literacy, these authors
concluded that adolescent voices are largely marginalized and are given least
credence by researchers. They argued that, in the long term, it is vital that we
"look through adolescents' eyes to help determine answers" (p. 248). It has been
my intent to do just this through this study.
Research Aims
Below I set out both my theoretical research aims as well as my more
practical aims in doing this work.
Research Aims:
•

To understand adolescents' own (articulated) definitions, perceptions,
meaning-making and interactions with texts and discourses in various
social spaces.
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•

To understand how teens use literacy and discourse to make meaning
within their own experiences, and to understand the situated nature of
teen literacy and discourse from within teens' own experiences.

•

To uncover the sociocultural-historical influences in the lives of young
people as they negotiate within and among contextualized literacies and
discourses.

•

To better define the boundedness (boundaries that both limit and create)
of multiple literacy contexts and discourses, and to understand why teens
may or may not maneuver across these boundaries successfully.

Practical Aims:
•

To assist youths in participating in and valuing meaningful literacy
activities within classrooms.

•

To assist teachers in valuing the multiple literacies and social spaces of
youths in order to better build bridges of success in the classroom.

•

To suggest practical as well as theoretical insights to school systems
(teachers, administrators) about complex multi- and trans-literacy
practices of today's youths.
Conclusion to Chapter I
My hope is that my research will lend new insight into the literacy

engagement of teens in today's schools and social venues. Specifically, this
research provides an understanding of adolescents' own (articulated) definitions,
perceptions, meaning-making and interactions with texts and discourses within
and across various social spaces. It aims to clarify the situated nature of teen
literacy and discourse from within teens' own experiences, and explores the
sociocultural-historical influences in the lives of young people as they negotiate
within and among contextualized literacies and discourses. This ethnographic
study helps to articulate the boundedness, interplay, and fluidity of multiple
literacy contexts and discourses, particularly academic, digital and social ones,
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and to better understand why and how teens may or may not maneuver across
these boundaries successfully.
On a more practical level, this work has implications for youth, parents,
and teachers, as well as for school systems and communities. With better
understanding of the ways in which youth perceive their own engagement in
literacy activities, schools and families can better assist young people in
participating in and valuing meaningful literacy activities both within and outside
of classrooms, avoiding a false dichotomizing of these social worlds. My hope is
that this work will assist teachers in valuing the multiple - and multimodal literacies and social spaces of youths in order to build future success for them in
and out of schooling. Finally, this study suggests practical pedagogical
implications as well as theoretical insights to school systems about some of the
complex media practices of today's youth.
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CHAPTER II

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter explores first my conceptual stance followed by my specific
choice of methodology. I begin with an evaluation of sociocultural theory, where
its strength lies and where the gaps are in being able to articulate the
interrelationship between an individual and society. Thus, I turn the discussion to
critical sociocultural theory and its accommodation of agency, with a brief
consideration of pedagogical application of that framework.
The chapter then provides a detailed presentation of methodologicai
choice and rationale, and concludes with a brief introduction of the student and
teacher participants.

Sociocultural Theory
There can be little doubt about the strong influence of certain aspects of
Vygotsky's work on the field of education, both in theory and in practice. Situated
in Marxist Russia in the early 1900's, and living only into his late 30's, Vygotsky
developed in his short lifetime a conceptual framework of thinking and learning
that resonates throughout schools to this day, despite disconcerting gaps and
questions that remain.
Vygotsky argued that a person's actions are mediated through signs and
tools. Speech (a "sign") in particular serves as a link between external social
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activity and internal cognitive development, in the sense of progression toward
new understandings. Signs and tools operate as mediators in different ways
(Vygotsky, 1978). Tools are externally-oriented and mediate between the self
and an external object, such as using a chair to get candy. Signs (including
speech), in contrast, provide a step in understanding that transfers to learning
within the self. In other words, signs mediate between prior knowledge and new
learning. Because the use of speech is sociocultural in nature, speech can serve
both inter- and intra- personal functions. Cultural forms of behavior, an external
influence, become reconstructed and internalized (p. 57). Speech with its
sociocultural functioning - that is, as a social tool -- permits this internalization to
happen. Both socialized and inner speech serve a learning and planning
function that links the present moment to both the past and the future.
Vygotsky's (1978) construct of the "zone of proximal development" (ZPD)
was defined by him as "the distance between the actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential
development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance, or in
collaboration with more capable peers" (p. 86). This concept gets tossed about
somewhat loosely in today's schools, and much contemporary pedagogy is built
upon the principles of scaffolding within children's ZPD as a way to maximize
learning potential. The ZPD is also actively engaged for the teacher/mentor in a
given relationship. Thus, this model engages what some researchers call
"intersubjectivity" between teacher and student (Wertsch, 1984, p. 10) and what
Freire called the teacher-learner dialogical relationship (Hare & Portelli, 2001),
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rather than a unidirectional transfer of knowledge from teacher to learner.
Interactions with students can be transformational for both student and teacher.
Freire spoke of embracing humility and vulnerability, in order to "know with" (Hare
& Portelli, p. 145) our students. Scrimscher and Tudge (2003) quoted Vygotsky
as saying, "Through others, we become ourselves" (p. 295).
Rogoff (1990) expanded upon the theories of Vygotsky by incorporating
notions of communication that extended beyond "speech" to the nonverbal realm.
Similar to Vygotsky's ZPD, Rogoff perceived "guided participation" as a
collaborative process between children and adults with an intersubjectivity
defined as a sharing of focus and purpose between children and more skilled
partners in a given activity. Guided participation entails "processes and systems
of involvement between people as they communicate and coordinate efforts
while participating in culturally valued activity," thereby encouraging growth in the
direction "offered by cultural and social values" (p. 142). Here, Rogoff veered
away from Vygotsky in explaining that this sort of guidance might include "sideby-side joint participation" (p. 142). She defined the ZPD as a "dynamic region of
sensitivity" (p. 14), and explained that what we perceive as "individual" thinking
is, rather, a complex interplay of sociocultural influences that we have
appropriated internally. In addition to the internalization of social processes which she reframed as "participatory appropriation" (Rogoff, 1995) -- Rogoff
made the point that children's opportunities for learning are bound and directed
by adults who assign, structure, choose tools and companions for, and manage
those activities. Echoing Vygotsky, she too perceived the individual as not only
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situated with society and culture, but also within history. She stated, "Any event
in the present is an extension of previous events and is directed toward goals
that have not yet been accomplished. As such, the present extends through the
past and future and cannot be separated from them" (Rogoff, 1990, p. 155).
Critical Sociocultural Theory
Even given Rogoff s extensions and modifications of Vygotskian theory,
sociocultural theory can be problematic, especially in relation to notions of
agency. As Lewis, Enciso and Moje (2007) have explained, sociocultural theory
leaves little room for understanding agency in relation to culture, and does not do
enough to address the larger ideological assumptions and power structures
within situated communities (p. xv). They have pointed out that, while
sociocultural theory provides a valuable framework for understanding
relationships between culture and learning, researchers must employ the
additional lens of critical pedagogy to "fully understand the relationship between
power, ideology, and schooling" (p. 3). Moje and Lewis (2007) have argued that
critical sociocultural perspectives may be the only available tools for
demonstrating how children's opportunities to learn are both
supported and constrained by the role of power in everyday
interactions of students and teachers and by the systems and
structures that shape the institution of schooling (p. 16).
The theoretical stance that Moje and Lewis (2007) defined as "critical
sociocultural theory" blends three analytic methods - activity theory (as the most
useful form of sociocultural theory, and drawing on Leont'ev 1978), cultural
studies, and critical discourse theories (drawing upon Fairclough, 1992, and Gee,
2005). They provided an example through an analysis of an excerpt of a
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classroom transcript, in which a group of students discussed gangs. Using the
blend of these three methods, the authors explored moments in which a student
made a choice to veer from an "accepted" viewpoint, and what happened in
response to this choice. They examined potential motivating factors and end
goals, the cultural overlay for the students in question, and a discourse analysis
of the words used in dialogue. A critical inquiry stance in the classroom perceives
it as a transactional space (Fecho & Meacham, 2007).
The Issue of Agency
Sociocultural theory puts all of its eggs into one basket - that of social,
cultural and historical influence upon a person's life, viewing the construct of the
individual as inseparable (Rogoff, Radziszewska, & Masiello 1995, p. 129) from
social and cultural influence. As Rogoff et al. (1995) unequivocally stated, "in a
sociocultural perspective, learning and development are regarded as processes
of changing participation in cultural activity; no activity is purely individuaf (p.
131, italics mine). Despite efforts to overcome the "limitations of concepts
derived from the dichotomy between the individual and society" (p. 126), the fact
is that, within this particular lens, it is impossible to study children's behaviors
and decisions apart from the sociocultural context and interactions.
Vygotsky (1978) was strongly opposed to the separating out of "mind"
(consciousness) and behavior, seeing these two aspects of a person as a unified
whole. He believed that consciousness and thinking did not stem from biological
structures nor from the learning of an isolated individual, but rather from socialcultural-historical experience (Minick, 1987). Vygotsky believed that the
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environment, the "social situation of development" (Minick, 1987, p. 32), could
not be described independently of an individual's relationship to it. The interplay
between the individual and the environment is what he termed "experience" (p.
32), a relationship based upon a person's needs and goals and defined by forms
of social practice.
Rogoff (1995) agreed with Vygotsky, stating, "Even when both the
individual and the environment are considered, they are often regarded as
separate entities rather than being mutually defined and interdependent in ways
that preclude their separation as units or elements" (pp. 139-140). She claimed,
however, to have solved this dilemma by using the constructs of "environment"
and "individual" more as heuristic devices that enable us to describe them
without assuming an isolated existence of either one. We can foreground one or
the other, using metaphorical focal planes to bring each into focus, "without
losing track of their inherent interdependence in the whole" (p. 140).
In sociocultural theory, mind is defined in terms of its "inherently social and
mediational properties" (Wertsch, 1991, p. 15). Even when an individual carries
out mental action in (apparent) isolation, the thinking is "almost always carried
out with the help of tools such as computers, language, or number systems" (p.
15). Wertsch explained that, when referring to the agent involved, it is more
appropriate "to speak of 'individual(s)-acting-with-mediational-means' than to
speak simply of 'individual(s).' Thus, the answer to the question of who is
carrying out the action will invariably identify the individual(s) in the concrete
situation and the mediational means employed" (p. 12). Autonomous behavior,
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for Vygotsky, is the result of internalized social activity and organization, resulting
in mental functions that are "mediated, voluntary, historically developed" (Minick,
1987, p. 21), and distinct from instinctive or conditioned reflex behaviors. Here,
the idea of "voluntary" functions permits some individual freedom of choice.
Rogoff touched upon autonomy when she described appropriation of
knowledge as a "personal... process of becoming," through participation in which
individuals make new meaning, later drawing upon this growth to help in future
situations and decisions (Rogoff, 1990, p. 142). She explained that problemsolving is not "'cold' cognition" but rather an interaction of emotion, social
relations and social structure; an interplay of thinking, feeling and acting that
blurs distinctions among these categories. Rogoff suggested that individuals
engage in unique sets of events, circumstances, and actions that web with each
other to create a personal schema or understanding that is unlike anyone else's.
Schema is another way to capture the essence of the "mind" in
sociocultural theory. Schemata might be defined as individualized and organized
systems of thinking and being into which new learning becomes integrated and
through which new learning is filtered. With each new accommodation, the
schema itself widens or shifts, webbing out in many directions, thereby creating a
"multidirectional" paradigm (Rogoff, 1990, p. 11).
Turning to "critical sociocultural theory," we find arguments suggesting that
autonomy resides not in an internal state of mind, but in "a way of positioning
oneself so as to allow for new ways of being, new identities" (Lewis et al., 2007,
p. 4-5). Agency, according to these authors, is "the strategic making and
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remaking of selves, identities, activities, relationships, cultural tools and
resources, and histories, as embedded within relations of power" (Moje & Lewis,
2007, p.18). They have explained in more depth what Rogoff might have been
suggesting above, namely that "as people acquire, appropriate, resist, or
reconceptualize skills and knowledge within and across discourse communities,
they continue to be formed as acting subjects" (p. 19). People engage in actions
that extend their ability to perceive themselves as acting subjects. An agent
makes a decision among "alternative courses of action" to try to bring about a
desired end (Wertsch, 1991, p. 10).
Bidell and Fischer (1997) stated with assurance, "We are the creative
agents in the formation of our own opinions and in the solutions to our life crises,
even while we acknowledge the contributions of others to our lives... human
intellectual development is unmistakably a process of creative self-determination"
(p. 193). They have argued that an over-reliance on sociocultural influences may
"obscure the role" of the human agent which "continually create[s] new
relationships between multiple levels of biological and environmental systems"
(p. 194). An individual's roots are genetic, her branches are socially-mediated agency is the movement between these two through constructive activity.
Classrooms as Transactional Spaces
Critical sociocultural literacy research is partly about creating and
maintaining conditions for "opportunity to learn" in the classroom. According to
Moje and Lewis (2007), agency is directly linked to opportunity to learn, because
it is through the choices of acting subjects that experiences are enhanced (or
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not) in the classroom. Opportunity to learn requires that the teacher recognizes
and values the "subjectivity and the identities" enacted by students, even if they
conflict with those "typically built in the learning space" (p. 20). It also requires
that students have the "space and support for agentic action" (p. 20).
In an effort to capture the movement between an individual and the
environment, Keller (1995) talked about "dynamic autonomy" (p. 99). She has
described the term as being able to act under one's own will rather than under
the control of others. But she also has made clear that this definition does not
preclude the need for others and the influence of others. She further considered
individual "competence" and "mastery" of a subject as an alienation (a settingapart) that denies connectedness with others. This sort of stalwart independence
(perhaps particularly American?) denies the creative and complex interplay with
others that permits us to love and to play and even to know.
Moje and Lewis (2007) have suggested that, in classrooms, teachers can
call upon a continual reflexivity, asking, in particular, four questions about
learning activity (p. 24):
1. How are students' experiences incorporated into or shut out of the
learning activity?
2. How are their identities recognized (or not) by other participants?
3. What cultural models are invoked, and how to do they frame identities
and opportunities for agency?
4. What are the moments of agency afforded in the exchange?
These authors have suggested that teachers can permit a wider range of agentic
action in the classroom by asking these questions, providing a deeper
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"opportunity to learn" through less reliance on accepted (unquestioned)
hegemonies and constraints. The question arises, however: will teachers risk
acceptance of students' "selves" if it means too much variance from normed
expectations for behaviors, beliefs, and values?
Gee (2005) has offered a possible response, stating that our actions must
be "similar enough to other performances to be recognizable. However, if it is
different enough from what has gone before, but still recognizable, it can
simultaneously change and transform Discourses" (p. 27). Gee (1996) has
described "consensual limits" in which discordant or dissimilar Discourse
communities can find "consensus around certain values" that define acceptable,
negotiable limits. In other words, the above questions for critical inquiry from
Moje and Lewis do in fact give us new insight and new possibilities in the
classroom, and take us one step further into allowing individuals to push the
boundaries of stable Discourses. As long as students (and teachers) don't veer
too far from "acceptability" to prevent any connection with others, then the
classroom can be a transformational space of dynamic autonomy, understanding
that power continues to play a role in these negotiations (Gee, 1996).
The idea of classrooms as transactional spaces draws upon the work of
Bakhtin and Rosenblatt and suggests that we are engaged in responsive actions,
with each transaction "being colored by the ones that came before and each
projecting a response on which future response will be built" (Fecho & Meacham,
2007, p. 167). Situatedness of the self is contested, negotiated, re-established
through "discursive re-imagining" (Smagorinsky, 1995, p. 50).
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We can only "see" (and therefore study) action, not intention or schema or
autonomy, all of which are conditions or constructs that we theorize about but
cannot "know" as fact. We can ask questions about intention and choice, but this
means relying on self-report as accurate and honest. We must, therefore, do as
much of this questioning as we are able, and do so often, maintaining ongoing
inquiry about behaviors and attitudes within current trends, technologies and
norms.
In this present study, my intent was to listen to teen voices as they reflect
on their own choices, how they situate themselves, in juxtaposition with
sociocultural influences at work in their lives, both in and out of school.
Research Methodology
Description of Setting/Social Context
Throughout the 2008-2009 school year, I studied seven youths, all but one
of whom were in the 10th grade at local public high schools. One was in the 11 th
grade at the time of the study. I also interviewed and observed the classrooms of
three English teachers, each from a different public or private high school.
I primarily located student participants through 10th grade English teachers
in the local schools. I first identified teachers who were willing to assist me in my
work, to permit me entry into their classrooms, to allow me to interview them, and
to help me to identify appropriate youths as potential participants. Through these
teachers, I was able to establish a relationship of trust that provided better
access to youths and families.
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As a longtime high school English teacher, ! believe that 10 grade is a
pivotal yet stable year in many ways. Typically, 10th graders no longer have one
foot still in middle school and are not in transition from/to a different school
environment; conversely, they also are not yet enmeshed in the world of college
planning and life beyond high school. Furthermore, from my years of experience,
I have found that 10th graders tend to be eager to learn, maturing yet not yet
distanced from authority figures, and, though well-entrenched in patterns of
social and academic behavior, still open to change and self-reflection. In terms
of the pivotal nature of this grade level, it is what I have often thought of as the
"make it or break it" year, a year that situates most students at a crossroads:
past academic and behavioral weaknesses can still be forgiven and altered, past
successes can be readily built upon; present effort will determine future
academic direction. For all of these reasons, 10th grade seemed like a logical
arena from which to select students for this study.
My choice to locate these students through local high school English
teachers also had a clear rationale. First, as Director of Teacher Education at
Bates College, I am a frequent visitor to the local high schools and have been
able to establish at least minimal contact that has been productive and positive. I
have met with administrators and some teachers in my efforts to place student
teachers, and thus have relatively easy entry into these schools. English
teachers specifically are one of the only groups of teachers who, as a group, see
virtually every student in the school, as English is often the only discipline
required during all four years of high school. English classes do not tend to have
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mixed grades and tend to represent the norms of the school as a whole.
Furthermore, English teachers are a logical choice in my exploration of literacyrelated activities, as their classrooms assuredly provide numerous opportunities
for students to engage in texts, both through writing and reading.
Rationale for an Ethnographic Approach:
Understanding the complex ways in which today's youth make meaning
from and across various texts as well as in and across various social spaces
demands a research approach that is at once focused upon individual choices
and actions and also on the broader sociocultural implications of contextualized
interaction. An ethnographic lens enables me to attend carefully to distinctive
voices and actions of specific individuals locally, while concurrently situating
those voices more widely, within and across multiple Discourse communities.
This approach permits me to confront challenges that are both conceptual and
pragmatic as I explore how specific teens negotiate interactions with texts across
shifting social spaces. The following section sets out a clear justification of
methodological choices, and examines the applicability of Gee's (2005) work in
discourse analysis and of Agar's (2006a, 2006b) explication of meaning and
context in ethnographic work to my future study.
Qualitative research is context-situated, emerging from an understanding
that participants and activities exist in relation to "the circumstances in which and
through which" they occur (Schram, 2006, p. 9). It also permits an
acknowledgement of "multiple or partial truths" of particular occurrences within
specific circumstances, yet also allows us both to take that telephotographic
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snapshot and to zoom out for the broader landscape within which the snapshot is
located. Specifically, this type of work seeks to explore the following questions
(among others not listed here), as taken directly from Schram (2006, p. 86):
•

What specific social actions and events are happening within this
particular setting?

•

What do actions, events, and ideas mean to the people engaged in and
with them, and how do these understandings influence their behavior?

•

How are events, actions, and meanings influenced by the particular
context or unique circumstances in which they occur?

These three questions provide me with vitally important guidance through three
levels of analysis - descriptive, interpretive, and theoretical - and also provide
entry into the types of questions Gee (2005) poses as ways to understand "how
language, at a given time and place, is used" within situations and how aspects
of the situation "simultaneously give meaning to that language" (p. 110). The
questions above set up a progression or movement from "local" description
toward broader theory, exploring the interconnections between meaning and
context (Agar, 2006b).
In light of my own interests, I can reframe each of these questions as follows:
•

What specific interactions with text are teens engaging in within settings
such as classroom, home and social environments? (Descriptive
question)

•

What do these interactions with text mean to the teens engaged in
these interactions, and how do these understandings influence the teens'
behavior? (Interpretive question)

•

How are these interactions with text influenced by the particular context
(home, classroom, social settings) or unique circumstances
(cyberspace environments, for example) in which they occur?
(Theoretical question)
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The first (reformulated) question here - describing what teens are actually doing,
and with what texts and in what settings - points directly to ethnographic
participant observation as an ideal approach to capturing the richness of detail
and describing what is actually happening. The second question moves toward
the use of interviewing to help uncover meanings ascribed by teens to their
activities. And the third question begins to guide theoretical insight and analysis
on the part of the researcher through an exploration of context in relation to
meaning, as the researcher draws upon field notes, conversations and other
forms of data collection (Agar, 2006b). These questions guide me through these
levels of analysis through which to "get at" my central research questions as
stated earlier. They do not replace the research questions; rather, they enhance
and complement them by making the larger questions accessible.
In ethnography, the researcher attempts to participate "as fully and
humanly as possible in another way of life" and to "experience events and
meanings in ways that approximate members' experiences" (Emerson, Fretz &
Shaw, 1995, p. 2). In focusing intently on the "way of life" of a specific handful of
teens, I am better understanding the ways in which these teens make meaning
within their specific experiences, a kind of participation that leads to descriptive
and interpretive depth. Ethnography -- "highly descriptive writing about particular
groups of people" (Silverman, 2007, p. 12) -- allows scholars to combine
"observation, ongoing relationships, and conversations over time" (Riessman,
2008, p. 26) to create a coherent storyline. I have followed the tradition of
ethnography as set out by Agar (2006b), permitting me to delve into questions of
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meaning and context (and their interplay), and to move between the specific and
the circumstantial, in my study of teens' multilayered, active, and fluid
engagement in text.
Participant observation. Through participant observation, I embedded
myself to the extent possible in the world of a selected group of teens. This
participation permits a heightened awareness of and sensitivity to the processes
these youths engage in, specifically in relation to text-interactions. Such
observation provides a "rich record" of their lives (Silverman, 2007, p. 47, 59). I
completed eight classroom observations within three different classrooms, with a
minimum of two observations in each. Three of my youth participants were
students within these classrooms.
Interviews. Interviews co-construct meaning guided by the researcher
(Poland, 2002; Silverman, 2007), and provide additional rich sources of data.
Observations and interviews can work together in symmetry to enhance our
understanding of how participants make meaning of their experiences (Atkinson,
Coffey & Delamont, 2003), in this case, how teens negotiate meaning across and
within literacy contexts.
Interviews can also provide access to knowledge not necessarily
epistemological in nature, extending into the realm of the affective and moral,
involving a careful listening for "gaps, inconsistencies, and associations" (Luttrell,
2000, p. 517), becoming attuned to elements beyond the facts to the feelings, the
passions, the voice tone, the things left unsaid. In my work, I attended to the
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discourses and narratives constructed by participants, and looked for ambiguities
and contradictions between what I observed and what I heard.
Interviews also serve as "narrative occasions" (Riessman, 2008, p. 23),
particularly if we move away from a standardized protocol to a more open-ended
and collaborative conversation (or series of them over time). As I was able to
know certain youths over time, conversations with them helped to provide
coherence throughout my work as I framed a narrative storyline to explain and
interpret lived experience.
Lastly, interviews permit discourse analysis of transcripts (Gee, 2005). I
was able to explore transcripts on a micro-level, looking at elements such as
sequences, discourse, and tone and comfort level. This analysis permits us to
seek out the "remarkable in the mundane" (Silverman, 2007, p. 13), noting
elements of, and patterns within, youths' discourses during interviews.
I completed a total of seventeen interviews, between one and three
interviews for each of my ten participants, three teachers and seven students.
Artifact collection. I collected and viewed a small assortment of artifacts
from a few of the students, including class assignments, IM conversations, song
lyrics, poetry, and other pieces of reading and writing. Atkinson et al. (2003)
remind us that "social life is densely coded and performed through multiple
frames of reference" (p. 114), including texts and material artifacts. In light of my
focus on literacy, this element of the enactment of social action cannot be
overlooked but becomes an integral part of my exploration of adolescents'
interactions with text within social spaces.
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Gee's "Building Tasks" and "Tools of Inquiry"
Gee's (2005) approach to discourse analysis is both a theory of languagein-use as well as a method of research. It is particularly suited to research
involving literacy and discourse because he focuses on how language is used
within Discourses, with a capital D, which he defines as not just language-in-use
(discourse with a small d), but also the values, beliefs, interactions, tools, objects,
symbols and all components that "enact a particular sort of socially recognizable
identity" (p. 21). In other words, Gee attempts to "balance talk about the mind,
talk about social interaction and activities, and talk about society and institutions"
(p. 6). Clearly, Gee's model of discourse analysis creates the bridge across the
three levels or types of questions I set out earlier.
Gee (2005) has claimed that speaking or writing—that is, literacy and
discourse activity—always involves seven aspects of reality, which he calls the
seven "building tasks" of language. Language-in-use, he has said, involves the
building of:
•

significance (gives meaning or value to certain things);

•

activities (what is happening here and now);

•

identities (roles within the here and now);

•

relationships (present or not);

•

politics (social goods);

•

connections (relevance among things);

•

and sign systems and knowledge (what gets privileged for signs, symbols,
knowledge and beliefs).
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Every one of these building tasks of language comes to bear upon my
own work with adolescent literacy, some more so than others. I focused on
several that seemed the most relevant, particularly those of "significance,"
"activities," "identities," and "sign systems." Additionally, Gee has provided a
detailed set of questions for each of these tasks that a researcher might ask of
the data in order to construct meaning from it. His questions guided an analysis
of my data collected through both interviews and observations.
Gee's (2005) questions within various building tasks deconstructed my
three analysis questions (found previously in this section) into directly applicable
points of entry into the data collected through various means. Gee's questions
were at once theoretically oriented and pragmatically useful. I first needed to find
out what was happening and to gather data through several methods, including
participant observation, interviewing and artifact collection. Once I had samples
and experiences garnered from teens' interactions with texts, I was able to move
into interpretive and theoretical analysis. This model of discourse analysis
enabled me to move seamlessly from meaning to context in ways that enhanced
and helped to define this ethnographic study.
Because Gee's (2005) questions provide pragmatic ways to enter into
inquiry about meaning and context, they align perfectly with Agar's (2006b)
framing of ethnographic research. Agar (2006a) explained that we must identify
the differences and possible conflicting contact zones between points of views
(differences in meaning), and then construct a logic-in-use (context) that makes
sense, a "translation" that relies upon universal human connections to build
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coherence. In other words, "You select a surprising F and construct an H to
explain it. F is the meaning; H is the context' (Agar, 2006b, p. 20, italics his).
Gee's questions take this framework and make it do-able. Gee (1996) explained
the intersection of context and meaning in this way: "The behaviors of any
individual person, at a specific time and place, are meaningful only against the
Discourse or, more often, set of complementary or competing Discourses, that
can 'recognize' and give 'meaning' and 'value' to that behavior" (p. 166). Here
again, to reiterate my earlier points, this entire theoretical and analytic framework
incorporates both local and individualized agency and meaning as well as
broader circumstantial dimensions of my work. I can find ways to navigate
through my research with both locally-focused respect for agency of teens as
well as for sociocultural influences in their lives.
Data Management
Interviews. Data recorded from interviews was captured using an iPod
with iTalk recording extension. This recording was transferred to my personal
laptop where I then transcribed it into written files. All interview files were labeled
clearly with the date, time, place, and interviewee's pseudonym. Transcripts
were initially kept on my laptop, with hard copies later kept in a locked cabinet in
my office.
Observations. Field notes (as detailed below) became files on my laptop
also filed labeled with date, time and place. All people mentioned were given
pseudonyms and/or initials only. These field notes were also printed as hard
copies and kept in a locked cabinet in my office.
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Artifacts. Any artifacts collected, such as IM conversations or homework
assignments had all names and identifying information blackened out or altered.
These artifacts were kept in the locked cabinet in my office.
Media Diary. Although I had initially considered shadowing my student
participants for several hours throughout a school day, I realized the
impracticality of such a procedure, both in terms of logistics as well as time
commitment. As I tried to formulate a plan to obtain direct "in the moment"
information, I shifted to the idea of using a media diary to capture the same
details I would be searching for in a shadowing situation.
Drawing upon the work of Bolger, Davis and Rafaeli (2003), I established
a format for students to record their daily literacy experiences for one week.
Bolger et al. have defined diaries as "self-report instruments used repeatedly to
examine ongoing experiences" and that "recognize the importance of the
contexts in which these processes unfold" (580). Given the focus on the value of
context and on the direct reports of the teens themselves, diary data collection
made sense. Unlike interviews, diaries can minimize "the amount of time
elapsed between an experience and the account of this experience" (p. 580) and
allows a researcher to consider cyclical changes, such as daily patterns.
I followed many of the formatting criteria set out by Bolger et al. (2003)
including the following: a time-based design, using a fixed-time interval
schedule, rather than an event-based or mixed design; paper and pen/pencil
access as well as the choice of online access; preprinted dates and times for
clarity and ease of use; and easily completed within several minutes each day.
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I did end up with four of the seven students completing the media diary,
but I chose not to include this data in my final write up and analysis for a few
reasons. First, of the four diaries gathered, only two had comments that provided
useful description, and these overlapped with comments gathered through
interviews. Second, I felt that the time of year impacted the quality of the diaries,
as it was the end of the school year where programming and schedules were
highly disrupted and "typical" rules and protocols were relaxed. I also found to be
true some of the cautions mentioned by Bolger, Davis and Rafaeli (2003),
specifically that diaries place a greater burden on participants and require a high
level of participant commitment and dedication that I suspect was difficult for
adolescents at the end of a school year. Thus, the remainder of this work does
not make further mention of these diaries.
Data Analysis
Observations. Observational field notes involved "jottings" from real-time
participation as well as a written record of the events as soon as possible after
the events. Furthermore, reflective entries captured my thoughts, feelings, ideas,
and reactions as a researcher. I followed the guidelines set out by Emerson et
al. (1995) and Wolcott (1990) some of which is explained below.
The audience for "raw" field notes was primarily myself (Emerson et al.,
1995, p. 44). I used what Emerson et al. describe as a third-person point of view
(with the acknowledgement that "I" was part of the details), a straight-forward
recording of the details seen and heard, without personal interpretation (such as
feelings, perceptions, generalizations or evaluative remarks) embedded in those
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notes. Even here, however, field notes involve an "active process of constructing
relatively coherent sequences of action and evocation of scene and character"
(p. 51). My own reflections and commentary on the field notes and interviews,
what Kleinman and Copp (1993) refer to as "notes-on-notes" (p. 59), allowed me
to explore my relationship to the data, feelings and perspectives, assumptions
and attitudes.
Coding. For interview data collected, I followed the open coding process
as detailed by Emerson et al. (1995, pp. 150-155). Open coding allowed me to
find patterns and surprises that emerged in the data, remaining open to
possibilities and not limiting myself too early in the process of analysis. I then
organized data around significant codes (significant either through their
commonality or through their indication of a possible surprising "rich point") in
order to develop theoretical interpretations and broader analysis of the work. In
part, these codes were refined and organized around Gee's building task
questions, as mentioned above. Rich points are defined by Agar (2006a) as
"those surprises, those departures from an outsider's expectations" (p. 2) that
indicate differences between cultures and that provide new direction in analysis
and theorizing.
Building tasks and tools of inquiry. Once I collected and coded a body of
data through the processes described above, I moved into an interpretive and
analytic stance using Gee's work that I outlined in a previous section of this
proposal. Using some of the building task questions, I directly engaged in
theoretical interpretation of the data.
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Ethical Concerns: General Reflection
Tedlock (2003) has warned, "ethnographers' lives are embedded within
their field experiences in such a way that all of their interactions involve moral
choices" (p. 165). The arena of ethics can be tricky to negotiate in any
ethnographic study, particularly one that involves teenagers. I established a
warm rapport with all participants, setting clear boundaries as an adult while
establishing open and friendly communication. The relationship with participants
was a professional but informal one in which all roles were clearly defined.
In no instance did a student disclose unsafe or unhealthy behaviors, nor
did a student disclose circumstances that would violate the state's Safe and Drug
Free Schools policy or Child Abuse Laws. I never felt that a situation or
statement warranted follow-up with a school or home adult. In one instance, the
student moved from a parental home to a group home, but his family was very
much part of the decision and process.
While I did encounter students who struggled academically, I did not feel
compelled to step into an educator role and assist or tutor the student while at
the school or interview setting. My role was clearly defined as observer and
interviewer, and both participants and I felt comfortable within the confines of that
role. In these instances, during naturally occurring conversations, I often
encouraged the students to stay in school, to continue trying to do their best, and
to check with their teachers about assignments, but my role never extended
beyond informal advice. I did not ask to see course grades from teachers for any
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student, but rather left it to the student to talk to me about individual grades and
school progress.
Limitations of the Study
Because my study is a highly contextualized ethnography, it is not
intended to be generalizable, but rather to provide rich description that permits
wider interpretive and theoretical inquiry. The possible implications and
recommendations located in chapters seven and eight are supported by my data
as well as by others' studies that complement my own work, thus providing
direction for further exploration. It is also important to address general issues of
bias and validity as it applies to qualitative study, specifically in regard to my role
as researcher and my data.
Bias. Ethnography attempts to understand a subjective experiencing of
life (Heyink & Tymstra, 1993; LeCompte, 1987) and the "complexity of the
phenomenon of interest" (Peshkin, 1988, p. 416) for the researcher who brings a
full attentiveness into the work done. In my own work, while I approached my
study with beliefs, values and questions, I did not begin with the bias of a specific
hypothesis or desired outcome, but rather with the intent to elicit rich data that
permitted the evolution of theorizing (Heyink & Tymstra, 1993).
Drawing heavily on the work of Erickson, LeCompte (1987) explained that,
in qualitative inquiry, we must consider the issue of bias as one of "disciplined
honesty" (p. 43) by critically examining (and bringing to light) both conscious and
unconscious sources of bias in our work. While no research is free of bias, in the
case of ethnography the subjectivity is made explicit as the researcher enters
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into the dynamics of the data through his/her presence and participation in
observations and interviews.
In my own work, the way in which 1 presented myself, the questions I
asked, the places I chose to meet with participants, the conversations I
maintained or cut short- all of the choices made within interview venues
suggested beliefs, values, preferences and assumptions. Some of these I was
aware of; some I was not. Even my own knowledge base set up certain ways in
which my role played out. While students viewed me as a scholar, and therefore
an "expert" in certain domains, I also presented myself very much as a "novice"
in the realm of some of the digital technologies, learning from the youth
themselves at times. Who I am and who they are helped to set the parameters
of what emerged in our work together.
In terms of "who I was" as the researcher, I began by establishing what I
hoped was a genuine and warm rapport, but I was also aware of doing so with
the hope of eliciting truthful data from the participants. Thus, intending to
maintain an open and friendly dialogue, I also had motives that I made explicit to
the participants from the beginning. I explained, both in writing and orally, the
intent of the research, and I expressed a sincere interest in what they might offer
for new insight and reflection, stressing confidentiality and the value of all
responses. Still, at the heart of the dynamic lay sociocultural realities - my role
as both an adult and as researcher (yet also as novice in some respects, as
noted above), my ultimate control of the direction of the conversation, and my
transcription, coding and selection of pieces of data.
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The interview settings may also have impacted the nature of the
relationship. For some students, I met in their homes or in my own; for others,
we met at school; I met with one young woman at Starbucks for each interview;
and in one case, I met in my office. These decisions undoubtedly impacted the
sense of formality or informality as part of the larger Discourse environment
(Gee, 2005), and may have had a bearing on the information elicited.
As for the questions asked, I could not begin to know what the students
themselves might be participating in for digital networking tools until I began to
ask about the ones I suspected they might have at their disposal. When new
tools or programs were mentioned, I asked about them to learn more, thereby
blending my own role as both expert researcher and novice digital network
participant. I sometimes assumed they were more active with certain tools, such
as Twitter or iMovie, than they were in reality, and that caused a reformulation of
my own direction of questions.
I wondered initially, sometimes creating assumptions, about how many
students had access to cell phones, about how many teachers were using
technology in the classrooms, and about students' willingness to talk about
certain issues. I tended to stay clear of issues such as "sexting" because it felt
more invasive than the study called for, but some students opened up anyway
about their own concerns for friends engaged in risky behaviors. My
expectations shifted as we conversed, and I was aware of staying open to cues
and to new ideas and values communicated by the students themselves. I
listened attentively for areas that surprised me or them (such as their focus on
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cell phones), to places where they or I seemed confused, to points where they
sought clarification. This alertness and critical inquiry alerted me to potential bias
and to what I might or might not be eliciting or attending to in participants' words.
Working with seven youth and three teachers within limited geographic
reach and demographic features has created contextualized meaning and
nuanced depth that permit new insight. However, the facts of where and with
whom I have chosen to locate the study have also created limits in terms of what
information will or will not emerge in this particular study. Therefore, such a
study works best as a building block to further theorizing, which such complex indepth exploration has permitted (LeCompte, 1987). The students likely did not
tell me every detail that might have been relevant, nor were they necessarily
presenting me with some objective "truth" that I needed to verify. Rather, they
provided deep, descriptive details and made meaning of the details in
relationship with myself as researcher. Together, we built a coherent storyline.
Validity. The issue of validity is answered in part through the above
discussion of authenticity. As a researcher who positioned myself in a way
intended to elicit honest responses, I trusted in the words of participants as an
accurate, if situated, reflection of feelings, values, beliefs and meaning-making
from the perspective of the youths and teachers themselves.
I obtained a clear sense of coherence across participants within the study,
but also across data that exists outside of my study and extends into the national
dialogue (or what Gee (2005) might call a "Conversation" with a capital-C about
certain issues that are alive in the field of adolescent literacy today). In my own
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work, I was astounded by the high degree of thematic coherence that emerged
across participants, sometimes even to the very words used. Furthermore, I
often re-asked questions to the same participant at a later time to help verify and
clarify responses given, adding to the interna! sense of consistency within the
data. At the same time, I stayed open to "surprise, disorder, and contradictions"
(Peshkin, 1988, p. 418), again what Agar (2006a) has called rich points.
My coding, although open in nature, was done according to Gee's (2005)
building tasks that helped to create strong coherence within the analysis itself. In
this way, relevant data was attended to carefully and with equal attention across
all interviews (Heyink & Tymstra, 1993). I also noted consistency across
observations, artifacts and interview data, providing multiple sources of data to
enhance the sense of validity throughout the work.
Who's Who: Meet the Participants
Over the course of the school year, I met with seven students and three
teachers from three school systems. I initially located 10th grade English
teachers and obtained permission to observe various classes during the fall.
Several of my student participants were located through these classrooms,
identified by their teachers as willing to participate in the study. Other students
were located through personal and professional connections and were not in the
classes with other participating students and teachers. My interviews with
students started in December '08 and continued into June '09. Interviews with
teachers were conducted in May '09.
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Riverpark High
Riverpark High School is located in a large middle class community in
New England. Mr. Scott had been teaching English at RHS for four years, and
he ran a traditional classroom, with seats lined in rows, lists of vocabulary on the
blackboard, and a strong - if youthful - authoritative classroom. In his 10th grade
College Prep class, about twenty students sat attentively or read aloud as Mr.
Scott clearly and enthusiastically explicated Hamlet, bit by bit, and as he
reviewed the weekly vocabulary for the upcoming quiz. Each text had a formal
essay assigned at the end, and journaling was also expected in this class. It was
business as usual. On Mr. Scott's suggestion, I located two willing students and
quickly arranged to meet up with them.
Student one: Carrie. Carrie, a friendly young woman who seemed always
on the go between activities, and who was successful in school, earning A's and
B's in her college-prep subjects and motivated to head to college in the future.
Mr. Scott described her as one of the best students in the particular class I
observed. Carrie lived in a modest home balanced at the edge of a ledge
overlooking the city of Riverpark, with her mother, father and older brother.
When I met with Carrie in her tiny kitchen, her mother wandered through
occasionally, offering me tea, showing me her latest craft project, or chatting with
Carrie about her plans for the day. Carrie spent most of her time at her
boyfriend's apartment nearby, but she stopped in to see her family regularly and
had a wonderful rapport with them. Carrie was highly social through digital
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networking, including very frequent cell phone texting, Facebook and Myspace
pages, and other interactive venues.
Student two: David. David, in contrast, struggled to complete his
assignments for school and lived with his father, stepmother, and three young
siblings in a small apartment on the second floor of a three-story building in
moderate disrepair. David was polite and gentle-natured, quiet in his demeanor
but willing to share his life with me as he introduced me to family members and
showed me his tiny and cluttered bedroom off the kitchen. His stepmother and
father offered me food and drink, and kept the younger children from interfering
with our talk in the kitchen. In April, after an unsuccessful year academically and
emotionally, David ended up relocating to a group home in another town. David
had almost no access, both in and out of school, to digital social networking. He
did not own a cell phone and had an mp3 player that had broken. He did not
have access to the Internet at his father's home, and, while there was a computer
to write on, it was an older model with no printer connection. He did have a
Myspace page, as well as a poetry webpage where he publicly posted his own
poems, but he was only able to access these pages on occasion at friends'
homes.
Student three: Maria. Maria, a tall young woman with large dark eyes, was
in a different college prep 10th grade class with Mr. Scott than Carrie and David.
We met at my house where she had no difficulty settling in comfortably. Maria
had a captivating charm about her - a gracious and mature manner toward
others, a sincere smile that invited conversation, and a genuine interest in my
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research. She lived between her mother's and father's homes, with mixed family
configurations at each, a reality that she seemed to take in stride with grace.
She was highly engaged in digital social networks.
Student four: Haley. Haley bubbled over with enthusiasm for my research,
for her fashion blogs, for Starbucks, and for virtually any topic on a given day.
She was chatty and social, kind and sensitive toward others, a real "people
person" who loved learning for the sake of learning. She eagerly looked forward
to our conversations, expressing dismay when they would come to an end each
time. Haley came from a stable and economically well-off family and was,
arguably, the student in my study who was most highly engaged in the social
digital networks. She had set high goals for herself, including success in school,
in the future job market, and in her potential to make money to support her
fashion and lifestyle desires.
Students five: Nicholas. Nicholas was as vivacious as Haley, and was
also a very successful student at Riverpark, maintaining A's at the honors level,
participating in numerous extracurricular activities, and even being class
president. He seldom slowed down in his actions or his speech, and he literally
bounced in his chair with boundless and happy energy during our time together.
Nicholas came from a well-to-do, stable family background, and he too, like
Haley, was eager to assist in my research. He had a true charisma that shone
through his ever-present smile and laughter. Nicholas participated many hours
of the day in the social digital network activities.
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Haley and Nicholas were both students in a 10 grade Honors level class
with a different teacher, Mr. Frangeli, who did not participate in my study.
Centreville High
In nearby Centreville, a town that is more culturally diverse and with a
lower socio-economic status than Riverpark, I observed Mrs. Andrews, a warm
and personable 10th grade English teacher who had been teaching for more than
15 years. She was particularly committed to the lower level students, those in
her "workshop" English class with approximately twelve students who have had
little success in English classrooms. This particular class had an eclectic (and
somewhat transient) mix of students, representing diverse ethnicities, cultures
and stylistic demeanors. Mrs. Andrews had set her desks up in clumps of two or
three, scattered around the small classroom but facing the teacher in generally
aligned rows. She taught literature texts by going through the plot details
carefully and thoroughly, and she did weekly vocabulary in a traditional manner
with the students. She incorporated journaling as well as longer essays and
responses to texts.
Student six: Jamal. Mrs. Andrews introduced me to Jamal, a tall and
lanky African American boy and the only non-white participant in my study.
Jamal had a shy smile and a quiet manner. I watched him interact playfully with
peers, but he struggled to maintain good work habits both in and out of school.
He reminded me of David in many ways as Jamal teetered on the edge of failing
grades, lived in an apartment complex with his mother, her boyfriend and
younger siblings, and had almost no access to the digital social networks. He did
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have a Myspace page, but he could only update it when he went to a friend's
house with Internet access, an event that happened no more than once a week.
Student seven: Jeffrey. Jeffrey also attended Centreville High School as
a junior, and had Ms. Deere as a teacher for his AP Language class. Due to his
busy schedule and his coming on board with my research later in the year, I was
only able to interview him one time and did not observe him in his English class.
Jeffrey was an articulate and energetic young man with full access to digital
networking, demanding academic programming, and a family background that,
although marred by divorce, was currently stable and well-off economically.
Welltown Academy
In addition to Mr. Scott and Mrs. Andrews, the third teacher I was able to
observe and interview was Ms. Fisk, a gentle, quiet-natured, upbeat young
woman in her first year of teaching at a private coed day school. Her classroom
was also set up in a traditional manner, with rows of students facing the front
blackboard and strict rules for behavior and work ethic. Her students completed
weekly vocabulary from a textbook, and Ms. Fisk ran them through the workbook
exercises, sentence by sentence, with a quiz at the end of each week. Like the
other teachers observed, she presented literature texts through reading aloud,
class reviews, and textual explanations, and assigned both journals and formal
essays. Her students tended to come from higher income backgrounds and they
were expected to abide by all rules and protocols of this small school. Although I
was unable to recruit any of her students for my study, Ms. Fisk herself spent
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many hours with me, both in opening up her classroom to my visits and in
chatting with me.

Table 2.1: Summary of Participant Information
NAME

RACE

SCHOOL

GRADE

ENGLISH
TEACHER

#OF
INTERVIEWS

MEDIA
JOURNAL
DONE

Carrie

W

Riverpark

10th

Mr. Scott

3

Yes

David

W

Riverpark

10th

Mr. Scott

2

No

Maria

W

Riverpark

10th

Mr. Scott

2

Yes

Haley

W

Riverpark

10th

*Mr. Frangeli 2

Yes

Nicholas

W

Riverpark

11 tn

*Mr. Frangeli

1

No

Jamal

AA

Centreville

10th

3

Yes

Jeffrey

W

Centreville

Mrs.
Andrews
*Ms. Deere

1

One day
only

10tn

* These teachers were not interviewed nor observed, as they were not
participants in my study.

A few points must be noted about the above table in regard to data
collection. Some data selectively omitted from the table are the specific dates
and length of interviews, as this information seemed superfluous to the relevance
of the study. Those students who had three interviews (Carrie and Jamal) were
the ones I first started with and I found it helpful to return to them a third time later
as new themes emerged. Those students who had only one interview (Nicholas
and Jeffrey) were recruited toward the end of the school year, where I was not
only more adept at streamlining my own questioning, but was also more aware of
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emerging themes. These two participants were vivacious and talkative with rich
interviews. Follow-up was difficult due to scheduling difficulties. In all, the
interviews conducted provided thorough data across all participants.
A further question that arises from the table above is that of the media
journals, which I have chosen not to include in the data analysis. With the
exception of David who had moved into a group home and therefore was
relatively inaccessible, I sat with all participants individually and reviewed the
diary protocol, explaining the expectations, the optional nature of them, and the
incentive provided if they chose to participate. Once the students agreed to
participate, I touched base at least once throughout the week with each one as a
reminder to complete the diary, and I provided both hard copies and an easily
accessible electronic link. Still, with those structures in place, only four students
followed through with the diaries. Of those four, the results provided little in the
way of new information that was not already present in the interview data.

Conclusion to Chapter II
This chapter has attempted to situate this study within its major conceptual
framework of critical sociocultural theory, particularly exploring the tension
between sociocultural influences and the role of agency within power structures.
The chapter also details the research methodology and rationale, with special
consideration of the use of discourse analysis. It concludes by introducing the
participants of the study, with the summary table above for clarity.
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CHAPTER III
ADOLESCENT LITERACY
This chapter defines my conceptual home as adolescent literacy and asks
how teens are making meaning across multiple literacy contexts. It sets out
definitions of key terms in the field of adolescent literacy, first by providing a
sociocultural-historical framing of the field of literacy; then by moving into special
consideration of discourse, multimodal semiotics, text, context, and digital
literacy; and finally by concluding with a word about critical literacy.
What is Adolescence?
The "teenage" years are those strictly between thirteen and nineteen,
while the onset of puberty is often much younger. But adolescence as a
construct cannot be easily bounded by physical markers and chronological age.
Adolescence centers on issues of identity marked by awareness of purpose - "to
explore identities in order to find a place in the world" (Neilsen, 2006, p. 6).
Adolescent literacy is about meaning more than breaking a phonetic code, and,
while we tend to think of adolescents as inhabiting the space of middle and high
school, challenges in this marked shift to meaning-making really begin much
earlier than that, somewhere around the 4 th grade, when children begin to "learn
to read to learn" (Snow & Biancarosa, 2003, p. 5, referencing Chall). The
imperative to comprehend and to learn from "complex, content-rich materials"
marks this shift from primary to "later" grades (Biancarosa & Snow, 2006, p. 1).
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In fact, the most up-to-date Carnegie Corporation (2010) report on Adolescent
Literacy explicitly defined "adolescents" and "secondary" grades as referring to
students in grades four through twelve due in large part to these shifting literacy
demands that develop at these grades (p. 1).
Regardless of how we go about defining development between childhood
and adulthood, the fact is that people at this time of life have specific needs,
challenges and strengths as they mature. Literacy pedagogies that work for
young children are unlikely to engage adolescent learners, who not only want to
engage in "questions they have about the world" but also must be prepared for
rigorous disciplinary knowledge and critical thinking (Ippolito, Steele, & Samson,
2008). Adolescents are seeking articulated meaning and purpose in their
engagement with texts in their lives (Tovani, 2000).
What is (Adolescent) Literacy?
At its most basic level of shared features among definitions, literacy
"involves someone interacting with a text within a certain context" (Bell, 1993, p.
151), and thus is comprised of four fundamental elements: the user (agent), the
text, an interaction (process) and a context (society or community). However,
these terms can be problematized and deconstructed to reveal deeper
complications than this definition might suggest.
Kaestle (1985) described the traditional definition for determining literacy
rates as "the ability to decode and comprehend written language at a rudimentary
level... to look at written words corresponding to ordinary oral discourses, to say
them, and to understand them" (p. 13). This framework, however, constructs
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literacy as a dichotomous variable. A person who has achieved a certain level of
literacy (as measured typically by a standardized test) is literate; a person who
has not is illiterate. Those who cannot demonstrate having learned standard and
measurable forms of reading and writing skills - primarily decoding,
comprehension, and "proper" punctuation, grammar and spelling at, say, that
transitional fourth grade level - are "condemned" to a life of powerlessness and
incomprehension (Hirsch, 1988, p. 12). Our socio-cultural-historical focus on
literacy "has been shaped by dichotomous assumptions that are highly
questionable and yet difficult to abandon" (Collins, 1995, p. 86).
Standardized Assessment of Adolescent Literacy
In this day and age wherein test scores are perceived as the truest
measure of success, nowhere is that focus on assessment outcomes more true
than in the arena of literacy. Thus, it seems reasonable, if not a bit discouraging,
to look at the use of contemporary high-stakes testing as one way to define
"literacy," and, more specifically, to define the perceived and alarming "gap"
(Cady, 1999; Doubek & Cooper, 2007; Jacobs, 2008; Snow & Biancarosa, 2003)
between certain groups of adolescents that seems to permeate literacy scores.
We hear concern about twelfth grade reading scores on the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) tests which have been the litmus
test of our nation's educational health for years. The scores are "troubling" and
"going in the wrong direction," a trend that "undermines our national productivity
and thwarts the dream of a full-participation society" (Cady, 1999, p.1). Beyond
the rhetoric, however, lies the presumption that we should know intuitively and
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precisely where all students should be heading, a clear directionality with an
outcome-based expectation for achievement as measured by national tests that
tell us how we are doing in the realm of literacy, and one that tends to reduce
development to a "simple progression" in a "fixed sequence," generally ignoring
both the individual's active role and the influence of the environment (Bidell,
1992, pp. 3-4).
Snow and Biancarosa (2003) have confirmed the literacy "crisis" in a
report documenting the achievement gap between adolescent minorities and
white students as measured by these same tests. And it is true that struggling
older readers (those below grade level in reading and writing as measured on
these tests) "are at high risk for failure in all content subjects and ultimately for
dropping out of school" (Sternberg, Kaplan & Borck, 2007, p. 12). These are the
students left behind, the ones living on the wrong side of the gap.
However, even among those whom public education has traditionally
served well, we are coming to an increasing realization that our schools are no
longer meeting the needs of today's adolescents. A newly-minted report by the
Carnegie Corporation (2010) has detailed some success in the past twenty years
in the improvement of reading and writing skills of young children, yet has stated
emphatically that "the pace of literacy improvement has not kept up with the pace
of growth in the global economy, and literacy gains have not been extended to
adolescents in the secondary grades. Overall, we are failing to create highly
literate, college and career ready adults with the literacy skill sets that qualify
them for employment in the new global knowledge economy" (p. 1, italics mine
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for emphasis). This "new global knowledge economy" demands a new
commodity, that of information, but also of adept and interactive networking, and
of participatory and collaborative engagement in new forms of text and media
(Burke, 2007; Gee 2000b; Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Tierney, 2007).
Cultural Literacy: Whose Culture?
By the mid nineteenth century, literacy in the U.S. had become
standardized through "scriptal practices [of] schooled literacy,... part of a general,
elite-led promotion of literacy as the basis of citizenship and moral order" (Collins
1995, p. 82), forming a national identity situated within capitalism and within
contexts of "religious- and gender-inflected traditions of reading, writing, and
political discourse" (p. 82). The promotion of literacy was deeply tied to the aim
of "moral development and social control" (Lankshear & McLaren 1993, p. 5). In
the past, then, the production and dissemination of messages in the public
domain lay within the power and control of the few (Kress, 2003).
Hirsch (1988) offered up "cultural literacy" in the 1980's, as an answer to
that decade's "gap" in achievement, not so much between haves and have-nots
within our own country (although Hirsch gave nod to that) but between the
"haves" of the U.S. (those graduating high school) and the "haves" of other
countries, behind whom our own graduates were alarmingly slipping, creating a
"serious problem for the nation" (p. 7). He claimed, "true enfranchisement
depends upon knowledge, knowledge upon literacy, and literacy upon cultural
literacy" (p. 12), defined as traditional myths and facts transmitted through
generations. Hirsch described "standard" English as being "based upon forms
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that have been fixed in dictionaries and grammars and are adhered to in books,
magazines, and newspapers... [with] stable written forms [that] have now
standardized the oral forms of the language spoken by educated Americans" (p.
3). He stated unequivocally, "The chief function of literacy is to make us masters
of this standard instrument of knowledge and communication" (p. 3).
Contextualized Multil-Literacies
Following Hirsch's rise to fame came new sociocultural understandings of
the complexities and interactions within classrooms and lives. In one scathing
critique of Hirsch, Lankshear and McLaren (1993) wrote that, under such a
reductionist ideology, "Human agents are formed in the waxworks of history in
which human capacity remains frozen in the shape of traditions, traditions that
serve as the faceless curators of Western culture" (p. 18). Perhaps more gently,
Kress (2003) has captured the movement by saying that, while the uses and the
forms of literacy have always been tied into value systems within institutional
structures and frames, we can no longer "hope to understand written texts by
looking at the resources of writing alone" (p. 11), but instead must consider
contexts and alternative modes of communication beyond print. He has
suggested that distributions of power have become "radically unsettled" through
a variety of forces at work, including technology in an age of globalization (p. 17).
Moving away from reified, decontextualized beliefs about literacy, then,
recent theorists have studied literacy as "situated," "local," and tied to identifying
communities of discourse (Barton & Hamilton, 2000; Gee, 2000a, 2005; Yagelski,
1999; among others), redefining literacy not as a set of skills but as a process of
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meaning-making with tools and texts within contexts (Kress, 2000a; Luke, 2000;
Maybin, 2000), thus developing the notion of "multiliteracies" (Cope & Kalantzis,
2000b; Lankshear & Knobel, 2003). Many researchers are now exploring
multimodal semiotic understanding and processes (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000a;
Kress, 2000a, 2000b; Luke, 2000) ever widening the lens on "literacy" as we
once conceived of it.
Continuing Concerns and Limitations
In the 21st century, with the impact of new technologies, especially the
Internet with its multimodal representations of knowledge (and of ways of
searching for knowledge), some theorists realize that even the sociocultural and
situated perspectives on multiliteracies are too narrow in capturing the essence
of literate interactions (De Pourbaix, 2000; Leander & Lovvorn, 2006; Leander &
McKim, 2003; Lewis, 2005; Lewis & Fabos, 2005). They have found that these
frameworks tend to be limited: first, in their (lack of) perspective of the personal
and emotional identity-shaping practices of teens (Finders, 1997; Gee, 2006;
Newkirk, 2002); second, in their representations of time and space in new
"virtual" and hybrid temporal-spatial realities (De Pourbaix, 2000; Gee, 2000b;
Leander & Lovvorn, 2006; Leander & McKim, 2003; Lewis, 2005; Luke, 2000);
and, third, in their somewhat simplistic dichotomizing of in- and out-of-school
literacies, of social and academic literacies, and of digital and non-digital
literacies (Collins, 1995; Hull & Schultz, 2002; Leander and Lovvorn, 2006; Luke,
2000). Adolescent literacy theory has yet to capture these complex interdimensions and movement that necessitate that, instead of static and bounded
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systems, we study "flow" and networks across space-times (De Pourbaix, 2000;
Gee, 2000b; Luke, 2000). As Alverman and McLean (2007) have explained,
even with our widening of traditional notions, we continue to conceive of literacy
as print-centric in nature, rather than as an "intersection of people, texts, modes,
practices, and the varied meaning of literacy learning in different situations and
cultural contexts" (p. 3).
Conversely, we must be cautious not to overextend the meaning of
literacy so far that it loses any sense of meaning whatsoever (Kress, 2003).
While we continue to redefine and challenge our notions of literacy in a world of
multiple contexts, modes and possibilities, some yet to be tapped, some soon to
be, even as I write, Kress (2003) has provided the most suitable working
definition of literacy for this work as the "use of the resource of writing" (p. 21) for
making meaning. While I concur that in its pure state, literacy entails the
resource of writing, my own work shifts this definition slightly to include broader
"interactions with text," the definition of text to be dealt with below, a definition
which sustains the sense of activity, but further extends into the visual world of
the screen in ways that Kress excludes in the more narrow definition of literacy.
Discourse
It is impossible to talk about adolescent literacy activity without a deeper
exploration of its link with discourse practices (Gee, 2005; Hinchman & Moje,
1998; Smagorinsky & Smith, 1992); that is, with "ways of behaving, interacting,
valuing, thinking, believing, speaking, and often reading and writing that are
accepted as instantiations of particular roles... by specific groups of people" (Gee
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2005, p. viii). Literacy "makes no sense outside of Discourses" (p. viii). To be
literate means understanding audience/community characteristics that shape the
content and form of interactions (Smagorinsky & Smith, 1992; Yagelski, 1999).
Youths today need to find ways to be literate across discourse communities,
some of which may clash incompatibly (Gee, 2005). A further exploration of
discourse appears later in this work.
Semiotic, Multimodal Meaning-Making
The notion of semiotics (meaning-making through signs and modes of all
kinds) further complicates the realm of adolescent learning and literacy. Siegel
(2006) explained that, in one study, literacy engagement was not simply gaining
control over signs, but rather involved negotiating the "semiotic resources
available when encountering texts in contexts" (p. 66). This means, in part, that
we must "unhinge" writing development from a linear path to portray the breadth
of youths' "textual landscapes" (Dyson, qtd in Siegel, 2006, p. 67). Leanderand
McKim (2003) also suggested reformulating our understanding of literacy
practices to better incorporate "semiotic mediation" (p. 225). For example, we
need to understand that many literacy-related resources for teens involve signs
and symbols beyond the print on the page, such as visuals and graphics, links to
sound and video, and layouts that are not always, in fact seldom, linear. The
image, the new mode of the screen, is governed by the "logic of space" (Kress,
2003, p. 2). This new media permits an almost instantaneous and easy
multiplicity of modes, an interactivity that is interpersonal, and a hypertextuality
that connects with multiple layerings of texts (p. 5).
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People use signs and tools to make meaning, but the signs and tools do
not automatically, in and of themselves, embed meaning. Rather, members of
any given culture create shared meanings within that culture. In order to feel
"consonance" with - and to appropriate the use of - cultural tools that mediate
meaning construction, the learner must accept the value system underlying the
"semiotic structure" of the environment (Smagorinsky 1995, pp. 194-196),
established through "historical cultural functions" (p. 198) over time.
Consequently, newer "tools" may create a sense of dissonance across
generations. Assessments to measure "progress" toward institutionally-agreedupon standards will favor those students who feel "consonance" with institutional
tools and signs, and will work against those who do not (p. 203). However, the
rapid use of such tools and signs across the culture also creates a rapid shift in
power structures that unsettle institutional structures (Kress, 2003). The
implications of new semiotic meaning-making is explored later in this work.
Text
The notion of text has shifted dramatically with the advent of global
technologies. Text might be thought of as including: printed documents; oral or
visual communication; graphics; movement; images; situations; and more
(Hamrnerberg, 2004, p. 649). Beyond common forms of text, we have new
"hybrid texts" (Canagarajah, 2003, p. xi), ones that meld written and oral venues,
such as IM, iMovies, and social networking sites. Siegel (2006) has written that
"multimodal texts are evidence of engagement in a far more complex mapping
activity than mapping oral language onto written language" (p. 67). New
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conceptualizations of text are transforming the ways in which we interpret teens'
interactions with literacy and discourse.
Because much of the new media text is screen-based and multimodal, text
now lends itself to interactivity that is highly interpersonal, to ease of access, and
to hypertextuality (movement among numerous layerings of texts easily) (Kress,
2003). Kress has defined text in this new media age as "any instance of
communication in any mode" and argues that text must also have a "site of
appearance," which at this point is primarily the screen (p. 48). This new site for
text, however, unlike the older format of the page, shifts text from a "textual
entity" toward a visual one (p. 65). I use Kress's definitions and understandings
of text as the basis for my own work.
Context and Space-Time Flow
Youth today are coming of age "amid reconfigured contexts for
communication, friendship, play, and self-expression" (Ito et al., 2008, p. 4). In
fact, these technologies in large part define this generation.
Context is, in part, environment, purpose, social and cultural background,
and more (Hammerberg, 2004; Lankshear & Knobel, 2003). It might also include
"cultural institutions, tools and technologies for handling problems, and valued
goals and means of reaching them" (Rogoff, 1990, p. 19). If goals and tools are
implicated in the notion of "context," then new technologies, which are embedded
in new definitions of text, also become part of the context. Texting via cell phone,
for example, is a unique context that not only impacts text but also the reading/
writing/meaning-making of that text. Freire explained that we cannot read texts
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without "reading the context of the text," without understanding "the reality which
shapes the discourse" (Hare & Portelli, 2001, p. 149).
We need new ways of representing "space-time paths" (Leander &
McKim, 2003, p. 230), which are "caught up in a mangle of tensions, relations,
and contradictions" (p. 220). Leander and McKim (2003) havevsuggested
reinterpreting social space as flow, an "ongoing production of space-time" in a
way that draws upon "multiple material and discursive resources, is imbued with
relations of power, and is malleable through individual agency and imagination"
(p. 212). In this connective, relational, and fluid view, space-time flow
interweaves Web 2.0 practices with other social spaces that existed prior to the
Internet and continues to coexist with (in fact, to co-inhabit) these spaces.
Discursive practices permit the interplay of individual agency with sociocultural
influences, as alluded to in chapter two. Literacy as discursive practice means
that researchers must begin to "uncover the relational manner in which meaning
is produced, unveiling the interplay between subjectivities, objects, and social
practices within specific relations of power" (Lankshear & McLaren 1993, p. 10).
Subjects interact with space-time networks, creating these networks even as the
pathways shape the individual.
Digital Literacy
A last difficulty in a study such as this is defining what is meant by digital,
technological, or media literacy. Throughout this work, and throughout the
research field, we find terms such as: Web 2.0, Literacy 2.0, digital networks,
social networks, new media. While I do explore and define some of these terms
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in the next chapter, it is important to consider certain aspects of what we might
refer to as "technology literacy" - the skills and knowledge-base encouraged, in
fact necessitated, by new multimodal tools and contexts.
Kress (2003) has argued against the use of the word "literacy" bandied
about in this way, calling this a "metaphoric," or additionally "production-skills,"
use of the term, a reality that he conceded may be useful in everyday contexts
but that does not serve the purposes of fine-tuned study and research (p. 23).
He has argued compellingly that using "literacy" only to name the resource in the
production of the message does not qualify as literacy: simply knowing how to
construct a web page, for example, or how to type a text message to a friend,
does not make one "literate," even within those venues; a person must know
more than the means for conveyance. As mentioned earlier, Kress argued that
literacy should refer exclusively to "understanding the meaning-potentials of the
resources" (p. 24). Thus, digital literacy, under this definition, should mean
"understanding the use of the resource of digital media."
In fact, a draft of a national test for technology literacy is underway as I
write - the National Assessment for Technological Literacy, with the goal of
testing students' understanding of a range of tools, the ways they can be used,
and their impact on society (Manzo, 2009a, p. 1). The draft of this proposal
defines technological literacy as "the general understanding of technology
coupled with a capability to use, manage and assess the technologies that are
most relevant in one's life, such as the information and communication
technologies that are particularly salient in the world today" (p. 1). This definition
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resembles Kress's in its breadth, but carries it forward into the realm of
assessment for schools, begging certain questions. How do we begin to assess
this type of "general understanding"? What does it mean to "use, manage and
assess" so many different technologies, and who knows what next ones are likely
to be most "salient"? It will be extremely difficult to measure "the habits of mind
and critical thinking skills that are considered essential to a deeper understanding
and use of technology" (Manzo, 2009a, p. 2). In addition, we must also consider
not only access to information and culture, but also the ability to participate in
social and recreational digital activities (Ito et al., 2008), as well as to make safe
and responsible decisions (Willard, 2006).
Some researchers stress that true digital literacy is not simply about
content or access, but about the ability to transform and adapt the self, to engage
in future-oriented behaviors that will drive their success in school and in the
broader society (Burke, 2007; Gee, 2004; Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Prensky,
2001a), a fluency in movement across these spaces that interweave in complex
ways. Living in a fast-paced world, with digital access that is instantaneous and
multi-layered, adolescents require experiences that allow them to learn "new
specialist varieties of language and thinking" both in and out of school (Gee,
2004) and that define, bound and interweave these contexts more articulately for
teens. Students need what Prensky has termed both "legacy" content which is
traditional content knowledge as well as "future" content which is largely digital
and technological skills, but also the "ethics, politics, sociology, languages and
other things that go with them" (Prensky, 2001a, p. 1). Burke (2007) cited a
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report on 21 century learning that breaks these vital skills into three categories:
information and communication skills; thinking and problem-solving skills,
including creativity and curiosity; and interpersonal and self-directive skills.
Digital literacy, then, encapsulates far more than knowing how to word process
and to navigate websites.
Critical Literacy: A Viable Approach
Critical literacy requires the "examination of the political, cultural, and
economic assumptions" behind our socially constructed definitions of literacy
(Smagorinsky, 1995, 192). That is, students and teachers need to be
consciously and articulately aware of the larger issues of power, identity and
agency at work in their literacy activities, and to be able to participate in the
dialogues and debates around these tensions. What pedagogical implications
exist that might help teachers to assisting students in gaining a meta-awareness
of their literacy purposes and practices (Hinchman & Chandler-Olcott, 2006;
Lewis, 2001, Luke, 2000)? Can we find new strategies to help teens not only
maneuver successfully across and among literacy contexts (space-times), but to
understand that action? And what can we learn from the youths themselves
about this movement (Hinchman & Chandler-Olcott, 2006; Moje, 2002)?
School success is not simply a matter of access to Web 2.0 and other
technological resources. Instead, the more important factor is engaging in a
critical inquiry that helps students understand what the dangers, benefits and
boundaries, purposes and audiences are of various types of interactions with text
(Lewis, 2005). Smagorinsky cites work by Moll and Greenberg to suggest that
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teachers must make an effort to engage in a "reciprocal relationship with
students regarding appropriate tool use" (p. 204). We must teach an awareness
of the different discourses and practices (Muchiri et al., 1999; Smagorinsky &
Smith, 1992) through an encouragement of critical literacy. Teachers can and
should practice "mindfulness" in helping students "identify the communities to
which they belong" and to understand the implications and impact of such
memberships (Smagorinsky & Smith, 1992, p. 297).
The interplay between social and academic literacies, digital and real-time
ones, in and out of school ones, transcends these artificial divides, while
simultaneously re-defining them. Again, turning to Kress (2003), we find that he
has clarified the interdimensions of social actions and text. He states that "social
actions shape the text" and that they take place in "fields of power" (p. 85). He
has asked a vitally important question: "Are the genres [social actions that shape
text] of marginal groups... also to be included in the curriculum?" (p. 85). His
response aligned with critical literacy theorists as he said, "The focus will need to
be on the social principles that generate the textual forms" (pp. 85-86). He has
argued that we need to recognize the question of power in any interaction with
text and to help students recognize those questions of power within social
actions and modes of interaction on screen and page.
Conclusion to Chapter III
This study situates itself within the conceptual home of adolescent literacy,
specifically asking how teens are making meaning across multiple literacy
contexts. How are teens interacting with text within multimodal media of print
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and screen, across social spaces including academic, social, and digital ones?
How are they negotiating the boundedness and intersections of these spaces?
This study draws upon the definitions of terms clarified in this chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

INTERSECTIONS OF NEW AND OLD LITERACIES

This chapter initiates the part of this work that directly presents and
analyzes the data from my study. Chapter four sets the groundwork for
remaining chapters by exploring the tensions, boundaries and intersections
among old and new forms of literacy engagement for youth, including academic,
social and digital interactions with text, both print-based and screen-based.
This chapter begins by defining Literacy 2.0 in light of new media
engagement, then presents what is happening in the classrooms of my
participants. It introduces potentially clashing epistemological and normative
ideologies that may be evolving within classrooms. Lastly, it considers how
teens in this study define literacy and how they value academic literacy, reading
and writing engagement, as well as good teaching skills, in their own lives.
Digital Natives and Literacy 2.0
A recent Sprint ad declared, without explanation or apology to the more
ignorant souls among us, "Meet the smartphone that's fluent in chirp."
Smartphones? Chirp? And how about these other terms that also didn't exist a
decade or so ago: Airport, Wifi, Bluetooth, Twitter (and its associated Tweeting),
Facebook, Myspace, Instant Messenger, Texting, Blogging, Youtube, Flickr,
Ebay, iMovie, iPod, and so on. All of this Friending, Chirping, Tweeting, Ebaying
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and i-everything-ing is a tough new language for some of us to wrap our tongues
and minds around. These digitally-networked activities are highly interactive and
social in nature, and they are rapidly changing the face of literacy as we once
conceived of it.
Digital Natives are the young people in society today who have never lived
in a world without online technology that permeates their lives and their psyches
(Prensky 2001a). They are as adept at pulling together a Youtube video or
texting blindly on a cell phone as they are at brushing their teeth. They seem,
arguably, to "think differently" from adults who are Digital Immigrants. We can
use the various tools mentioned above, and can even learn to use them well, but
we are still immigrants, largely unable or unwilling to assimilate, into the
worldview, the mindset, the way of being that the youths have inhabited their
whole lives. These activities are alive in contexts inhabited by youths that make
it "daunting" for adults to keep up with students in innovative formats for creating
and publishing (Richardson, 2009, p. 26).
If literacy means being able to both read and write within certain media
formats, then Literacy 2.0 means being able to read and write new media forms,
including sound, graphics and moving images in addition to text, and to be able
to integrate all of this into projects, shifting away from static and print-centric texts
(O'Brien, 2006; Ohler, 2009). This definition captures the sense of multimodal
communication through text that may be interactive, alive, fluid, and
multidimensional. 2.0 literacies "challenge how schools traditionally have valued
a single author laboriously working alone to create a unique text" (Knobel &
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Wilber, 2009, p. 22). Literacy 2.0 is about production and participation, not just
"consumption and spectatorship" (Gee & Levine, 2009, p. 49). Such
engagement is, consequently, "a new mind-set - or a new ethos - as well as a
new practice, ... an entirely new worldview, ... a paradigm shift" (Knobel &
Wilber, 2009, pp. 20-23).
Literacy 2.0 is a corollary to the broader concept of Web 2.0, a new
generation of Internet applications, sites and activities that view the world wide
web as a platform wherein users control data. The core competencies of Web
2.0, according to O'Reilly (2005) include, primarily, a shift to services as opposed
to packaged software, user participation and interactivity, data that can be easily
remade and transformed, multiple software interactivity, and the harnessing of
"collective intelligence." While these elements may be difficult to bound through
absolute measures, they give the sense of Web 2.0 as highly transmutable,
interactive and communally built.
The term "new media" is often used to encompass the convergence of
digital media with traditional media (Ito et al., 2008). One recent study
categorized youth activity with new media into three genres: "hanging out,
messing around, and geeking out" (p. 10), the most casual and friendship-driven
of these being the "hanging out" and the more sophisticated and interest-driven
being the "geeking out," or using new Web 2.0 technologies to seek out new and
innovative learning. "Messing around," in contrast to the other two terms,
involves the playful meandering through links and information that has no single
interest or goal propelling it. The friendship-driven, "peer-based learning
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dynamics" of "hanging out" is primarily what my participants described being
engaged in when interacting with new media technologies. Generally, Web 2.0
media have at their center a strong sense of interaction, collaboration,
adaptability, and innovation (Burke, 2007; Palfrey & Gasser, 2008).
Production and Participation: "I Love Getting Picture Comments"
Several of my participants made direct reference to the new Literacy 2.0
sense of production and participation. David, who, even with limited Internet
access, regularly updated his poetry webpage with poems, music and images,
spoke extensively about the importance of the feedback he received from peers
who read his work and commented on it. He explained, "People give it a star
rating or a comment. I can read my feedback." He could tell how many people
had read each poem and he gained a sense of confidence from the positive
comments. "My first feedback ever," he told me proudly, "was a person that was
saying that it was very powerful, it was up there, it was emotional, they enjoyed it
very much." He admitted that most, although not all, of the comments on his site
are from friends. Haley spoke with a similar sense of pride about her fashion
know-how that she soon hoped to post on a blog of her own, seeking feedback
from others for the confidence it would give her. And Carrie, when describing her
Myspace page, stated, "I love photographs and taking pictures, and I love getting
picture comments." Carrie had also used her poems as communicative intent via
Myspace: "I wrote a poem [about a friend losing a dog], so I sent that to her and
she posted it on her Myspace. And then another time I wrote one for my cousin
because I was really mad at her. I posted it as a bulletin." When I ask if her
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cousin saw it, Carrie laughed, "I don't know, hopefully she did." She went on to
explain the satisfaction from getting feedback on her writing: "On the one I wrote
for my friend, I got feedback from her, and I think all my other ones people were
just like, oh what's that about, or they were like, oh that was good or whatever."
Haley summed up the distinction when she stated, "Texting is more, it's in
contact with people, communicating, whereas reading is individual." Even Jamal,
who seldom completed a paper for school assignments, liked to write stories that
a friend transformed into storyboards with music and images.
A New Mindset: "It's Just Part of What We Do"
The new engagement in these technologies is also creating different sorts
of brain patterns, brain activities, ways of looking at the world. According to some
studies, thinking patterns have actually altered from past generations' brain
activity (O'Brien, 2006; Prensky 2001a, 2001b, 2008). In work done by Prensky
(2008), who popularized the terms "Digital Natives" and "Digital Immigrants," one
boy said to a group of teachers, "You think of technology as a tool. We think of it
as a foundation - it's at the basis of everything we do." This digital technology
appears to be embedded in the psyche of the Digital Natives.
My own study backs this assertion up. Maria, for example, spent hours
texting friends on her cell phone, but explained, echoing the boy above from
Prensky's work, "It's just part of what we do." Nicholas expressed the
embeddedness of texting into his life by stating, "It can be incorporated into
anything you do without taking away from what you're doing." Even David, with
virtually no regular access to Literacy 2.0 tools, said, "We're younger and we
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have a different view of it. We were born in the age of technology. We view
IMing and texting as communication rather than just something that's pointless
and unnecessary."
The three teachers I visited also recognized this embeddedness. Mrs.
Andrews, a longtime teacher at Centreville, stated, in an uncanny replication of
some individuals' words above, "They see [digital media] as an everyday tool, it's
an extension of themselves, and just part of what they're doing. You know,
they're listening to music and talking to their friends and they're using emails. It's
something they've had their entire life. So it's an extension of the self, rather
than what they're being taught." Mr. Scott, an English teacher at Riverpark,
agreed: "I think they probably look at it as a communication tool. Literacy to
them is about more educational material and composition. They wouldn't think of
writing notes to their mom as composition." The youngest teacher interviewed,
Ms. Fisk, who is in her first year of teaching at a private school, talked about the
difference between Digital Natives and Digital Immigrants in this way: "There's
going to be a gap, where the generation that doesn't know how to use all that
stuff, and the generation that does. And an understanding. I feel kind of
fortunate that I understand both. I think everybody wants in on it [the new digital
media] somehow." Ms. Fisk clearly saw herself as part of a bridging generation
between the two worlds, willing and able to entrench herself in the literacy 2.0
tools, even without full access to them throughout her childhood.
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What Belongs in a Classroom?
Literacy 2.0 includes the ability to engage with new online and offline
technologies in ways that draw upon valuable new skills and new ways of
thinking that may drive future success. However, it is also important to
distinguish between "Literacy 2.0" and the broader umbrella of Web 2.0, or
perhaps between the term and a fine-tuned understanding of varieties of it, as set
out by Ito et al. (2008) above in this chapter as "hanging out, messing around,
and geeking out" (p. 10). Certain communicative and networking tools,
particularly IM and cell phones, are on the very social end of the interactive
technology spectrum, and may not be seen as particularly useful or valuable
within academic realms of learning. While some researchers (Gee 2004; Kress,
2003) strongly believe these highly social tools - including electronic games,
Facebook and Myspace - should indeed be integrated into a classroom
experience, it's not the purpose of such technologies. On the other hand, certain
social technologies, such as blogging or iMovie, might add a new dimension to
learning in ways that creatively promote "participation, collaboration, and
distribution" (Knobel & Wilber, 2009, p. 21). As Weigel and Gardner (2009) have
explained, such networking interests should only be contextualized within
classrooms when they are "both developmental^ and pedagogically suitable"
and not "too idiosyncratic" (p. 40). The digital technologies of the day may be
more or less suitable for classroom adaptation depending on a variety of factors
- accessibility, teacher knowledge and comfort level, and curricular goals and
objectives.
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What's Happening in Classrooms?
Some teachers do make an effort to incorporate new technologies, but,
according to my participants, even these efforts tended to be tagged on as
extras, rather than fluidly integrated into the life of the classroom in the ways
suggested above through participation and collaboration. Table 4.1 (below)
illustrates the range of technologies that students said their teachers used, both
more and less consistently, depending on the teacher and the particular class.
Table 4.1: "Are your teachers incorporating technology into the
classroom?"
Carrie
"[My history teacher] puts all of our homework online. We take all of
our quizzes and tests online."
"[In science], we have a project we're working on right now that she
just has a lot of links and things to fill out our worksheets that she
gives us."
"[In classes], we do a lot of Powerpoints. Teachers use their laptops
to put the notes on the board."
Maria
"[My biology teacher] does some slide show things, presentations,
stuff like that. Sometimes she gives assignments where we need to
do research on the web and answer questions for that."
Haley
"[In history class], we will do fun stuff, like, we'll Youtube during that
class a lot. About half I guess [is relevant]. If we're talking about
Egypt, we watch how to make a mummy, it's definitely relevant. We'll
watch duck and cover, like the 50s cold war. And it's really
interesting 'cause it's the videos for what's in that time... Sometimes
most of it is like, all right, let's just go on Youtube now, you guys are
fine."
Nicholas [Referring to same science teacher as Maria above:] "Sometimes
she'll show a video on, I don't know, whatever we're learning or she'll
use DVDs and she'll do Powerpoints. So that's probably one of my
biggest classes for technology."
"Usually the only class I use my laptop for is biology. There was one
game we played where you had to connect the DNA strands, just stuff
like that. If she finishes 15 minutes early, she'll let us do some
science games."
"[In math class, the teacher] sometimes will show us a math website
to incorporate what we're learning. 'Cause kids usually use the
excuse we're never going to use this in the real world. Sometimes
she'll pull something out, or project a calculator onto the board."
"[One history teacher] will set up a slide show and put a caption about
David
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what the picture is about and she'll talk about it from memory."
"[In science] we did a slide show on the ecosystem. My group did a
presentation. We had to have 4 to 6 slides. And we had to get
pictures off the internet. We had to have at least one picture per
page."
"We're doing a science fair project and my science teacher, he had
[the laptop cart] last week. 1 had to look up research on my topic."
"Sometimes [the teacher] will give us homework to go onto French
websites and look up French news articles and bring them in and
discuss them in the class in French. Also, we have to read a French
novel and we have to do a presentation in French and our sources
have to be French sources and mostly off the internet."
"[In art] he has a computer and he's playing music the whole class
through iTunes. And then usually, between projects, he'll go on the
screen and get a projector and he'll show us all kinds of examples
that he admires for different reasons."

As seen in the students' responses, the most common use of technology
is for "show and tell" sorts of things - Powerpoints, videos, and research links as well as basic word processing functions, activities that are generally relegated
to the Web 1.0 generation. Very little of this digital engagement is truly
participatory, with the possible exception of the DNA game mentioned by
Nicholas and the online tests and quizzes that Carrie took. Even these activities,
however, tended to be technological variations of activities traditionally done in
non-virtual classroom space and time. There is little new and different to an
online quiz as compared to older versions on paper. Similarly, locating websites
to fill out worksheets is simply a new source for an old assignment. In Carrie's
social studies class, the teacher gave independent work on the available laptops,
an activity that Carrie dismissed disparagingly: "I don't really like that class.
People don't usually even use laptops for their assignments, they just go on and
play games. He's really nice, but he's not a good teacher."
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At Riverpark, a bank of laptops existed in almost every classroom; at
Centreville, several laptop carts in the library could be signed out by teachers.
Mrs. Andrews did take her lower-tracked students to the computer lab regularly
to write their papers, stating, "I've spend, you know, not full time, but definitely a
third of my time in the lab. Because I think it's important that we embrace
technology and we use what's available to us as well." While she understood the
importance of access to the computers, her use of them involved a fairly static
and more traditional word-processing function.
Surprisingly, even though I verified the existence of computers at both
schools, Carrie claimed, "we don't have laptops" in most classrooms, indicating a
clear lack of usage of these highly-accessible computers. At less-resourced
Centreville, Jeffrey confirmed, "It's basically no computer stuff [in classes]. We
don't have laptops in our school." Nicholas, at Riverpark, acknowledged an
absence of activity, stating, "The older teachers don't even incorporate
technology into the classroom at all. My French teacher, she must be in her 50's
and it's still the old projector and like that. She has laptops in the room for the
study hall, but if it was up to her, she wouldn't have any in the room at all." Haley
too alluded to a generation gap in usage and comfort level, although with a more
hopeful nod toward older teachers, stating, "I think that some teachers, like the
younger generation of teachers, definitely are around it [new technologies] all the
time, they use it at home. And the older teachers, some of them do get it
immediately." The implication here, of course, is that some of them do not.
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Furthermore, these students talked about teacher discouragement of the
use of computers for certain functions. Nicholas explained that in his history
class, "all our notes have to be handwritten. [The teacher] said students were
more apt to retain the information if they took time to write it down. If you're
typing on the computer and you're zipping through your notes like that, you're not
able to retain it." I received yet another surprise when, in what I silently
perceived as a blatant dismissal of computer use by the teacher, I asked
Nicholas if this teacher's policy made sense to him; he replied, "Absolutely.
You're taking an hour to take notes as opposed to five minutes." Haley, who
overwhelming stressed a preference for typing to handwriting, had apparently
received a similar message from teachers. She said,
You're not allowed to [type notes]. Because then it gets into, like,
you're just gonna cheat. You're just printing off from the website.
And I understand that, and I also really respect, like, if you're taking
notes from a book, I wouldn't type it. Because one, you just
dadadadada, it's on automatic. But if you write it out, it's thoughts
through your mind, you're processing it, and putting it back out.
I can't help but wonder: Is it possible that the ease with which today's students
can now complete assignments via computer is viewed skeptically, with distrust,
by teachers and students alike as a compromise to deep learning? I asked
myself what epistemological assumptions were at work here. Clearly, these
students were not only distanced from computers during the school day but, in
fact, were occasionally discouraged from using them. A lack of access to
computers and the Internet is not the obstacle; rather, it appears that lack of
teacher comfort and knowledge base creates the biggest barrier to creative
incorporation of 2.0 literacies.
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Despite the apparent absence of innovative Web 2.0 technologies in most
classrooms, some school systems did include curricular initiatives that required
or encouraged technological know-how. For example, Riverpark required all
students to have one compartmentalized "technology" credit before they could
graduate, in essence severing technology from the rest of the curriculum. For
this particular requirement, David took a class specifically to learn how to build a
website, even though he admitted to doing poorly in the class and being left to
independent work that he didn't understand. He told me, "I'm not exactly sure
how" to do what the teacher expected, and the rigid guidelines did not appeal to
him. Maria took an elective for creating the school's yearbook, all of which is
now designed with graphic design programs. She enjoyed this class, especially
as the teacher freely allowed students to have their cell phones out and created a
relaxed and collaborative atmosphere.
In contrast to my findings of little incorporation of Literacy 2.0 into
classrooms, Haley informed me that Riverpark recently expected teachers to
participate in professional development around this issue. Haley said, "It's a year
course and they have to see how technology has helped their teaching." Haley
thought that this sort of professional development is "awesome" and that
teachers should make use of the opportunity. She said, "And I like how it's a
changing world with technology." While some of these school systems may
make attempts at bridging the divide, the reality seems to indicate little forward
direction in actually doing so.
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In an interesting twist, students reported that a small number of teachers,
usually younger ones, engaged in the social networking even though they were
not incorporating Literacy 2.0 technologies directly into the classroom. Carrie
explained that a male history teacher had friended students on a networking site,
but explained, "usually teachers wouldn't want that connection over Myspace.
It's kinda awkward and really personal." Nicholas told me that a different
teacher also "had a Facebook, but the school put in a rule that you could not be
friends with your current teacher, so like the last day of school all of us were
friending her 'cause we weren't her students. So I guess they put that into
regulation."
Several students told me about teachers who engaged regularly with
certain networking tools such as cell phone texting and Facebook during school
hours. Haley laughed, "It's funny when teachers get a phone call or they get a
text, and they're just like, 'uh, keep talking,' or 'what's that? Chchch.' [makes
sound of the teacher secretly texting.]. It depends on what kind of teacher. Is it a
cool teacher or is it an old-school teacher?" Yet another of Haley's teachers was
"always on Facebook, mostly when we're working on something." Again, she
clarified that this teacher was young, and "it's her personality, she's fun and
young. She finds it okay." Nicholas laughed about a music teacher who was
"notorious for taking out her phone and texting. We have seen her, especially
between classes, she will be texting. Sometimes even during chorus she will be
texting. She's in her twenties." In fact, this same teacher often texted to another
teacher on the other side of the large music room in order to communicate. One
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of my participants' mother was an elementary teacher who left her phone on to
receive text messages from her daughter throughout the day. Her young
students called out to her when she received a message from her daughter,
clamoring to know the details.
The two younger teachers I interviewed told me that they, too, used these
tools at school, although both denied doing so during academic class time. Mr.
Scott checked his Facebook page regularly while monitoring study hall, and Ms.
Fisk texted during the day when she was not teaching a class. She admitted,
"Oh, I text in the classroom! Not when I have kids in here, but yeah. I know I
have after school when there's kids in here. I definitely remember doing it." It is
possible that, as teachers gain familiarity with new tools, they too are figuring out
the boundaries and overlaps of such activities in the classroom.
Additionally, some teachers were willing to learn more about the new
technologies from the students themselves. Haley described an enjoyable
moment when she and her friends introduced a teacher to an online source: "We
were talking about the Onion... She's like, what is this, what is this? So we're
like, go and check it out, so she's like chchch [on the Internet], and she says I
can't figure it out, which one is the funniest one?"
Mrs. Andrews had a similar experience when a student took out a cell
phone to show her an application. She described the moment:
Last year I had a student who had all the new technology, but he
gets a new phone, you know, the one where the keyboard will slide
out, and he wanted to tell me something one day. It was something
he saw on the Internet and he said, I'm gonna show you, and he
had it out and was on the Internet. And I said, wow, you can do
that? And he said yes. And I said, but you know you're not
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supposed to have your cell phone out. So we're in this conflict,
we're in class. He's already disturbed class... But I had no idea he
could do all this on his phone. It's incredible.
According to the participants in my study, teachers were not inclined to
build a social networking tool into a lesson just for the sake of doing so. There
was virtually no blending of social and academic discourses taking place in the
local classrooms of my participants. When I asked Jeffrey if any of his teachers
had ever tried to incorporate text lingo into lessons, for example to better
understand Shakespeare, he replied, "I've never had anything like that. We
might have had stuff where we talk about what Shakespeare really meant and
putting it in regular language, but not putting it into the other extreme where it's
super-casual language." Ms. Fisk, who taught at a private school and did not tie
in any of the new networking tools or discourses to her curriculum, replied to the
same question by reflecting that such lessons "could be fun for them. It needs to
have some element of entertainment for them to really get something out of it.
For / Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, I don't know how I would be able to
incorporate it. But for Shakespeare I can see how. To make it understandable.
To put it in their terms. Because a lot of times, if something is too hard to
understand for them, I try to put it in their terms anyway."
But the confusion remains as to how to best address the continuum of
literacies and discourses into classrooms. Haley summed up the tension well
when she stated, "I think everyone has their own opinions on how much
technology should be like involved in your life and your studies. If it's more
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academic or it's more personal and I think there's a fine line." Mrs. Andrews also
reflected on the lack of integration among these discourses when she said,
Part of that is the training we [teachers] have as well. If you were to
take the degree as a literacy specialist, you are going to be
inundated with reading classes, and writing, and all of the methods
and means by which we read. But nobody's going to sit you down
to a computer and have you do chats and IMs and you know,
they're not. With the society that we have today, why aren't we
doing this? Why isn't everybody receiving, you know, technology
literacy class? Because we look at them as mutually exclusive.
We see different things in different forms, and we've got nice neat
little boxes that we place them in.
Clearly, it's not about whether we do or don't, can or can't, should or
shouldn't tag on a few digital activities to the classroom curriculum; however,
there is a difference among technological skills needed for future academic
literacy and societal success, those that are a modified variation of traditional
methodologies, and those that are almost entirely social in nature. This study
tries to identify whether and how students see the divisions and overlaps among
academic, social, and digital engagement with text, and what the pedagogical
implications might be for the future.
Disengagement: "I'll Check Fashion Bloqs When I'm Bored"
It seems clear, both through my own interviews with kids as well as
current research (e.g., Prensky, 2008; Rooney, 2009), that youth are generally
bored with and disengaged from traditional teaching methodologies and are also
highly engaged in multitasking and multimediating (O'Brien, 2006). Jamal
repeatedly told me that he struggled in school because he needed "hands on"
work - he needed to be actively engaged in his learning, what he referred to as
"the right type of learning," clearly a contrast to what he was currently getting in
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his classes, which he described as "boring." He and David both talked about
wishing they had more choice in school. Jamal stated, "I want to write what I
want to write." David said, "I don't like having everything set down for me. I like
to be able to just choose what I like to do. If I have something interests me, I'll
just go bam through it." David took time to articulate his paper-writing process for
school, describing a block that set in when he approached the work: "It scares
me. I'm like, I can't do this." Carrie, a successful student at Riverpark High, told
me that she frequently texted during class because it kept her busy during times
she didn't feel compelled to pay attention to what was going on in the classroom.
She said, "some classes are boring" and that she tended to text her boyfriend
often. When I asked what she talked about with her boyfriend, she replied,
"Usually I just tell him how bored I am." Maria told me that she texted during
class when the work was not challenging or engaging, but that she didn't tend to
do it when she needed to pay attention more, such as in math class. Haley
described getting to school early, before the first bell, and going onto the Internet
using her Blackberry phone. "I will check fashion blogs in the morning when I'm
bored." Haley continued to talk about her Internet time during the school day,
especially study hall, stating, "If I'm really bored, I'll get on, and if I just need to
leave the whole school environment, I will get on the Internet and go to clothing
stores on line."
Haley also captured a similar sense of ennui in school when describing
her honors English teacher's assignments for vocabulary and journaling,
explaining, "In my opinion, they're just to make it look like you do work. [For
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vocabulary] you go on dictionary-dot-com, you just copy and paste it. And
there's no learning. If it was 'real' oriented, I'd appreciate learning about that, but
this is just like getting it done so we look like we're doing something. [For
journals], they're kind of like we just need to fill whatever to show we're doing
something." Even in the case of successfully engaging in a creative paper
response to a book, another student, Carrie's, enthusiasm was only lukewarm:
"It was okay. It wasn't like it was really interesting, like I can't wait to write this
paper, but it wasn't horrible." Jamal, a student at Centreville who struggles to
read and to succeed in all of his classes at school, said that he read some of the
assigned book Fahrenheit 451, but then added, "It was boring." For homework,
he only "read like a sentence or a paragraph, just to keep up with the stuff in
class." The sense of boredom permeated all of the teens' descriptions of time
spent at school. As Prensky (2001b) stated, kids "crave interactivity."
The teachers seemed to recognize this need for engagement, yet had not
found ways to accommodate it in their classrooms, and in fact seemed unsure as
to whether they ought to. Interestingly, one of the teachers, Ms. Fisk at Welltown
Academy, admitted to being young enough to also be part of that generational
need for interactivity, while still somewhat distancing herself from this current
generation of Digital Natives. She stated,
You know, I am into the text messaging, and I was into the instant
messenger, not so much any more, and I'm into that constantly
interacting, which is what it's all about. My dad says it all the time,
this generation needs to be in constant interaction mode. They
need to be entertained with something. It didn't used to be like that.
And you know, I was just before it. I wasn't doing it when I was a
preteen.
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Mrs. Andrews, at Centreville High, summarized the issue of engagement in this
way: "Part of the issue is not only whether they have the technology available to
them or not, it's the desire and the interest. Most of these kids will come to
school in the morning and leave at two and their job is done for the day. They
see no purpose in doing [academic] things outside of school."
In my study, teens' interactions with digital text during the school day
generally fell into the highly social and thereby interactive end of the spectrum,
aside from a small smattering of classroom projects, as mentioned earlier in this
chapter, in which teachers incorporated websites, Youtube videos, or other digital
technologies as well as the more static Powerpoint and word processing
programs.
How Teens Define Literacy
The difficulty in teasing apart what might be termed "literacy" and what
might simply be "communication" is important for this discussion. What "counts"
as literacy-activity in a typical day for a typical teen in my study? Interestingly,
but perhaps not surprisingly, the youth themselves defined literacy according to
narrow and traditional norms, and they made a clear distinction between literacy
and social digital activities such as texting, which they described as being more
like conversation than a text-bound interaction.
What is Literacy? "What You Need to Know"
Table 4.2 clearly indicates a sense of the traditional, formal nature of
literacy. A detailed analysis of these responses follows the table.
Table 4.2: "How do you define 'literacy'?"
Carrie
| Literacy is "pretty much everything having to do with writing and
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David

Haley

Jamal

Maria

Nicholas
Jeffrey

TEACHERS
Ms. Fisk

Mrs.
Andrews

reading. Just like, academically, or how you use your words every
day, and how like your vocabulary is."
"When 1 think of literacy, 1 just think of words." "1 think literacy is
like proper."
Literacy is "Displaying emotion through writing, whether it be
poetry, song or story. It's an art form." It "includes reading,
literature. 1 can actually feel the emotion as I'm reading."
"Literacy being something that is emotionally valuable and is used
for correspondence. Communicating, like primary needs, feelings.
Whereas literature is anything that is written or spoken."
Literacy, as when people are illiterate. 1 think of like literate. Like
when you're saying, their reading ability."
"Automatically 1 think about reading, writing. Mostly reading.
Reading books. Being able to read simple, like to communicate
really."
"It's all about your thought process."
"Reading." "1 think information, important stuff. What you need to
know."
"1 think of reading, writing, that sort of thing." "Like writing, you
have to be creative and think of different words that flow and
everything."
"If there are certain directions, if 1 have to follow directions or if I'm
having to come up with a certain thing on my own."
"Literacy is communication through written work."
Usually, immediately when 1 hear the word literacy, 1 think of the
rate, the number of the people who can read in a certain country or
something. It's almost always like literacy rates in other countries
or something."
"1 guess the ability to look at the words on the page and
understand them."
"Being able to read and write? Any time 1 hear literacy 1 think
literacy rate, and then 1 think people who can read. The number, 1
think of the number of people that can read."
"1 used to think reading just meant reading words on the page, but
now 1 would define it, and 1 do define it, now, it needs to be a little
bit more analytical. You have to read and understand. Kind of
interpret it. If it's something they're enjoying, or something I'm
enjoying, I'm more likely to want to read it and analyze it and take
it in. Like intrigue. You have to be interested."
"Mostly when 1 hear literacy, 1 do think just reading, but 1 do think
they [reading and writing] go together." "[To write, you need]
Proper grammar."
"Literacy is the ability to understand and communicate through
different mediums. Spoken, written, visual, auditory, any medium
that you can derive meaning from."
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Mr. Scott

"I would say, experience and competence with written language."
I kinda' delineate between composition and literacy. You know, I
might say someone in the act of composing messages, although it
requires literacy on some level, I think of it as a different piece.
Composition requires literacy, but it also requires other
processes."

In Table 4.2, we see both the student and teacher definitions of literacy.
The first impression of this list is the decontextualized and static alignment of
literacy with "reading and writing." Carrie, Haley, Jamal, Maria and Jeffrey all
explicitly referred to reading, writing or both. Ms. Fisk also did, with a questioning
inflection in her voice, as if she was not quite sure that definition was adequate.
But a deeper inspection of the words reveals nuances and complications, value
and importance, of literacy. For the students, there seemed to be an elusive
"something more" to literacy that went beyond a surface-level or flat response.
They talked about literacy being "proper," involving "a thought process,"
conveying "important stuff," and being "creative." David, perhaps the one outlier
in his interpretation as literacy being non-informational, described it as an "art
form... emotionally valuable." While the idea of communication emerged, such
communication was very distinctly a form of academic discourse that entailed
enduring meaning, information beyond the here-and-now, and deeper thought
processes. Most students felt that idle chat did not count, whereas discussion
about a book in class did. Except for David, everyone felt emphatically that
textbooks were a form of literacy. (David, incidentally, felt that a textbook did not
count because it's "for knowledge, not for enjoyment." Thus, his definition of
literacy captured a sense of intrinsic engagement, even here implying a sense of
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enduring value.) Teachers giving weblinks for projects counted as well,
explained Carrie, "because it's teaching you something." Carrie also said that
"the whole English class" counted as literacy.
Text and IM Lingo: "It's Just Little Blabbles"
Students were also unified in their belief that texting on cell phones was
more about casual chatting than embedding any literacy value. They differed in
whether they might count such social networking as literacy, but their narrative
responses were remarkably similar.
Generally, the feeling was that text lingo did not count as literacy, and was
a distinctly marked contrast to the academic definitions discussed above. In fact,
Jamal described text and IM chatting as "little babbles," and Nicholas called it
"dribble." Carrie said, "I think of literacy as learning and being able to use
correct English or correct French, whatever. And when you're texting, you're
definitely not using correct English or anything." Haley captured it this way:
"Reading a novel would be like you're understanding... you're reading about a
character, you're learning from their experiences, it's reading. And it's more
probably advanced than texting. Most people text with ur kool, u-r-space-k-o-o-l.
Which is not cool." Nicholas's words echoed Haley's when he stated, "I also
think of literacy as sort of like a grammatic thing, I would think, being
grammatically correct. Texting is, you'd say r u around, so yeah, texting is all
over the place especially." He also said that it was not "creative" in the way that
writing is, indicating a deeper imaginative dimension to literacy. And Jeffrey
concurred with the contrast to traditional literacy: "Even if you're literate in the
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English language, sometimes you can't understand what people are texting
'cause there are all kinds of weird acronyms and stuff."
Moreover, the three students who agreed that these social engagements
might count as literacy (David, Haley, and Jeffrey) qualified their responses with
cautionary explanations. David said that "it's condensing words down into their
basic syllables," a fact he found distressing. Haley's "yes" to texting and IMing
was quickly balanced with a statement that it was really "more communicating."
And, as noted above, Jeffrey also clarified that, while it might be literacy, it also
had "all kinds of weird acronyms and stuff."
Every one of the students further separated texting from the more "formal"
and "proper" literacy by aligning it with talking. Texting was seen much more as
an ephemeral "verbal" activity, largely pointless in fact, than an enduring written
one. Carrie said, "The way you talk is different from the way you write... The
stuff you say doesn't really have a point... Texting is kind of more speaking...It's
just like I'm talking to them in person." David concurred that this texting and IM
lingo was "literally what you're saying." Jamal said, "It's like normal talk," and
Maria stated, "I think of it as conversation."1
Table 4.3 (below) sets out both teacher and student responses to how
teachers feel, or are perceived to feel, about the issue of IM texting as literacy. A
discussion follows the table.
Table 4.3: "Do teachers and parents think that texting is literacy?"
Carrie
| "[Mr. Scott] wouldn't put that under the category of literacy at
1

For more thorough consideration of student responses to the question of
whether IM and cell phone texting counts as literacy, please see Table 1 in
Appendix A.
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David

Maria

Haley

TEACHERS
Ms. Fisk

Mrs. Andrews

Mr. Scott

all. It makes him mad."
"[Mr. Scott] actually expressed what he thought about testing
and such. He finds it to be a pointless activity where you
could actually be talking to someone rather than having little
images sent to somebody else."
"Mr. Scott gets mad if he sees anything, any form of IM
things."
Mr Scott has said "Don't use IM!" He said, "that it's English
class and it's more like professional and you wouldn't talk,
you wouldn't, if you were writing an email to him, he wants
you typing it like a paper type thing."
"1 get in this conversation and debate a lot with my dad. He
thinks it's pointless. It can be... If someone's right next to
you or right across from you and you're just texting across
the table, that's pointless... But if 1 need to just message
them, almost like if it was a situation where I'd send an email,
like a quick note, 1 would."
A lot of people, like older generations, don't understand the
need to text, they think it's stupid.
"1 don't know! 1 guess it is because 1 mean, they're writing,
but 1 don't think it is. 1 mean they definitely don't use, 1 know
from my own experience, 1 don't use proper grammar in it. 1
mean, you get as short as you can, and now they're doing
that in papers as well, trying to make their sentences as short
as possible."
"1 feel like anything that's reading and writing has to do with
literacy. So 1 guess yes."
"That's also a form of literacy. That's communication."
"If [students] were to identify [texting], they would not identify
it as literacy. They have very traditional ideas about what
literacy is. And although they're very sophisticated in a wide
range of communication forms that we didn't have, they still
perceive literacy as being print media in some form."
"[Students] are hearing phrases like literacy and you need to
do literature studies, so instead of having all of those
opportunities to see all of that as literacy and have it pointed
out, they see them as two completely exclusive things."
"1 think of [IM] as literacy." [IF SOMEBODY IS TEXTING ON
A CELL PHONE, ARE THEY DRAWING UPON LITERACY
SKILLS?] "1 would think so. Otherwise, the message would
be incoherent."
"Literacy to them is about more educational material and
composition. They wouldn't think of writing notes to their
mom as composition."
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In contrast to the students, the teachers did view digital networking as a
form of literacy, albeit one with a distinct discourse and context for use. Table
4.3 reveals an interesting mismatch: students overwhelmingly felt that their
teachers and parents neither value texting discourse nor would consider it
literacy, whereas teachers tended to acknowledge it both as literacy-related as
well as valuable within its own networked context. Note that Ms. Fisk initially
hesitated, unsure about where these activities fit along the continuum, but then
later concluded that she guessed texting fit under literacy after all. A last point of
interest here is that Mrs. Andrews and Mr. Scott both realized that students were
unlikely to see texting as literacy, in part because of their schooling and
messages, both implicit and explicit, received from teachers and schools. Mrs.
Andrews poignantly summed up this tension when she mused,
I think we're governed by our traditions. We're moving toward, and
we talk about, becoming literate with technologies, but we haven't
been able yet to truly see that, because who's defining what we
need to learn? It's people who are like our age, people who aren't
abreast of all the technologies, the ability, and instead of embracing
what we could be doing with the technology, we forbid it. You [the
student] may not have your iPod, you may not have your cell
phone. You may not have this that and the other thing. We can
write you up because you have it out.
Students seem to have received this message, but may also be defining and
appropriating their own understandings of literacy and discourse, a point to be
discussed in more detail in chapter six.
Idiosyncrasies and Ambiguities: "I Would Say Yes But No"
Beyond the commonalities, participants had idiosyncratic ideas about what
might or might not fall under the category of literacy, as I prodded and prompted
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with specific possibilities. Art? Not surprisingly, only David felt this might be
literacy, because "it's an expression of emotion." Song lyrics? A mixed bag of
responses: most felt that the actual reading of them counted as literacy, but
listening to them did not. As Maria explained, "You still have to think about the
lyrics and try to understand what they mean." Confusion set in over less "formal"
or academically valuable items I named, such as grocery lists, notes on
blackboards, and instruction manuals. Haley felt that grocery lists did count,
although she cautioned, "It's a very simple act of literacy." Jamal felt that
instruction manuals didn't count, because "you are reading, but it's not really
information. [It's] information that's just like little bits." Similarly, Jamal felt that
websites on a car sport of drifting were not literacy "'cause it's pictures and cars
and just little descriptions." Comics in the paper also did not make the cut for
Jamal. In contrast, Maria felt that websites involved a certain creativity and
thought process that provided a complex and enduring value and coherence over
time, and Nicholas didn't hesitate to include grocery lists in the category. Carrie
initially kept instruction manuals and grocery lists out of the literacy category, but
then began to waver as she reflected on what it meant to "read" something. She
reflected, "literacy is reading and if you can't read, then I guess you couldn't read
an instruction manual." However, she drew a clear line between formal and
informal, deeper and casual, forms of reading. This point of separation between
simple and complex, informal and formal, ephemeral nature and enduring
coherence, became an important aspect of defining components and categories
of literacy for all of the participants.
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Along this same division came some confusion around where networking
sites such as Facebook and Myspace belonged on this continuum. Similar to
Ms. Fisk's confusion above surrounding texting, the students indicated a certain
ambiguity around networking sites that were more "formal" and enduring than
texting, but less so than academic literacy and discourse. Table 4.4 illustrates
this lack of confidence in "placing" these sites in relation to literacy. Note that
Jamal's remark is separated out from the others, as I have included his confusion
about notes on a blackboard in this same chart. Regardless of this confusion,
however, students clearly do value academic literacies as a component of future

success.
Table 4.4: "Is Hriyspace/Facebook literacy?"
Carrie
"Well, the thing 1 wrote under my 'about me' is kind of like, it's
kind of like a poem in a way. Like, 1 didn't use full sentences,
and it's just like, 1 was just expressing me, in a really short little
chunk of words. So 1 guess you could consider that literacy, but
everything else isn't."
"Well, if 1 change my mind about [an instruction manual], then
I'd have to say that my whole page on Myspace is literacy...
'Cause literacy is reading and if you can't read, then 1 guess you
couldn't read an instruction manual and you couldn't read my
Myspace." "1 think literacy is like proper. And then my
Myspace is like informal."
David
"In Myspace you actually use whole sentences. It's like an
electronic letter."
Haley
Facebook "is another small act of literacy, but it's not as broad,
you know, like advanced as reading a novel. It's very simple in
the aspect of, you're communicating with people through
messaging, or maybe you're reading a post."
Maria
"1 don't really think of literacy as like reading things on the
internet or that sort of thing. Cause 1 feel like it's just another
form of conversation." "1 just think of it as an activity, 1 don't
think of it as literacy."
Nicholas
"Yeah, 1 would consider that literacy. It's more of a, 1 don't
know, it's more of a communication in the social sense. When 1
think about Facebook, it's not really, urn... Literacy 1 tend to
think is more of a, even just thinking about it, the word makes
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Jeffrey

Jama!

me think more formal. So I'm not as sure about Facebook."
"Yeah, 1 mean, it's words, and you're understanding how to,
how to use the words and stuff. Yeah.... Yeah."
[IS A REMINDER NOTE ON THE BLACKBOARD IN A
TEACHER'S LOUNGE CONSIDERED LITERACY?] "1 would
say yes, but no. Because it's something, but it's nothing. It's
important. It's like a little note on the side. But it's not really
[important]. It's like a little sentence, it's not like a paragraph or
a chapter."

Valuing Traditional Academic Literacies
The Importance of Academic Literacy: "It Matters As Much As It Always Has"
Despite a sense of static-ness and boredom that permeated the teens'
descriptions of classroom activity, every one of the youths interviewed expressed
a deep appreciation for standardized, school-sanctioned, academic literacy and
discourse, and of effective teachers as those who pass on that cultural
knowledge.
Carrie held her own academically, but was not in the highest honors track
of classes at Riverpark. She maintained excellent grades, mostly As and Bs in
college-prep subjects, and, despite an almost constant presence in cyber and
networking activity, she highly valued academic literacy, as seen in her
comments above. She envisioned a future with college, and her mother
expected her to maintain good grades. Carrie also told me that her boyfriend, a
college student, often asked her to edit papers for him and also encouraged
"proper" grammar and punctuation in their frequent text exchanges via cell
phone. She saw "correct" English as that learned in school and that "matters" for
the future, in contrast to bad habits encouraged by peers "outside of school [who]
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are teaching each other how to do these different things on line and how to spell
things differently and how to make it shorter." She said that her online
researching skills, however, were learned "kind of gradually collecting it through
school." She was clear that academic literacy "matters as much as it always
has. I mean, texting your friends isn't going to help you in the future. Knowing
your grammar, how to speak properly, how to write a good essay, that's gonna
help you." Maria, another highly successful student, also thought of "English as a
formal thing."
David, who struggled greatly in classes and did not complete the year at
Riverpark High, also recognized the value of good teachers and of academic
literacy skills. He wrote poetry that he published every few days on a website,
and he spoke to me of his efforts to use proper spelling and punctuation for those
poems, even though they were being read by peers and not adults. In one
moment, he stressed three times the need for a book's narrator to use "proper"
English, even though the book was written in first person and presumably in a
more informal tone. He explained that an author must use "proper grammar and
English" to be understood by "the American society." This correctness echoes
Carrie's understanding that even less formal creative work needs standardized
structures and formatting. She said, "[The creative paper] wasn't written in essay
form, but there was still a correct way that you had to write it, and you had to use
good grammar."
Jamal, a Centreville student who also struggled to pass many of his
classes including English, told me he would like more control to choose what he
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takes for subjects. When I asked if that selection would include English, he didn't
hesitate to reply, "Yeah, obviously. [In a job] I'd have to write up reports."
Although he confessed to trying to overcome learning disabilities and difficulties
that block his ability to read and write fluently and effectively, he still insisted that
he had learned good writing "from going to school. Throughout the years, I
started to understand it."
Haley, an honors student in English and in several other subjects at
Riverpark, as well as an avid texting and cyber-networking fan, adamantly
defended academic literacy as the primary key to success in life, and told me that
education was the "best weapon" to arm oneself with heading into the future.
She had her sights set for a successful college-oriented and financially secure
path in life. In fact, despite the sense of boredom described earlier and the
general perception of adults that students blatantly disregard the need for
standardized forms of grammar, spelling, punctuation and usage, Haley
expounded, in a passionate outburst, upon her frustration with what she
described as a poor teacher who had not adequately prepared her in the arenas
of vocabulary and grammar:
I don't think he reads [the vocabulary homework]. We don't ever go
over grammar! What he does is put a square around a word and
kids just go 'what does this mean,' and he's like, 'if you knew the
national grammar correctness, this would be it.' You don't learn
anything from it. He doesn't teach you what the grammar mistake
is, so there's no way to fix it! That class is kind of a joke.
Haley yearned for better instruction in writing to ensure her success in high
school and beyond.
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My own conclusions support a recent study by Lenhart et al. (2008) in
which 86% of their 700 participants felt good writing was important. These
authors stated, "At the same time that teens disassociate e-communication with
'writing,' they also strongly believe that good writing is a critical skill to achieving
success" (p. 1). In this large study, teens also did not to view their digital
communication as writing.
A further conclusion in terms of academic literacy is that students clearly
see teachers as the conveyors of that knowledge, despite their frustrations with
some teachers' styles of delivery or lack of student engagement. In fact, in
contrast to Haley's frustration mentioned just above, several participants noted
that their teachers often were the key to encouraging their own understandings of
"proper" English and of good reading habits. Some of this will be further explored
below in relation to reading specifically, but throughout the interviews students
referred to strong relationships with effective teachers in their lives. David, for
example, who struggled to keep his head above water, told me that he enjoyed
his tech class, even when he had difficulty with assignments. He said, "I told [the
teacher] I was having difficulty understanding what he meant, and he went and
he explained it in a different way, and I understood it a little better and I thanked
him, and I went about doing it and I got a little ways." Maria, who told me she is
adept at academic study skills, such as how to read through a textbook and how
to take effective notes for classes, stated that she developed a strategy of
looking for important parts of the textbook for one of her classes that emerged
"over time, I guess taking notes for her class, 'cause you kind of understand, she
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tells you what you need to do, she gives you an outline of what you need for
notes." Across the board, my student participants appreciated teachers who
were able to teach academic literacy skills that would serve them well in the
present and into the future.2
Reading and Liking It: "It Calms Mv Mind"
As for the common refrain that kids today are not reading for pleasure, the
results of my study do not bear out this worry. My participants crossed lines of
race, gender, socio-economic status, technological accessibility, school success
and tracks, even school systems. Yet, despite this range of factors, of interests,
of backgrounds and access to resources, all of these young people spoke
enthusiastically of specific books they've enjoyed recently and of their interest in
reading generally.
As a reminder and point of reference, all students with the exception of
Jeffrey were in grade 10 at the time of the study. Carrie, Maria and David all had
Mr. Scott at Riverpark for college-prep English, although not all three in the same
class. Nicholas and Haley, also at Riverpark, had a non-participating teacher
(Mr. Frangeli) for honors-level English. Jamal had Mrs. Andrews at Centreville
High in a lower level "academic" English class. And Jeffrey, also at Centreville,
was enrolled in an AP junior English class with Ms. Deere, also not a study
participant.

2

For more thorough consideration of student responses concerning
academic literacy, please see Table 2 in Appendix A.
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Tables 4.5 and 4.6 below convey this valuing of novels and readings done
both for pleasure and for school (primarily for English class). Analysis of both
tables follows below.
Table 4.5: Value of Reading: Pleasure Books
"My mom's reading Twilight, so I'm waiting for my mom to finish
Carrie
that." Later: "1 like it a lot."
Last book read: "Picture ofHollis Woods. It's a really good
book."
"1 read a lot of magazines. Cosmopolitan. 1 have a
subscription."
Maria
"1 think I'm going to start reading Twilight."
"Personally, 1 don't like to read, to be completely truthful. I'm so
busy all the time... So when 1 do that that time, 1 just like to chill,
like listening to music or watch a move or something."
"[1 read] A Walk to Remember, 'cause 1 really liked the movie.
That's what made me read the book. 1 saw the movie The
Notebook and 1 read that book too, but when 1 was reading it, 1
was picturing the movie in my head."
Haley
"Nicholas Sparks. 1 read a lot like Confessions of a Shopaholic.
It's the only series I've ever really gotten into. 1 usually just pick
up books at the library."
David
"1 like to read... I'll read a book for a while before 1 go to bed... If
I'm not busy, I'll read. [1 read] like 8 hours a day. Average day
would be 6 to 8 hours."
Recent books read: Twilight series. Black Dagger Brotherhood
series.
Jamal
[DO YOU DO ANY READING FOR PLEASURE?] "Yeah
sometimes. 1 was reading a book about the arctic."
[MAGAZINES?] "Sometimes, if it has to do with cars or bikes."
Nicholas
"1 always, always, 1 can't go to bed without reading. 1 can't. It
calms my mind. Even if it's not a book, even if it's a newspaper
or something like that, 1 have to do it to calm myself down."
"1 just finished a book called Contagious. 1 like apocalyptic
books, 1 like big epic, you know, like the world is ending books."
"1 just finished Norwegian Wood. [It's by] a Japanese author. 1
Jeffrey
think he was nominated for the Nobel Prize." [DO YOU LIKE
READING FOR PLEASURE?] "Yeah, it's one of my favorite
activities, but 1 almost never have time to do it during the school
year... I'm starting a book called the Game of Thrones."

Table 4.6: Value of Reading: School-Assigned Books
really liked Hamlet. I thought it was going to be boring. Last
Carrie
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David
Haley
Maria

Nicholas

Jamal

year we read Romeo and Juliet, but... it probably wasn't as good
as somebody else could teach it."
"To Kill a Mockingbird is pretty good, 1 like that it's, who it's
narrated by, 1 like Scout, and 1 can relate because I'm a tomboy
and the characters are really realistic. The way she describes
them 1 can kinda picture it."
"1 have always liked English, and 1 think anything to do with
writing or arts, and 1 like reading, depending on what it is... and 1
really like Mr. Scott as a teacher."
"Mr. Scott explains [the book] really well and he makes sure he
goes over it. And if you have any questions, just ask him and
he'll go over it again... He makes sure you know what's going on
and he's read it a bunch of times by himself."
"1 read right through \Hamlef\."
Books assigned for English class: "1 actually enjoy reading
them... 1 couldn't put>4 Long Way Gone down."
"1 see To Kill a Mockingbird as both [an academic read and a
pleasure read] because we have to read it, but 1 see it as a
pleasure read, cause like my stepmom told me it's a really good
book and there's a lot of controversy about it."
"1 like reading books in [Mr. Scott's] class because he explains
everything in such detail, he explains everything so much and it
helps you understand it and think more deeply about the books."
"If I'm really busy, spark notes a hundred percent. 1 won't even
bother. If I'm in the middle of a show or something, then I'll
spark note the entire thing." [DOES THAT WORK?] "Oh,
absolutely that works."
"The books that [Mr. Frangeli] has assigned have actually been
a lot more of a pleasure read for me. Last year, we read very
old books, very classic literature, you know, Pride and Prejudice,
and those were a lot harder for me to get into, and if 1 was about
to go to bed, 1 would not want to read those. But [this year]
especially Snow Falling on Cedars and Kaffir Boy became my
pleasure reads. Those were the two books 1 read all the way
through. But those are also very modern books. 1 actually
brought Snow Falling on Cedars to my sports meets, to read in
the stands."
"The teacher goes through the book with the class." [Jamal tells
me he likes English class.]

A look at Table 4.5 indicates that all students had novel titles that
they had picked up and read for pleasure. Even Jamal, facing obstacles such as
reading difficulties and little access to resources, told me he picked up a book he
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really liked about the Arctic from his history classroom. It looked interesting to
him and he was slowly working his way through it. He also enjoyed reading
magazines and websites about cars and a particular car-related sport called
drifting, but said he only had access to such material at friends' homes. He
greatly appreciated the way in which Mrs. Andrews guided the class through
assigned texts, allowing him to understand the text without having to read all of it.
Paradoxically, Maria claimed not to like reading, yet she proceeded to
detail several books that she had read or planned to read. Her discounting of
reading seemed more linked to a lack of time, understandable for someone who
participated in sports and other activities, maintained successful school habits,
and had an active social life. She enjoyed books for which she had watched the
movie version first, but later she talked to me about enjoying To Kill a
Mockingbird even without yet viewing the movie. When I asked about this
discrepancy, she had no explanation, other than to say that she preferred to wait
to watch that particular movie, since she was going through the book in school
with a teacher who helped her understand.
Similarly, Nicholas, a highly successful and involved honors student
earning all As, prided himself on a rampant use of Spark Notes (an online source
similar to Cliffs Notes that provides study materials for specific books typically
read in English classes), yet loved the texts selected by this year's teacher, even
to the point of bringing the books to sports meets and to bed at night.
As an aside, Nicholas's teacher, Mr. Frangeli, was the same one
mentioned earlier by Haley when she expressed frustration over that particular
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class being a "joke." Haley, who claimed to have read most of the texts "all the
way," admitted she's in the minority in that class. She saw many students, "even
the really smart kids," using Spark Notes ("They Spark Note it all; they're lazy")
with little or no consequence, even to the point of the teacher catching them at it
and simply asking them to get off the website: "Truthfully, those kids will be in
Spark-Noting right before we have a discussion and he'll go right up behind them
too. And they'll quickly-, but he'll see it and be like guys, stop Spark-Noting."
Here again, the value of good teaching is brought into focus through the negative
lens of a teacher who offers little guidance through the literature.
My participants generally enjoyed pleasure writing as well in their lives.
David, earlier mentioned as keeping a poetry site online, said he's working on a
novel. Carrie told me, "I like writing," and still occasionally wrote poetry. Schoolassigned writing, however, was more tedious and difficult. David and Jamal both
had trouble completing written assignments for school. And Carrie told me that
journals were "okay... It's not very fun because you have to keep stopping and
sometimes I can't find enough things to relate to or ask questions about in a
chapter," Haley too dismissed the value of journaling in her English class, but
later said the journals served more of a purpose than some of the other aspects
of the class. Across the board, and as mentioned earlier in this chapter, most
students were handwriting journal entries for classes. Some students handwrote
rough drafts of papers, and all students handwrote notes during class time. In
fact, at Welltown Academy, Ms. Fisk told me laptops are not permitted at all in
classrooms. My work supports a study done by Lenhart et al. (2008) in which
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they found that 93% of teens reported writing for pleasure and 65% say they
write school assignments by hand.
Conclusion to Chapter IV
Despite the obstacles and varying levels of commitment to academic and
personal reading and writing, one major conclusion from my study is that,
although teens as Digital Natives are well entrenched in a range of technological
discourses and interactions with social digital text, they also understand and
appreciate the value of standard academic literacies as vital to their future
success. Furthermore, they recognize the value of teachers as conveyors of this
culturally-relevant, historically-normed knowledge.
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CHAPTER V

RULE-SETTING, RULE-BREAKING, AND RELATIONSHIPS
This chapter focuses primarily on the rules for cell phones and other social
networking tools and texts in schools, as this issue became a reoccurring topic of
conversation throughout the interviews in surprising ways, leading to unexpected
findings and assertions. In fact, this topic emerged as a key one to explore in
ways that I had not anticipated early in my work, yet that led to vitally important
understandings of teacher-student negotiations within institutional structures.
Chapter five sets out the rules that schools and teachers make, the rampant
breaking of these rules, the self-imposed boundaries that students internalize,
and the negotiating of rules based on building relationships of trust and respect.
Setting the Rules: "The School's Pretty Strict About It"
One of the more difficult rules to negotiate in schools today is that of
appropriate usage of technological devices, particularly cell phones and mp3
players. These devices seem to be a pervasive disruption to the purposes and
functioning of classrooms, despite the fact that schools are scrambling to
implement protocols that address this ever-evolving realm of student activity.
However, while schools and teachers set rules that define appropriate behaviors
with social digital networks, it also appears that students and teachers frequently
negotiate the boundaries through relationships founded on trust and respect.
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The schools in my study set rules that come as no surprise: no cell
phones during class time; generally, no cell phones during the school day,
period, from first to last bell. iPods and other mp3 players are more difficult to
regulate, however, and, although two of the schools in my study seemed to leave
such regulation up to the discretion of the teachers, at least one school was
becoming less amenable to allowing students to have these items in classes at
all. Furthermore, all schools and classrooms seemed to ban iPod use during
testing, as these devices make it easy to listen to files with test answers
recorded. Many of today's mp3 players now include applications and hardware
that include such things as Internet, texting and phone capacities.
I asked my participants what the rules were for their schools, specifically
for cell phones. Surprisingly, I received very mixed responses, as if the rules
themselves were not clearly defined. Table 5.1 shows the responses to this
question from some of the participants.
Table 5.1: "What are the rules for cell phones at your school?"
RIVERPARK
Carrie
No texting throughout the whole day, including lunch time.
David
You are allowed to text at lunch time.
Haley
"You are allowed to be using your cell phone during when
there's not classes, so before the first bell rings. Technically,
you're allowed to if you need to between classes if you need to
call your parents."
"You're not supposed to have your cell phone during class, it's
supposed to be off. Or like on vibrate. Most people will have it
on vibrate."
"You're not supposed to have them on [at lunchtime]."
You're not supposed to have it out at school. Not at lunch time,
Maria
not during study hall, not in the hallway. Before the first bell,
and after the last bell, it's "fine."
"As long as it's before the [first] bell rings, I believe you're
Nicholas
allowed to use your cell phone."
"We wrestle with [the policy]. The policy right now is that
Mr. Scott
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(teacher)

they're not to be seen from first bell to last bell. In the hall or
anywhere." [LUNCHROOM?] "No." [DOES THAT POLICY
GET UPHELD?] "By and large, yes, especially in the
hallways."

CENTREVILLE
Jamal
"You're allowed to do it [cell phone] at lunch."
iPods are allowed in certain classes.
Jeffrey
"In our school handbook thingy, it says our phones need to be
off all day. But no one ever turns their phones off, they just
silence it or whatever, vibrate or whatever."
"The school's pretty strict about it, not that it actually ever gets
enforced but they try to enforce it."
Mrs. Andrews "Not in the classrooms. They can't be visible anywhere except
in the cafeteria. But they're in the hallway, there's a gray area,
there's a management issue."
WELLTOWN
Ms. Fisk
No cell phones allowed at all, except before and after school, in
the lobby only.
No iPods "because they all have those iPhones and phones
aren't allowed."

Although only David at Riverpark thought that cell phones were allowed at
lunchtime, virtually all of the students admitted that teachers seldom enforced the
lunchtime ban and simply look the other way. Haley explained, "Well, some
teachers are, like, you know, it's lunch time, so it's not technically class, but some
teachers don't like it when you have a cell phone out." Nicholas said almost the
exact same thing: "I know a lot of kids who actually have their parents text them,
like what are your plans after school? So kids will usually do that during lunch
time, and teachers usually understand that." Carrie, also at Riverpark, shared
this anecdote: "I was texting going to lunch one time and one of the teachers, I
don't have her, I don't even know who it was, she told me to put my phone away
or she was going to take it. But we were going to lunch so it wasn't that big of a
deal." When I asked Carrie about the policy, she told me texting was not allowed
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during lunch, but added, "They're not as strict though. 'Cause my principal, she's
really nice. Sometimes if she sees you texting, she'll be like, 'is that a phone?'
and if you say no, she'll just be like, turn it off, and won't take it during lunch." At
Centreville, Mrs. Andrews and Jamal seemed clear that phones were permitted
in the cafeteria, yet Jeffrey alluded to the handbook that claimed otherwise.
Lunch activity aligned more with social time than academics, and the rules
became fuzzy for students and teachers alike during these times.
Haley, at Riverpark, said it was fine to use phones in the hallway "if you
need to call your parents," yet Mr. Scott, from the same school, said the rules
were "especially" enforced in the hallway. Carrie reflected philosophically, "They
were gonna make a rule that we are allowed to use cell phones in the hallway
which I think would be cool, because then I think we probably wouldn't use them
as much in class if we knew we were allowed to use them in the hallway."
Jeffrey, at Centreville, told me, "We're not supposed to during school hours, but
teachers always let you. They'll say just go out into the hall you need to make
this phone call. Or, oh, it's my mom and she's in the hospital, can I take this
call?"
In a somewhat tangential moment, Jeffrey animatedly related an anecdote
that happened during a recent Advanced Placement exam that he took, a
nationwide standardized test strictly administered through Educational Testing
Services. The following narrative reveals his amazement and discouragement
that the rules for cell phone etiquette during the test were not strictly enforced, a
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breach of test security that could become very serious if violations were to lead to
cheating. He said,
During the AP test yesterday, the rule from the college board is that
we all have to submit our phones to the teacher and so the teacher
was like, the rule is that you have to submit your phones, but there
are 70 kids in this classroom and I'm not going to take every phone.
Just keep all your phones. But she said, but if you leave the room,
you have to leave your phones here. So during the break, we were
supposed to leave them in a box, I guess, but I left mine in my
backpack, and we all left the room 'cause no one wanted to stay in
the cramped stuffy room during break, and we got back and the
teacher was completely, super angry because there were like 70
kids that left the room and three cell phones in her box. And she's
like, I'm not a math teacher but I can calculate that. She was very
angry about that.
Some participants indicated that the school cell phone rule concerned
visibility (needing to be out of sight), whereas others claimed that the rule was to
have them turned off entirely, a rule that clearly did not get followed. Haley
confusedly cited both rules, that they were "supposed to be off. Or like on
vibrate." We will see more of this fuzziness around rule enforcement later in this
chapter.
The iPod rules were much more loosely defined at Riverpark and
Centreville, leaving the enforcement largely up to individual teachers. Carrie told
me, "Most people, their teachers yell at them like 10 times a day to take their
iPods off or turn them off, take them out of their ears. I don't usually bring it to
school, but definitely when I get home I use it." David, who had an mp3 player
for a while that he listened to throughout his school day, said, "We can have
iPods between classes and whenever a teacher allows it. But otherwise, no
iPods. You can have them out as long as you're not playing it."
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Welltown Academy had the strictest policy by far, banning all handheld
technological devices throughout the entire day. As we will see, however, actual
enforcement at Welltown becomes a different matter altogether in practice.
Breaking the Rules: "Everyone Basically Texts All the Time"
As established in chapter four, students readily admitted to breaking the
school rules for cell phones. In chapter four, I discussed Ito et al.'s (2008) study
that uncovered several "genres" of adolescent technology habits, the most casual
and friend-oriented being that of "hanging out," such as on social network sites or
through cell phone texting. These researchers found,
In response to... regulations, most teenagers developed 'workarounds' or ways to subvert institutional, social and technical
barriers to hanging out. Because these work-arounds and back
channels take place in schools, homes, vehicles and other contexts
of young people's everyday lives, teens become adept at
maintaining a continuous presence, or co-presence, in multiple
contexts, (p. 13)
Table 5.2 illustrates my students' responses to questions about breaking
school rules.
Table 5.2: Do you text on your cell phone in school?
"I might use it when I'm not supposed to."
Carrie
"My phone I turn on silent during school, and I keep it in my purse
and I just check it."
Haley
"Most people text anyway during class."
"I will text during study hall. I don't think you're supposed to be.
You're supposed to be working, but if I have no work, I'll text my
friend."
"A couple of people in my [English] class text a lot."
"I've done it every so often [in English]. It's always during free
time. It takes a second so. If we're not doing anything or if it's a
review packet."
"He just tells us to do things so he can correct papers, to have us
be busy, so then I'm just whatever, I'll text my mom and be like,
oh, can you pick me up by the way?"
"There was this point in my last class last Thursday, we were
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Maria

Nicholas

Jeffrey

Jamal

supposed to be writing a timed essay, but 1 was texting during it."
"1 text a little bit during the day, not a whole bunch. Mostly during
my study hall is when 1 text." "Everyone basically texts all the
time."
"[texting during class] Oh 1 do it all the time... They say to turn
them off but no one does that."
"Some people can put it in their desk. But 1 have to look down,
so 1 put my book here on my lap, and 1 do it here. And we have
desks that come up and you can stick things inside, and you can't
tell."
"I'll check my text messages during [English] class. I'll go in my
backpack. My backpack is right there and I'll just, you know,
pretend to get a pencil."
English class is "probably the class where kids most text.
Because Mr. Frangeli is a space case."
"[Lunchtime] is usually when 1 would text but because 1 don't
have service, 1 can only read the ones 1 get. 1 would think that
would be my huge texting time."
"Kids still do it [during science]. They risk it. Sometimes you'll
get away with it. [The science teacher] sits, when we have the
laptops out, she sits in the back of the classroom. But still,
people can still get away with things 1 find. Cause she can't be
on everyone's laptop at all times."
"I'll see them [girls] in a classroom, two girls sitting like, relatively
right next to each other, just going into details about all this stuff."
(Has a cell phone at school but rarely uses it.) "Sometimes if 1
have to call my mom or if 1 have to call someone to reach them...
All my friends text a ton." [ARE YOU TEXTING DURING
CLASS?] "Nope, not at all. Not because I'm morally against it.
Just 'cause I'm just really bad at texting. And so, it just takes me
a long time. I'm plodding."
"It's almost all girls that text all day. Guys text too during class,
but it's rare and it's almost always texting girls."
"My friend right next to me texts all through French class." (This is
a highly successful female student.)
"Girls, they put their bags and purses and put their hands in the
back pack and they can type."

One point of interest here is that most of my student participants, with the
exception of Carrie, felt strongly that girls were texting in class far more than
boys. Nicholas, Jeffrey and Jamal made explicit reference above to this gender
difference, but others also made mention of it during various conversations.
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Jama! and Jeffrey both told me that they were very slow at texting, which might
account for some of the gender differences. In addition, Nicholas felt that girls in
general were more social and thus more likely to chat idly than boys, and several
girls mentioned that boys texted mostly to talk to a girl.
The three teachers I talked to all recognized that students were texting
throughout the day, blatantly disregarding school policy. In fact, Mr. Scott's
solution to this problem was to have students place phones on their desks during
class time so that he could see them out in the open, thereby rendering them
useless, an attempt to quash the subversive nature of the activity going on under
desks and in handbags. However, within days an administrator told him that
such a rule violated the school policy!
Ms. Fisk, the youngest of my teacher participants, said she is well aware
of the texting going on in her classroom, even given the strong non-usage policy
at Welltown Academy. She explained, with her usual compassion for students, "I
know why [students] do it during school, because they're not allowed to talk, so
they sit there and text on the corner of their legs which the teacher can see."
She laughed about her keen ability to spot the texters, in part, she claimed,
because of her own closeness in age to them. She aligned herself with a
younger generation and knew the tricks of students to avoid detection:
I know that when they're looking in their pencil case for 30 seconds
that they're not looking for a pencil. I mean, more that they're
looking for a text message. I picked up on some things. Or when
they're looking in their coat pocket, or they're turning then they, you
know, ... I'm like, oh what do you have in your pocket? Empty your
pocket... They're not supposed to have them in the classroom at
all. So if you're going to have one, it has to be in your locker
powered down. You're not allowed to have backpacks in the
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classroom, just your books. Girls aren't allowed to bring purses for
the same reason. So now they bring pencil pouches because
those are allowed. Boys will just put them in their pocket and slide
it out casually so it's on the opposite side of me.
Clearly, students and teachers alike were aware of the rule-breaking, and
consistent enforcement seldom occurred. I will discuss the issue of enforcement
and negotiating of the boundaries in a later section of this chapter.
Self-imposed Rules: "I Find It Rude to Text During Classes"
Perhaps reassuringly, the students themselves were able to articulate
clear boundaries for themselves around cell-phone rule-breaking. Although they
seldom did so for, as Jeffrey said above, "moral" reasons, they did have
reasonable guidelines for themselves around usage, some of which was
grounded in protocols of politeness and manners.
Carrie, Haley and Nicholas all defined cell phone usage during certain
times or activities as "rude." Carrie said, "If you're talking to someone like I'm
talking to you right now, you wouldn't just take out your phone. That's rude. I
mean, I'm having a conversation with you, so why should I be talking to someone
else?" She continued: "Some kids are really rude about it, they'll text while their
teacher's giving you a lecture, text while they're taking a test. I don't do that. I
just text like if we're not doing anything or if we're in the hallway. I don't think
that's a big deal, and a lot of teachers don't." Nicholas stated, "If I was having an
interview with someone and they checked their phone, I'd take it as a huge
disrespect thing. Stuff like that, it's just considered rude." Haley agreed, almost
to the word, saying, "I find it kind of rude to text during classes. I feel as though
it's okay to text in class, but only when it's not disrespecting a person." She
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stood by protocols for good manners, again connecting text to conversation, "If
someone's talking, I've been brought up where you look at them in the eye and
you pay attention. It's really rude to have a conversation with someone and
disregard what they're saying."
These students seemed to know and care about protocols of respect and
decency enough in general that they were able to extend these values to cell
phone usage as well. They often compared phone texting to an interruption
much like any other, applying similar rules for manners within the given context:
looking people in the eye, not being distracted, caring about what the other
person is saying, being respectful of others. Here again, Ito et al.'s (2008) study
supports this finding, stating that "a consensus is emerging about socially
appropriate behavior that largely mirrors what is socially appropriate in offline
contexts" (p. 18).
Carrie, who admittedly texted sometimes in class, even gave nod to her
teachers, saying, "That's probably why teachers don't want you to text during
class because they're trying to talk and you're not listening." She explained that,
while others might be "rude," she would never do so unless she "didn't care."
Haley also alluded to a deep concern for her academics when she stated, "I
never just start texting the entire class. I know personally that would be a waste.
School is a time to learn and I should take that time. You can text between
classes. And who are you going to text who isn't already in school?" Both Carrie
and Haley's comments here points to a level of engagement in, and care for,
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academics, barkening back to chapter four where students discussed the value
of schools.
Another reason to set self-imposed boundaries seems to be the degree of
attention required at a given time, and the value of listening skills, sometimes as
a subset of good manners. Carrie explained, "it's hard to listen to somebody and
talk to somebody," and Haley concurred, in terms of classroom protocols, saying,
"It's not that I'm texting all the time and I'm not listening to the directions." Jeffrey
also felt that "if it's not something that needs our full attention, I might just as
easily be talking to someone else that's next to me, so I guess that the texting is
like, would be the same thing but an extension of it, so you can talk, you can chat
with anyone in the world." But he was clear about he and his friends not texting
when his French teacher was lecturing in French.
Several students made mention of needing more complete attention
during certain activities and classes than during others. For example, I realized
after several independent interviews that students shared a similar worry about
concentration needed during math class. Haley explained, "I can't text during
math class. That would be too hard for me." Maria echoed this sentiment: "I
don't text during math class. My harder classes I don't do it as often. For math, I
need to focus a lot on it, and plus things are moving so quickly, and I'm always
writing down notes and things, so I don't text." And Nicholas confirmed, "Math
class is very, you don't want to miss anything." Although he tended not to text in
the classroom generally, he specifically mentioned math class when he
described when and how he texted during class time: "If I ever do text during
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[math] class, I go to the bathroom. I'd only text in math if it was, if someone was
texting me in a crisis, like I'm so blah blah blah blah blah. So I'll ask to go to the
bathroom and tell them, I'm in the bathroom, I can only text for a second, what's
the matter? Yeah, that kind of thing."
Maria's rationale for setting a boundary for herself concerned her proximity
to the teacher and the fear of the consequences of being caught, as she stated,
"I don't text in English because I sit right next to Mr. Scott. And if he sees anyone
texting, we (the whole class) have to write a paper about texting, so I really don't
want to." Other students, including Nicholas and Carrie, also mentioned teacher
proximity and consequences as deterrents, though not particularly strong ones.
Some students willingly risked detection, banking on the goodwill of the teacher
toward them as decent people and students. Carrie mentioned having paint on
her hands during art, making it difficult to handle a cell phone.3
In a world where young people are making complex decisions throughout
their day concerning usage of new technologies, we might take comfort in the
recognition that these particular students, at the very least, are setting
reasonable and workable boundaries for themselves, even as they resist
institutional rules that they feel are ineffective and unenforceable.
Then What's to be Done?
I asked a few participants what rules would be reasonable to them if they
were in charge of the universe. The question tended to stump them - when they

3

For more thorough consideration of student responses about self-imposed
protocols for cell phone usage during school hours, please see Table 3 in
Appendix A.
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tried to find a reasonable compromise between actual student text-activity and
school policy, they found themselves flummoxed by the tension. Jamal said, "I'd
probably have a time when all the kids shut off their phones, then show them, put
them in their pockets, keep their hands on the desks." Although I began to
suggest that hands on the desk would be difficult to enforce all the time by
teachers, Jamal came up with his own argument against his policy: "It would be
good to have your cell phones on 'cause in case of your parents, let's say my
mom was having a heart attack." He talked about needing a cell phone for
emergencies, an unlikely scenario, but one that made sense to him as he
contemplated reasons people would keep a phone on during the day. In fact,
Jeffrey, earlier in this chapter, made mention of a hypothetical "mom in the
hospital" scenario as well. Many parents use cell phones now to reach their
children at a distance, and almost all participants discussed this communication
as part of their everyday usage. It is likely, as Jamal informed me, that a parent
would know a child's cell phone number before the school number. Many
parents agree to get cell phones for their teen in order to improve communication
and contact, but research indicates that teens actually spend far more time
texting friends than parents (Common Sense Media, 2009).
Maria attempted to define a reasonable policy, stating, "I wouldn't have
people call people during class. If we're in class doing stuff, then don't talk on
the phone, but like, not use your phone during tests because you can cheat that
way, but like texting, I don't see that that's a big deal." When I pressed her, she
could see the difficulties - who defines "doing stuff'? At what point might texting
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become disruptive and therefore a "big deal"? She did not have the answers to
these questions.
Similar to Carrie, who recognized the need for students to attend to their
teachers, Ms. Fisk said, "I think some of [the students] would say [to allow texting
in class], but I think in the back of their mind they'd know it's not right to say that,
because then I'd say something like, you know we're trying to teach you, and you
know that's a distraction." Haley mused about one of her teachers at Riverpark,
"In my French class, she doesn't like it, it's a distraction. So, 'I don't want to see
your cell phones out, this is a time to learn.'"
Some students felt that teachers needed to stop worrying about the issue
so much and let the responsibility and consequences fall naturally on the student.
Haley said, "Yes, kids are going to go on texting but you're really, in a way,
people need to learn from what they do, so if you are texting instead of getting
work done, whose fault is that? You've got to take the consequence for that."
Jeffrey agreed, stating,
If it were me, I mean, frankly, I would just say kids can text all they
want, not during tests maybe because you could easily cheat like
that, but during class where there's no threat of academic
dishonesty or anything. I say kids can text as much as they want.
Because really the only one they're hurting is themselves and it
seems to me that no student is going to be motivated by the school
coming and saying I'm motivating you. The students need to
motivate themselves, so if they want to text all class, fine, I don't
care.
Several people strongly disliked the severe consequence of having the
phone taken away by the teacher when caught. Jamal, who himself did not own
a cell phone but who understood the economic value of one, said, "I know we
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can't use them, but they shouldn't be taking them away. They shouldn't be
touching stuff that you paid for. I told [one teacher] that he should just have
[students] put [their cell phones] in a, you know, [box] or something." Carrie
explained, "You don't really know what the kid is using it for, so the only way to
make sure that they're not using it is to take away everyone's phone and you
can't do that." Ms. Fisk, always an advocate for the student perspective, agreed,
"How do you take that away? It's something they're paying for. It's something
you're getting a bill. You can't take it and not give it back. And they're not paying
the bill, their parents are. I really don't see how you can, because it is something
they're paying for, it's like something that they're paying monthly for." Her fourtime stress of it being something the students and parents were "paying for"
reveals the strength of her passion on the subject. She refused to hand phones
over to the office when she caught students. She explained, "Usually when you
catch a cell phone, you're supposed to send it down. I usually just take it,
embarrass them for a second, and then I give it back at the end of the day... [I'm
supposed to call the office and say] I have a cell phone and it's so and so's and I
give it to the dean of affairs."
Mr. Scott, one of the teachers who held to a strict no-use policy,
responded to the question about being in charge of the universe with this simple
solution: "I think [cell phones] shouldn't be brought to school, or they should be
left in the backpack." The problem, of course, is that that very rule does exist in
many systems and is difficult, if not impossible, to enforce. Mr. Scott recognized
this as well, as he sighed and quietly said, almost as an afterthought, "I think our
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rules are more reactive than proactive. I don't know how we could do it any
different"
Mrs. Andrews at Centreville also had a sigh in her voice as she reflected
on the difficulty, stating, "I think it's a very complex issue. I think part of the
complexity is how quickly technology has advanced. We haven't, I don't know
that we can catch up with it, but we certainly haven't caught up to where we are
at the present time." She continued exploring this tension:
It's the modern question. [Texting] is very difficult to monitor. You
know, it's the same thing that happens when we take kids to a
computer lab. We expect them to be on task and only visiting the
sites that we tell them to see, and unless you have that monitor to
watch everyone else, you won't know that they just minimized the
screen. So you always have to be monitoring. Are there going to
be abuses? I think there will always be abuses. What you have to
make clear is where your standards are, that you recognize that
this is a tool that can help them with the task you have at hand, and
there are parameters where you can use that.
Mrs. Andrews understood that there needed to be some room for negotiation with
students, as well as for helping students understand reasonable parameters.
Ms. Fisk at Welltown also valued a negotiation approach, saying, "This is
my first teaching job. I don't know any other rule... I do think it's hard to put a
rule on cell phones. I think it's hard to put a restriction on cell phones because
they're gonna use them." Her solution would be to allow them during certain
times and places: "If it's something like in study hall, I'd sort of think [that's okay].
I think at two p.m. it should be okay. Two p.m., cell phones out. I don't see a
problem." She added, "I guess I don't totally understand the policy."
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Variance in Teacher Enforcement: "She Took Mv Phone"
A rule in theory is only as strong as its enforcement in practice. As Jeffrey
stated, after a particular example of a teacher being more permissive, "It's just
weird that they make the rule but then they don't enforce it at all." All of my
participants, teachers and students alike, recognized that different teachers
enforced the cell phone rules (among other rules in the classroom and building)
differentially. In the examples given in this study, teachers varied on how strict
they were in upholding the policy, in how they approached different classes, and
in what the consequences were for getting caught. The level of tolerance often
correlated with age range, with younger teachers seemingly more forgiving and
flexible about the cell phone policy than older teachers, although this was not
always the case.
Table 5.3 below provides a rich variety of responses about teacher
enforcement of the cell phone policy.
Table 5.3: Teacher Enforcement of Cell Phone Policy
STRICT
ENFORCEMENT
Carrie
"At the end of [art] class, 1 was texting somebody just before
the bell rang and she took my phone and gave it to the office.
It sucked not to have my phone the rest of my day."
"I've had my phone taken away during French too... My
[French] teacher's older and she's more traditional and she
won't take, she doesn't put up with any of that. She just
takes it and gives it to the office."
"If [the social studies teacher] sees it he'll take it and give you
a detention. So 1 try not to text during that class."
"You can't be texting during class, some kids mmmm
Haley
(pretends to text) and they should take the cell phone away.
But there's some parts where I've seen kids get their cell
phone taken away and it isn't a time to, like [the teacher] had
no reason to. Like if they're checking what time it was, or it's
the end of class."
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Maria

Nicholas
Jeffrey
Jamal

LESS-STRICT
ENFORCEMENT
Carrie

Haley

Maria

Nicholas

"Mrs. Henry, my science teacher, she doesn't like it at all.
Like, people text in her class and 1 think she knows it's going
on and she doesn't take it, but if she catches people in the
bathroom on their phone, she'll take it, or in the hallway.
She's taken mine before. Freshman year when 1 didn't have
her, she took my phone."
"[My science teacher] is a huge no-texter. If she sees your
phone, she'll absolutely take it away, no questions asked."
"My chemistry teacher always confiscates phones, but he's
the only one 1 know."
Some teachers are "really strict about rules. Some of the
teachers say that if the principal were to happen to walk in
and see this, they'd be fired or get in trouble. I've never seen
that. I've never seen the principal in a class."

"[The social studies teacher] sees people with their cell
phones all the time and she doesn't say anything. People's
phones ring, she doesn't say anything. She sees you texting,
and she doesn't care." [DO YOU THINK THAT'S GOOD OR
BAD?] "Not good. No."
[When kids play games on the computers] "[Mr. Frangeli] will
be like, get off the computer. Or truthfully, those kids will be
spark-noting right before we have a discussion and he'll go
right up behind them too. He'll see it and be like, guys, stop
spark-noting... He's not very assertive." "[When he sees kids
texting] [he'll say] 'put it away' and they put it away and then
when he turns it's back out."
"Mr. Scott, he's obviously one extreme [strict], and my
yearbook teacher, we can have our phone out, like on the
table texting and she sees us doing it and she just doesn't
care."
In another class: "Mrs. Stone, everyone texts in that class,
she just doesn't notice. She's not aware. 1 don't think she's
looking for it as often."
"1 like Mrs. Ross as a teacher and everything. 1 like having
that [rule that texting is allowed]. Instead of trying to be
sneaky about it, we're just open."
"1 would probably say at any given time 1 could take out my
phone and text and [Mr. Frangeli] wouldn't, it's not that he
doesn't care, it's just that he wouldn't notice. 1 don't think he
pays attention to that."
"I've seen teachers who have seen students texting and they
haven't said anything."
[During band] "1 do [text]. On my music stand 1 put my phone
down so 1 can see if somebody does text me. A lot of kids, if
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Jeffrey

you look behind, the entire band, everybody has their phone
on their stand. They'll check their time. [The teacher] will
see them out, but she won't say anything unless you're
actually texting. 'Cause there are people who can just, like,
will put their instruments down if they're not playing at a
certain section in the song and text even someone on the
other side of the band. Even [the teacher] has her phone
right there on the stand." [DOES SHE TEXT?] "1 know she
texts, but not during the band class. No." [BUT SHE HAS IT
OUT]. "Uhhuh."
[During an after school chorus rehearsal], "If the teacher is
like, for example with chorus, if we're just around the piano
singing and it's not your turn to be singing, then you can
usually take out your phone and just text. If it's like a casual
day, she won't mind too much. Cause even she will take out
her phone and text."
1 think most of the teachers 1 know are aware that it's
happening, but not aware of individual scenarios. [If they
catch someone] They'll say, 1 need you to put your phone
away. And they're like, oh sorry, and put the phone away.
They almost never [confiscate it.]

The above table illustrates a continuum of responses from strictly
authoritative, through reasonably restrictive, through laissez-faire to oblivious.
The top part of the table describes teachers who have a no-nonsense, nonnegotiable response to upholding the policy. In general, for these teachers, if
they saw the cell phone under any circumstance, they took the phone. Mr. Scott
fell into this category. In fact, his policy, according to his students, was that if one
student was caught with the cell phone, not only did the phone get confiscated,
but the entire class needed to write a paper about cell phone usage in class. A
strong deterrent to his students! Haley was frustrated by teachers who took cell
phones away even when the circumstances might be reasonable ones where the
teacher "had no reason to."
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The bottom part of the table is more difficult to tease apart. This "less
restrictive" enforcement seems to comprise several different approaches. Some
teachers did not tolerate the phones, but were gentler in their response, asking
simply that they be put away, in the way that Jeffrey described above. Other
students also verified this particular approach, and it was very much the one that
Ms. Fisk and Mrs. Andrews tended to take. They asked students to put away the
phones, but did not usually confiscate them or take them to the office.
Other teachers permitted the cell phones, but this also divided out into two
approaches - those who permitted the cell phones to the point of disruption and
lack of commitment to class management, and those who permitted the cell
phones because the particular class or activity could accommodate them without
disruption to management. In the examples above, both of these approaches
are evident. When Carrie described her social studies teacher by saying "she
doesn't care," she presented a very different attitude and reaction than when
Maria described her yearbook teacher by saying "she just doesn't care."
Examining the macrostructure and macrolines (Gee, 2005) within which these
girls' words are embedded, we see two different stories unfold. Carrie judged her
teacher harshly, disapproving of her lack of management in a class where she
felt the teacher should have been more directive. Maria, on the other hand,
described an atmosphere for building the yearbook that was informal, relaxed
and enjoyable, and she respected the decision of the teacher not to come down
restrictively in that environment. Haley, like Carrie, passed judgment on her
English teacher, Mr. Frangeli, who she felt was far too permissive and "not very
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assertive" in his classroom control. Her tone became dismissive when she
described his attempts to quell cell phone usage, only to have students turn back
to them as he walked away. Maria, however, conveyed a different attitude
entirely about Mrs. Ross when she said, "I like having that [rule that texting is
allowed]. Instead of trying to be sneaky about it, we're just open."
Understanding the students' feelings and attitudes that underlie their words is an
important aspect of interpretation in these instances (Gee, 1996, 2005).
And lastly, there were some teachers who, according to the students,
simply were not aware of cell phone usage and therefore didn't enforce a rule
they didn't see being broken. In contrast to Haley's analysis of Mr. Frangeli's
management skills, Nicholas suggested, not that he was too permissive, but
rather that he "wouldn't notice... I don't think he pays attention to that." Similarly,
Maria described another teacher who "just doesn't notice. She's not aware."
Contrasting Styles: "It's a Big Teacher Thing"
While the above information covers an array of potential responses to
rule-breaking, especially around the issue of cell phone usage, the question
remains as to how a teacher might decide how to confrqhfthe digital social
networking activities that can and do become a distraction in classrooms. The
styles detailed above indicate certain philosophical stances that have
implications to be discussed later in the chapter.
Both students and teachers in my study understood the variations in
stylistic approach to this issue, and they were able to reflect articulately and
philosophically about the differences. Nicholas called it "a big teacher thing," and
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explained, "I think a lot of my other teachers are more strict about, like, if they
see your phone they will take it away, and I don't want to get my phone taken
away, but it's just easier to get around the teacher in [English] class." Haley
captured the reality of the tension in styles well with this insightful reflection:
I feel if there's two people, there's always going to be one really
cool one and there's always going to be one that doesn't trust
people, 'cause we're all teens, we do crazy stuff. [Some teachers
are] very old fashioned. And I can understand that it definitely
brings people back, and there's certain morals that people should
keep.
Jamal too mused philosophically about the issue, stating, "I think the really mean
[teachers] are just mad, and the nice ones just let us go because you can't stop
everything in the world."
The responses from students above indicate a certain understanding of
adolescent behavior - "we do crazy stuff' ~ as well as of why teacher response
to rule infractions might vary. Note that the contrast of styles tends to be aligned
with teachers who are "cool" or "nice" versus those who are "old fashioned" or
"mad."
Even Mr. Scott felt the confusion around enforcement, as he captured the
difficulty of rules around social networking sites on computers during study hall
times. He told me, "Study hall expectations at this school are so varied from
individual teacher to teacher. So there are some study halls where [someone]
could spend 80 minutes on Facebook and no one would notice, not bat an eye,
and there are others... It's really a monitoring issue. In my own [study hall], I've
had kids on Facebook when I was on Facebook in my study hall."
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What emerged as ! probed more deeply into these distinctions is what
Haley briefly alluded to above as a trust issue. As I talked with students and
teachers alike, it was clear that at the heart of rule enforcement and flexibility was
a deep and intuitive understanding of teacher-student negotiation. The degree of
enforcement varied based primarily on the one-on-one (or one-on-classroom)
relationships involved.
Negotiation and Trust, Student Views: "There's a Relationship"
Boundaries around digital social networks in the school environment get
negotiated through relationships of trust and respect. This finding emerged with
crystal clarity as the students and teachers talked more about the apparent lack
of consistency in enforcing rules about devices such as laptops, cell phones and
iPods, as well as computer use of Facebook, Myspace, game sites, and other
interactive programs. Rules are only as good as their enforcement, but the
enforcement hinges primarily on relational trust.
Table 5.4 below reinforces the certainty of this conclusion. A discussion of
this table follows.
Table 5.4: Teacher/Student Negotiation: Student Perspectives
Carrie
"My math class, if you are texting, she'll tell you to put it away
and then if you do it every class, she usually takes it away or you
can put it in this box at the beginning of class, and then take it
when, 'cause we have lunch in the middle of that, and you can
take it to lunch with you and put it back in the box, so she
doesn't give it to the office, she just knows you're not texting
during her class." [DO KIDS RESPECT THAT RULE?] "Yeah.
A lot of guys in that class get caught with their phones a lot, and
all of those guys put their phones in the box. They're
cooperative."
[CAN KIDS TAKE NOTES ON LAPTOPS?] "They can
sometimes. It depends on the teacher and the student."
Haley
"1 feel like I've gotten away with a couple of things, you know,
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David

Maria

Nicholas

passing in things, just cause like they know that 1 have good
intentions... I'm not trying to fool anyone. I'm not trying to take
advantage."
"Maybe it is also, you know, kind of become one with her
students, to kind of make it at ease. 1 think there's also this
great distance between a teacher and student relationship. Yes,
there needs to be a great amount of respect, stuff like that, but it
should never be that it comes when you have no relationship
with your teacher."
"There's a relationship. You come into during that class and you
just learn. Ms. Rond is kind of like you, in the aspect of, she
goes on Facebook and you can relate to her, and she's young
so you're a little more at ease. It's because she's like you... In
my opinion, yes, be comfortable with your students. 1 feel it's
okay if she goes on Facebook, stuff like that, but as long as
she's like I'm the teacher, 1 need respect, follow what 1 say."
If you're on computers, she'll go around once and make sure
you're working on stuff, but she knows we're all good kids.
We're polite. You know, we ask questions, we take it really
seriously. If you show her something that will make her not trust
you, as long as you're acting in the right manner and you're not
doing anything that she should not trust you with, there's always
that respect and trust that she gives. If you do make her to lose
that trust, she'll stop giving you the 'it's okay to watch youtube
videos with her.'"
"[My teacher] liked [my poetry site] a lot. Teachers have more
access, they can get around certain blocks, and she saw it, and
then 1 showed her on the student laptops that it was blocked and
that 1 didn't have access in my house because 1 didn't get
Internet and she got it unlocked. 1 don't know what she did but it
was unlocked a little white later."
"1 think Mrs. Smith, she knows we're going to anyway, she's like
they're gonna get their work done anyway. 1 think it depends on
the student, and 1 think it depends on the class. Work ethics of
the class. And the students. 'Cause 1 don't think Mrs. Smith, if
she had a bunch of people in the class that didn't do their work, 1
think she'd be like... It's kind of a trust thing.... The teacher is
trusting that, even though you are texting, you're still gonna do
what you need to do to get it done, to get your work done. But
where there's a class that doesn't do their work, you're not
trusting that they're going to get it done, and that they're gonna
goof off."
[DO YOU GET IN TROUBLE GOING TO THE BATHROOM TO
TEXT?] "If you are a kid who is disruptive during class and stuff
like that, but 1 know a lot of kids who don't really get themselves
in trouble, so if they need to, the teacher won't give them a hard
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1 time."
In the students' words above, we see teachers and students working
together to establish reasonable protocols for the particular class or situation. As
Carrie said, "It depends on the teacher and the student." Maria said almost the
same words when she stated, "I think it depends on the student, and I think it
depends on the class. Work ethics of the class. And the students." She
continued, "It's kind of a trust thing.... The teacher is trusting that, even though
you are texting, you're still gonna do what you need to do to get it done, to get
your work done. But where there's a class that doesn't do their work, you're not
trusting that they're going to get it done, and that they're gonna goof off."
Nicholas too, echoed these sentiments, reflecting, "If you are a kid who is
disruptive during class and stuff like that, but I know a lot of kids who don't really
get themselves in trouble, so if they need to, the teacher won't give them a hard
time." Haley said she had been given leeway from teachers before because
"they know that I have good intentions... I'm not trying to fool anyone. I'm not
trying to take advantage." Haley also spoke of the rule-setting as being about "a
relationship" built in part on respect for the teacher and flexibility, based on trust,
from the teacher. These two qualities, respect and trust, go hand in hand.
Specific examples were mentioned by students to illustrate this point.
Carrie's math teacher had a box to put the phones in, partly by choice unless it
became a problem, and the students respected her compromise enough to follow
it responsibly. David went to a teacher he respected to show her the interactive
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poetry site he enjoyed, and the teacher trusted him enough to unblock the site as
one worthy of student use.
Haley mentioned the youthfulness of the teacher making a difference in
this process of negotiation. As mentioned earlier, the younger teachers, typically
those seen as "cool" or "nice," seem to have a better awareness and
understanding of the student perspectives and activities and seem more willing to
work out protocols together with the students. Haley explained, "Ms. Rond is
kind of like you, in the aspect of, she goes on Facebook and you can relate to
her, and she's young so you're a little more at ease. It's because she's like you."
She added advice to teachers: "Be comfortable with your students." This comfort
level may require more insight into youth Web 2.0 technologies in order to better
understand and appreciate their engagement in these tools.
Negotiation and Trust, Teacher Views: "A Judgment Call"
The teachers too stressed the need for give-and-take around the rules for
the new networking tools. The teachers I spoke with all reiterated the value of
relationships in establishing workable protocols within classrooms. As Mr. Scott
affirmed, "I think 90% of education is probably trust. It's trust on some level. It's
trust from the educators, but it's respect from the students." Mrs. Andrews
echoed, "I think so much of that [handing over responsibility] comes from respect.
If you respect them, and in turn they respect you, I think you go a long way." She
explained further:
There cannot be hard and fast rules. There's no formula that says
if you do this, that it's going to work. I think each teacher needs to
be open to the possibilities, creative enough to see the implications,
and a sergeant in the sense of maintaining control in the classroom
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while still, like a parent; you're no more than a parent. You give
your kids parameters, but then you expect them to make decisions
within that.
Ms. Fisk agreed as well, with similar reflection, stating,
For me, I feel like there are rules, but it's also a judgment call. Like
I don't get mad if there are things, like if it's a good student who's
doing it. If it's a student that's goofing around all the time who says,
oh I'm just putting my homework in my phone, I'd be like no you're
not. But with a good student, I might say, you're not supposed to
have this and they'd say I know. And I might just say okay.
She talked about her rules on her syllabus being "a lot of respect and trust type
things. Because I'm pretty cool with them, lenient, and since I have that kind of
relationship, I go about it more 'I'm disappointed.' Then I'm like, this is the rule,
you broke it. I get disappointed." Here again, she referred to the relationship
established with classes.
Each of the teachers described examples of their own flexibility in
establishing policies around social digital tools. For example, Mr. Scott was very
willing, during study hall, to permit students to be on social networking sites, but
only "for some students who have done their work" and who "stay focused on
Facebook to not distract other students." Mrs. Andrews described two different
learning moments within the past year. In the first, a student excitedly showed
her a new function on his cell phone. "And I said, wow, you can do that? And he
said yes. And I said, but you know you're not supposed to have your cell phone
out. So we're in this conflict, we're in class. He's already disturbed class
because... But I had no idea he could do all this on his phone. It's incredible." In
the second example, she explained,
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I have a young lady who has misplaced her agenda book, and she
automatically grabs her cell phone one day when I'm handing out
the homework, and she's just, 'I'm nottexting, this is my calendar.
I'll show you, I'll stand right beside you.' And I know this girl very
well, and she was using it to record. It's instant, it's an extension.
They are organized, they just are not organized in the way we tell
them to be.
I mentioned this example later to Ms. Fisk, asking her what she would do
in this situation. She responded, "I would treat it the same way [as laptop use]. If
somebody has to type a paper and brings their laptop to school, if it's facing me,
and I can see it, I'm okay with it, like if I can see what they're doing."
I asked, "Would it be against school rules to record homework on the cell
phone?"
"Probably," she replied. "Probably 'cause they're not supposed to have a
cell phone in the classroom at all. But if it's already in the room..." Her voice
dwindled, understanding the need for flexibility in these circumstances.
Ms. Fisk did, however, describe a moment where the student took
advantage of her trust:
I had someone make a phone call in the middle of study hall,
ordering a pizza or something ridiculous, and of course I took the
phone for that, cause I was so mad that someone would do that. It
made me mad because I was trying to work with the student. I felt
a little betrayed because I'm a pretty cool teacher and someone
would do that in my room, because I'm not completely, you know,
hawking them, watching them. And I'm like, that's really, I was kind
of mad about that. I felt betrayed. And it was a good student that
did it.
In this instance, her feeling of betrayal by the student comes through strongly,
amplified by the fact that "it was a good student" who made the call, indicating a
break in the relationship that she felt had been established. Ms. Fisk later
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admitted that she might be perceived generally as being "too trusting," but she
was willing to err on the side of students.
Both Ms. Fisk and Mrs. Andrews discussed a reasonable moment of
compromise with students, even though both were aware of breaking school
policy. Note the similar tone and compassion in each of the following responses.
Ms. Fisk stated, "I've had kids come in and say, can I call my mom in here? And
I'm like, okay, because I'm not going to make them go all the way downstairs to
call their mom." And Mrs. Andrews said, "You know, a kid has forgotten that he
had to stay after school for make up. Send him to the office to make a call? And
that's going to take 15 minutes. Or say go outside the door and use your cell
phone, it's more expedient. It's more efficient." Here, these teachers fully
supported the value of having a cell phone on hand.
The teachers I spoke to did not want to be complicit in activities that are
illegal, unethical or unfair to others. Teachers and students spoke of the ease of
cheating using iPods and cell phones, and Ms. Fisk and Mrs. Andrews both
alluded to the problem of cyberbullying, defined as cruelty to others through
"sending or posting harmful material online or through a cell phone or engaging
in other cruel or hurtful actions [resulting in] significant emotional harm to others"
(Willard, 2006, p. 3). This type of dangerous activity within schools does indeed
happen, according to research. Although research results vary, one recent study
reported that 19% of teens have been cyberbullied (online or via text message).
While this figure is lower than previous studies that tend to conflate figures
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through cumulative numbers, it is still higher than schools want to face (Magid,
2009b).
Ms. Fisk wavered around this particular issue, and whether it ought to be
enough to ban all cell phone use. She mused, "We don't want it to happen here.
They don't want that happening on our turf. If some sort of messaging was going
on and a parent found out and said this was happening in school? They'd be like
ohhh." Mrs. Andrews agreed, "I don't want to be responsible for a child who is
being harassed by another one, and these things happen."
Additionally, two of the female students also described being aware of
(though not participating in themselves) inappropriate sexual activity, or "sexting,"
through cell phones, such as photographs or text that conveys sexually
suggestive material (Willard, 2006). The study mentioned above found that 9%
of teens have sent a "sext" message and 17% have received one, again lower
than previous reports that conflate subsets, but still too high for comfort (Magid,
2009b).
Conclusion to Chapter V
Regardless of potential dangers, teachers and students in my study
overwhelmingly felt the need for a reasonable and balanced perspective on the
issue of rules for new technologies. Compromises and negotiations will not solve
all the problems, and abuses can still happen, but, as Ms. Fisk explained, "I think
it's almost picking and choosing your battles. You know, it's trusting, trusting in
picking and choosing your battles." Mrs. Andrews too reflected philosophically, "I
think we all just carve out what we can live with and abide by, and carve out the
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intent of the rule." Thus, one central finding of this study is that, while schools
and teachers set rules and protocols that define appropriate behaviors with social
digital networks, students and teachers frequently negotiate the boundaries
through relationships founded on trust and respect.
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CHAPTER VI

ARTICULATING THE BOUNDARIES AND INTERSECTIONS

Chapter six presents the final answers to what I first set out to discover how youth are negotiating the boundaries and intersections of various types of
literacy-related activities - academic, digitial, social - throughout their day. The
chapter begins by clarifying what is meant by multitasking, then explores the
discourse of IM and cell phone texting lingo. It then moves into a discussion of
how students may or may not be able to keep discourses distinct in their own
day's activities and understandings.
Multitasking and Multimediatinq
Gasser and Palfrey (2009) clarified the distinction between two different
types of multitasking: first is "parallel processing," when two things really are
happening at the same time - listening to music while reading; eating while
driving. Task-switching, on the other hand, is a rapid change between activities
that appear to be ongoing at the same time, such as moving between a text
message and writing a paper for school. It seems that young people are doing
the second (task-switching) when texting while doing something else (such as in
class time or while driving). This type of multi-tasking happens in very rapid
segments of time, as youth switch back and forth between activities quickly and
frequently. In my study, Nicholas captured this very phenomenon when he said,
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"With texting, you can do it really quick, put it down, do something else, come
back to it really quickly, put it down and go to something else. You can
communicate but you're not taking your attention from anything else \ don't think,
too much."
O'Brien (2006) has offered an alternate term for this sort of activity multimediating. He has explained that this term, in contrast to multitasking,
"captures the complexity of simultaneous use of multiple media" (p. 36) and the
shifts of attention and modalities. Drawing on a 2005 study by the Kaiser Family
Foundation, O'Brien stated, "Multimediators move seamlessly in and out of the
real world and virtual worlds, rapidly and automatically using various
technologies that they embrace as extensions of themselves" (p. 36). Here, this
author has captured the embeddedness of these technologies in their lives, as
discussed in chapter four. In this study, I will use the terms multitasking and
multimediating interchangeably.
As described in chapter four, it appears that in classrooms where kids are
texting, they are "bored" and may be listening only half-heartedly to the teacher.
On the other hand, if a teacher is asking them to engage more fully or if the
subject requires greater concentration (such as during math class), they tend to
put away the cell phone to better pay attention. This type of multitasking,
particularly with cell phone texting, is happening pervasively across classrooms
in ways that we simply can't stop, not through rules, not through punishment, not
through ignoring it. As Gasser and Palfrey (2009) have explained, "it's
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impossible to prevent kids from multitasking... digital natives constantly engage
in multitasking, whether we like it or not" (p. 16).
And much of this multitasking centers around IM and texting activities the social chit-chat with friends while doing something else. One of the teachers,
Ms. Fisk, who was well aware of the issue of texting during class time, took an
informal poll of her private-school students at Welltown Academy and discovered
that "they all have cell phones, they all text." Carrie, at Riverpark, affirmed that
she texted throughout her day, both in and out of school. Haley tended not to
text throughout most of her classes, finding it "kind of rude," although she
laughingly described herself as the "minority" in this respect. She also admitted
to doing so for certain classes where she felt less engaged. Jamal, himself
without access to a cell phone, also verified seeing "everyone" texting on cell
phones throughout the day. Maria, who admitted to texting "all the time" in
classes, also confirmed the pervasiveness of texting both in and out of school.
When I tried to pin Maria down to a number of hours spent texting in a day by
suggesting three, she laughed. "That's not enough." "Not even close?" "No."
"Five?" "Maybe closer." She said she could carry on four conversations at a
time without getting confused. She also said it was not a problem to text during a
class. "When I'm texting, it doesn't take me long. It takes me like 25 seconds.
Not long. So I do that, and I can pay attention and still hear what's going on."
During class time, she explained, "I'm doing my work here, and then I'll go here
and text, and then I'll go on."
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Multimediating through digital engagement was also happening outside of
school time, particularly when doing homework. Jeffrey, a junior at Centreville
taking AP English, told me, "I'll do Internet stuff like that, check my Facebook, in
between things that I'm doing homework-wise. Maybe 15, 20 minutes [is social
networking], here or there, but interspersed so a few minutes here, a few minutes
there. Maybe half an hour." Similarly, Haley, a 10th grade honors student,
explained that she was usually on the computer in the evening after school:
"Most of my homework is on the computer. And I get a little distracted [by
websites]." Haley's time spent on Facebook "is never straight through" but rather
"between, like, if I'm writing a paper, I need to relax my brain and do something.
Fashion blogs come in again" as well during this time. She explained that it's not
just Internet that can be managed simultaneously with homework:
Let's say I'm doing homework while watching TV. So let's say my
dad comes in, and I'm just watching. My books are here on my lap,
and he'll say why aren't you doing your homework? And he'll go
and turn it off. And I'll say, could you please turn that back on?
And he'll say, you're supposed to do your homework, and I'll say,
I'm working, and he'll say, you're not working. But as soon as a
commercial comes, I'll put it on mute and work. Or I'll tell him, yes,
maybe I'll get distracted, but I'm choosing to do this, I'm gonna take
the consequence if I don't finish, or I get tired and need to go to
sleep.
Nicholas, also an honors student with a wide range of outside interests and
activities, shared a wonderfully detailed description of his homework time in the
evening, capturing the essence of the successful multitasking personality:
I'd say about five o'clock is when everybody is usually on their
phones [texting]. Especially, especially because everyone's doing
homework, and nobody wants to just be doing homework. If you're
doing homework and it's really hard to just be focused, so if you're
texting somebody, it's like you have somebody else to do it with.
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You can text, like, okay, I'll go back to my work, okay text, okay, I'll
go back to my work. It's kind of like a study group. Like, you just
have other people studying with you, 'cause if you're just doing
homework, you're more apt to say I'm getting bored, I'm gonna go
do this. You know. [In addition] I'm usually on line. I'll just be
surfing things, like if I heard something that I didn't know during the
day or something. But I usually have two tabs. The first one is
usually just Facebook, and the rest is just surfing, going on
youtube, just trying to entertain myself I guess. I also usually have
the TV on too.
When I asked if, by "study group," he meant that he was texting about homework
specifically, he laughingly explained that, on the contrary, he meant a group of
friends to hang out with that kept his mind away from the homework. When I
pressed him to explain how he managed to do all of those activities at once, he
grinned happily and said, "I just turn on the TV and let it sit, and maybe I'll look
up and I'll be like, oh, that's interesting! Oh, a text, okay! Ooh, somebody wrote
on my [Facebook] wall, okay! Next question on homework!"
One possible danger to multitasking is an interference or discontinuity in
activities requiring extended focus, such as a homework assignment. However,
when I pressed Maria as to whether such multi-tasking is slowing down her ability
to complete her work, she said, "Not really, 'cause I text anyway. I mean, I guess
on some level it is, but I text when I'm doing my homework anyway. I multitask
all the time." Carrie's words were almost identical. When I asked Carrie how
many hours a day she texted, she laughed, "I don't even have an estimate,
'cause I just text all day!" When I asked Haley if it were possible that texting
distracted her from more academic pursuits, she admitted, "Overall, yes, it can
distract me, but I can easily handle it." In other words, even if multi-tasking has
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its drawbacks, students will continue to maintain the behavior as part of their
lifestyle.
Furthermore, some students claimed that multitasking could, in fact, help
them to stay focused and to complete their school work. David, whose music
was very important to him, explained that he listened to raucous music loudly
while studying because "I see it actually as helping me focus 'cause it gives me a
rhythm to work to." And Nicholas described his text and IM buddies as helping
him stay with the task of homework, not because they were chatting about
homework but precisely because they were not. As he said just above, "It's kind
of like a study group. Like, you just have other people studying with you, 'cause
if you're just doing homework, you're more apt to say I'm getting bored."
Mrs. Andrews recognized the double-edged sword of this kind of activity,
stating,
These kids can multi-task. Yet multitasking is not in itself
beneficial. Because at some point, the amount of attention that you
have is divided. Now you take a child who is already deficient with
their attention span, and you know, may or may not be medically
classified. You can go both ways. You give them a focal point and
they use their music and it helps them to focus. I was that type of
student. If I had my music playing, I could work much better and
get my work done faster. It slowed me down to take the music off.
Now you take a child on the other side of that, a child who is easily
distracted, they will not focus. And what about the person who gets
into drumming along? It's a complex issue.
Texting Lingo: "Kids are Unlearning Real Words"
One aspect of these social networks is that they use a distinctive
discourse that I tended to refer to in my interviewing as "codes" or "lingo." Even
the less informed among us tend to be familiar with at least some of this
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discourse, as it inundates media and the social world around us. This lingo, not
just the exclusive domain of teens but in fact used by anyone engaged in digital
networking, comprises abbreviated acronyms such as OMG (Oh My God), BTW
(By The Way) or BRB (Be Right Back), as well as substitutions and contracted
forms of words such as "I8r" for "later," "r" for 'are," V for "you," and "2" for "to."
There exist, of course, literally hundreds of these sorts of abbreviations and
substitutions, some of which become obsolete or, conversely, newly introduced
with each new sophistication of cell phone type and their users.
Furthermore, the discourse codifies a disregard for punctuation and capital
letters, as such elements not only take more time but also precious space in text
and IM messages. Stylistically, the point of texting is to be brief, to compact
messages in as short a space and time as possible. This stylistic distinction can
also be seen on the web in places such as Twitter, which limits each status
update to 140 characters, and in popular fads such as the "six word memoir" in
which the point is to capture the meaning and depth of one's life in six words or
less (National Public Radio, 2008).
The worry, heard in every school across the nation and expressed by both
teachers and students alike, is that these abbreviated forms of language may
infiltrate the writing habits of students in permanently damaging ways, subverting
the long-standing and standardized forms of what we saw in chapter four referred
to as "proper" grammar, spelling and usage. The fear seems to encapsulate
three main areas of concern: spelling, punctuation, and stylistic depth. The
codes and lingo fall into the first category of distortion of spelling, whereas the
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other two categories are impacted by the speed and efficiency desired when
communicating through texting.
According to the youth in my study, this worry had been frequently
communicated to them by teachers and parents. Perhaps as a consequence of
this message, the teens themselves seemed to have this same concern that
such abbreviations might impact academic writing.
Carrie chose not to use much of the abbreviated lingo in part because she
feared getting into the "habit" of it. She told me, "I don't use V ever, I always
spell that out, because I don't want to get into the habit of when I'm actually
writing a paper and do that. I don't want to get used to using slang because I
don't want to accidentally use that on my English papers or anything, like most
kids tend to." But when I pressed her further, "Are you afraid you'll slip the codes
into papers?", she replied, "I don't think so."
Carrie persisted in the belief that it does happen, however: "Because
technology has become so popular and IMing and texting and emailing, kids are
unlearning real words. So they're just, they're starting to write papers, like they
do on IMing, and that doesn't make you look smart at all. It's gonna lower your
grades, and they're so used to it that they use it in their English papers." I
pressed her again, "Have you seen it happen?", and she replied, "Yeah. You're
unlearning correct English." But when I asked for a specific time when she had
seen it happen on an actual paper in recent years, she mentioned once having
seen it four years ago in sixth grade, then hesitated and finally said, "I don't
think... I don't know. I've corrected a girl's paper in my creative writing class, and
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she never capitalizes anything. She really isn't good with punctuation. It seems
like she's IMing or texting."
David too believed that such lingo "distorts a person's sense of proper
spelling," and told me of a time he pressed a friend into writing a sentence that
contained such errors. He said his friends are "subconsciously doing it" as part
of their "muscle memory," but, again, like Carrie, could not recall a specific time
when a paper was submitted by himself or others with such errors. Nor could
other student participants when I asked.
Maria, Carrie and David all confirmed that Mr. Scott had conveyed the
concern to them in class, and Mr. Scott, a young man in his fourth year of
teaching, told me the same thing himself. He described telling them about
"different modes of speech" for "different social circles," clearly indicating an
effort to teach them about discourse, but he also said that he brought out his
computer to demonstrate the ease in writing out full words in contrast to
abbreviated ones. When I asked Mr. Scott if he had seen the lingo showing up in
student writing, he replied, "Absolutely. The shortcut stuff. U for you. Or not
capitalizing I, under-capitalization in general. Kids have been passing notes in
schools for as long as schools have been around. But note passing and note
writing doesn't have the same, I think, level of, you know, brevity and whatnot
that IM has. I think it's really a danger to comprehension."
Mr. Scott not only made reference to the concern about muscle memory
when he described the students' "conditioning" from an early age and the
difficulty in trying to "reprogram" them, but he also articulated the stylistic impact
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on formal writing. He explained that texting is all about "brevity, brevity, brevity,"
in direct contrast to the "formal writing" skills we expect in schools. He wondered
if his push for "more depth, more depth, more depth" was directly associated with
the habit of texting that he described as an "addiction." Mr. Scott understood the
different discourses, and specifically that IM and texting discourse "contradicts
the idea of thorough analysis and explanation of formal writing and I don't think
that's something that people focus on because it's kind of hidden underneath in
the writing. You know, I do see a lot of people writing short choppy staccato
sentences. And I've never really thought about it until recently."
An even more adamant and prolific response to the question about this
possible impact came from Ms. Fisk, a first year teacher, who was unwavering in
her conviction that the texting discourse was negatively influencing academic
writing.
As with Mr. Scott, Ms. Fisk compared the "casual" writing with the "formal"
expectations in school. She confidently described these two types of discourses
as distinct from one another. She said, "I feel that they need to learn to separate
the two," the two for her being "proper English, in school and papers" and, in
contrast, "casual conservation with your friends... short hand, abbreviation." She
too tried to explain the difference to her students through an explanation of what
sort of language belongs where, but she admitted that it was difficult for them to
understand these distinctions because they were "used to doing this." She said,
"Your mind is like a sponge when you're younger." I asked, "And you think it's
impacting the writing they're doing in school?" Ms. Fisk responded, "Mhm. I'm
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sure." When I pressed her for examples, she did say that she had received a
journal response with the "at" symbol in it, and that she had also seen "2" for "to."
She discussed poor punctuation, capitalization, grammar, and language that was
too "casual."
Ms. Fisk went oh. Texting, she said, is intended to be "as short as you
can, and now they're doing that in papers as well," a problem that she felt went
beyond an issue with our youth to encapsulate "the American way." Her words
contained all three areas of concern of impact on academic writing - spelling,
with the abbreviations; punctuation, with the lack of periods, commas and
capitals; and style, with the conversational and shortened tone that comes
through. I tried to pin down a percentage of students that she felt was doing this,
and she wavered a bit. She said she had only seen major concerns in a few
students, but that as many as half may have stylistic interference coming from
texting habits. When I asked just about punctuation, she put the figure at a third
of the students. She also reminded me that her one and only English class of the
year was also considered to be a lower tracked group, and that this reality might
have had some impact on what she saw happening. She also felt that she could
recognize the interference in part due to her own young age. She said, "The
teachers who teach English here [in my school] are older. I think they may think
that [students] are just not, that they're just getting lazy, unless it's brought to
their attention. I think I'm, from day one I was on it, because someone put an at
symbol in, and I said that's like a text message and I got it right away." Then she
paused and smiled, reflecting that she might not always have the advantage with
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age: "[Older teachers] might be better than me too, because some things might
slide because I'm used to seeing them. So it could go that way too."
I wondered too if Mr. Scott and Ms. Fisk, as relative novices to teaching,
were in part describing concerns that, while clearly evident, were possibly simply
the nature of high school students throughout time. Mrs. Andrews, who had
taught for over fifteen years, had less concern that poor writing habits stemmed
specifically from texting.
When I asked her if she had seen this sort of interference, she said, "I
don't see it; I hear it in their speech. In their discussions in the hallway."
"But you're not seeing it in academic writing?" I probed.
"Nope." She paused and said again, "Nope." Then she added, "I see the
same spectrum, the same range, within my academic classes I've ever seen."
"So," I asked, "it's not all going to heck in a hand-basket?"
"I don't think so. We've always had kids who are poor spellers or have
poor grammar. I don't see that as impacting the writing skills. They've heard the
message enough that I think they know."
Mrs. Andrews told me that she didn't see that sort of interference as often
as she did several years ago, "when the phenomenon first became apparent."
But, she said, it is like any other issue that comes through repeatedly in student
papers - she builds in specific lessons for it:
You know, this is one of those writing workshop topics. This is
where we've seen these errors, this is what happened, the usual
stuff, verb tense, grammar, and inappropriate use of language.
You're speaking, this is an appropriate use of language for a
different audience. And there comes some of that teaching that is
part of literacy. This is a literacy skill. You have a language that is
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appropriate in a particular setting but in this case, you need to, and
now I don't see it because it becomes part of my regular writing
standard.
In other words, this teacher felt that this sort of skill teaching was no different
from other sorts of lessons about writing standards that get set.
Although students tended to worry about muscle memory from texting
habits, when I asked them if they could recall a specific paper submitted for a
grade that contained these errors, not one of them could think of a time that
situation had actually arisen. Carrie, a college-prep student who, as indicated
above, tended not to use the abbreviations even when texting, said, "The only
thing I ever usually do is not capitalize the I. That's the only thing I really don't
do." As mentioned earlier, the only time she ever saw any texting interference on
a paper submitted to a teacher by a student was in sixth grade, but not since.
When I ask Jeffrey if he'd ever seen a situation like this, he replied, "No, not that I
know of. I haven't heard of any real life story about that happening."4
In fact, a surprising find was how little these students used the texting
discourse at all. David and Jamal had virtually no access to it anyway (and both
expressed an aversion to the abbreviations and lingo), and of the other students
interviewed, only Nicholas readily admitted to using and liking the lingo. In
addition to Carrie's thoughts above reflecting a lack of lingo usage, Table 6.1
indicates the responses from the youth who text regularly on their own cell
phones.
4

For more thorough consideration of student responses to the question of
whether text lingo interferes with academic writing, please see Table 4 in the
Appendix.
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Table 6.1: "Do you use the codes/lingo when texting?"
Carrie
"I think it's kinda annoying when people do it [write in codes/lingo]."
"Usually when I'm online or texting, I don't use slang that much...
The only thing that I kinda do, if anything, would be not capitalizing
I."
"I use OMG. I hate saying LOL. I think it's so stupid. Sometimes I
do BTW, by the way."
"Sometimes I [use the codes], just depends on how fast I have to
type it."
Haley
"I don't use the codes, lingo... I think it's stupid... I don't want to
turn my brain to mush. I feel I can still go as fast texting with using
real, you know, grammatics, real spelling. It's just as fast. And I
want to stay intelligent sounding."
"I do do 'def though. Instead of saying definitely, d-e-f or d-e-f-f."
[Never uses U or R. Doesn't use BTW, OMG, LOL.]
"I was really into it" in middle school.
Maria
"In texting, not really. I use IDK but I don't really use the other ones.
Actually, I do [use OMG]." [2 FOR TO?] "No, I don't use that one.
Like when I say you, I type out y-o-u. Or when you say are, I use ar-e." [WHY DON'T YOU USE THE CODES?] "I don't know, I just do
it like a conversation. I just type it like I would saying it."
"I don't normally use code words. My boyfriend in particular, he's all
about proper grammar. It's really funny, like stuff he says, he has to
have punctuation and he gets mad if I don't spell something right.
It's really funny."
"The only thing I do use is I don't know." [IDK?] "Yeah and Because.
Sometimes I have a lot to say, so I do b-c for because. I do say 'def
but I say that in real life. Like def. We should hang out soon. Yeah,
def. We actually say it. Like OMG, but I don't say that in real life."
Jeffrey
"I tend not to, actually. For some reason, I don't like that. I don't
know why. It kind of gets to the point that it annoys that that
everywhere, everything is typed or written, it's 'u.' Like if someone
writes a note to me, it's 'r u going' to whatever. You could just spell
the words out. There's also a sense that it's overused. Even when I
used to IM a lot, people used to type LOL, which you've probably
heard of that, and people would just type it every single time when it
seemed like socially they were supposed to be laughing. They
would just type LOL even if it wasn't funny or something. There's a
sense to me that they seem completely worn out."
[Doesn't always put in periods when texting.] "Just to separate the
thoughts [between two sentences]. But if it's the at the end of the
text, not usually."
[Yes, uses the codes and lingo.] Although the phones now do much
Nicholas
of the punctuation and caps for him, "If it was up to me, I would not
even bother."
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These youth were generally successful students, and were also prolific
cell phone texters, adept at doing both, sometimes simultaneously. Yet, despite
the advantages to using the text discourse (see Table 6.2 below), they resisted
doing so, particularly with the spelling related abbreviations. They were unclear
as to why this was so for them. There seemed to be an underlying respect for
standardized written language, even as they embedded the adolescent world of
various registers and codes. They told me they were not averse to expressing
themselves in adolescent register with their peers, for example using swear
words or slang terms; yet this non-standard oral language translated into
standard written form for most of these youths even while using a social network.
They described this text lingo as "annoying" (see both Carrie and Jeffrey's words
above) and "stupid." It is possible that the influence of teachers over time has
encouraged an internalized judgment of this written discourse.
In fact, the reflections of the youths tended to bear out the idea of
maturation overtime. Several students, including David, Carrie and Maria,
readily confessed to using the lingo rampantly in middle school, typically when
they first began using IM and cell phones, but that they tended to grow out of the
usage over the next few years. Maria told me, "I got [a cell phone] in the middle
of my 8th grade year, and I used them a little in the beginning, but not really."
David, although not a cell phone user, was familiar with the types of
abbreviations used, in part through his poetry website that he has had for the
past two years. He showed me the transformation of his punctuation and
capitalization over time, eventually being more careful about not using the codes
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in his poetry, explaining that, now, "I'm mature." He showed me a poem that
broke with standard forms and said, "This is one of my early ones so I don't
capitalize the first letter of the line." Initially, he told me, putting these poems up
online "was sort of like me being immature, it was a rush."
Despite most students' resistance to abbreviating spelling and
punctuation, they almost all told me about specific acronyms they used regularly.
In Table 6.1, students mentioned a regular inclusion into texting of abbreviated
expressions such as OMG, BTW, IDK, BC (for "because") and "def" or "deff" for
"definitely." These text acronyms did not make their way into these students' oral
language, as they sometimes do for other youths, except for "def which existed
as a slang term prior to entering into text code. Some of the students also
mentioned occasionally breaking with standard punctuation and capitalization,
such as no period at the end of a completed message (but included between
sentences in the same message) or a lack of capitalization for the word "I."
As it turns out, as cell phones have become more advanced, the
programming for texting is now acting by and large like a word processor,
complete with spellchecks and automatic corrections. Consequently, some of
this issue becomes a moot point when a phone automatically capitalizes first
words and "I" for the user.
And, despite the bad rep that such lingo has, participants in my study
could clearly articulate advantages to the discourse, as seen in Table 6.2 below.
Table 6.2: "What are the advantages to using the codes/lingo?"
David
"It increases the speed you can communicate at, but that's about
it."
Haley
'It's supposed to be quick."
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Jama!

Nicholas

Jeffrey
Carrie

TEACHERS
Ms. Fisk

Mr. Scott

"If it was an emergency and you had no minutes to call but you
have minutes to text, you're like, you know, mom, and it would be
short. Time saving."
"1 think what people find so attractive about texting is it can be
incorporated into anything you do without taking away from what
you're doing. With texting, you can do it really quick, put it down,
do something else, come back to it really quickly, put it down and
go to something else. You can communicate, but you're not taking
your attention from anything else 1 don't think, too much."
"For one, it's easier to type fewer letters, and 1 think you pay by the
letter when you text."
"It's usually like texting my boyfriend or my mom figuring out
what's going on later, like figuring out what's going on later or
basketball practice."
"T-9 Word, it's a quick way of typing words. Everything needs to
be very quick now."
"You can say things that you wouldn't say if you were standing
right in front, like maybe you wouldn't be comfortable enough to
say to a person's face. Like being flirty. Something that you
wouldn't have the audacity to do on your own, face to face."
"You can do it from anywhere. You can do it virtually from your
car, you can do it from your classroom unfortunately, it has pros
and cons, but 1 think it's more convenient."
"1 think 1 understand it as a way to pass information quickly and
especially in ways that they don't have to answer their phone
because that would be a bigger violation of school policy."
"I've communicated a value in it to them because it is helpful for
them, to network and to pass notes along. But 1 do talk about the
danger of it. There are rules in different arenas, and sometimes
the IMing jargon and format is fine, if you're leaving notes for your
friends or your mom or whatever, that's understandable."

The most obvious advantage to texting and to using the specialized
discourse is, as mentioned earlier, its efficiency. It is universally recognized as
"quick" and "time saving." Other advantages include its usefulness in an
emergency; the ability to multitask in a way that isn't possible with an actual
phone call; the unobtrusive nature and versatility of texting, particularly in a
classroom or other setting; and its cost-saving capacity. Ms. Fisk also pointed
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out its relative ease in communicating messages that might be harder to do faceto-face or in a phone call.
I asked several students if I might see some of their recent text messages,
and they readily agreed, without hesitation. They certainly did not feel as if they
had any secrets to hide and said that most of the conversations are fleeting and
mundane. Below in Figure 6.1 are several text conversations collected from
participants on the spot as we chatted.
Figure 6.1: Text Messages Spontaneously Collected from Participants
During Interviews (NOTE: All identifying information has been altered or
removed. Otherwise, messages are exactly as texted.)
Recent Message on Carrie's Cell Phone:
X: Hey
Carrie: Hey what's up?
X: Nothing. Hey, im hanging with joe and sarah tonight. You wanna come too,
like old times?
Carrie: Im going to Danton.
X: Oh alrighty
Carrie: Sorry :(
X: Its alright. Well, do it again another time and you can come
C: Yay :) I would love that.
X: I know. Itll be great getting the gang back together
Recent Message on Maria's Cell Phone:
X: Rierrrr can you and your little hood rats come abd visit me?
Maria: Im meeting with this lady but ill swing by after
X: Haha okie dokie but you sould bring your little friends
Maria: Alright maybe
X: Ok woman, if you want just you come and visit
Maria: Oh okay sounds good i'll be over after dinner
Recent Message on Haley's Cell Phone:
Haley: Hey girl. My aunt lydia is in town. She said she'd love for you to join us
tonight or tomorrow!
X: Tomorrow after church can work! What do you have plained?
Haley: I know I'm running in the morning, then going out for breakfast. After
we'll be free. You should deff come over. Bring your swim suit!

The above messages illustrate the points made during the interviews.
Generally, the texters utilized full spellings, with a few typos ("sould" for "should,"
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"plained" for "planned," and "abd" for "and") and usage errors ("alright" for "all
right") that were not corrected. Punctuation and capitalization tended to be more
of a mixed bag, sometimes inserted, sometimes not, perhaps sometimes a
function of the particular phone's self-correcting capacity. Both Carrie and Haley
used end-mark punctuation throughout their messages, and question marks and
exclamation points were used consistently in the conversations. The only actual
"lingo" present was in the third message with the word "deff." Even with these
variant forms of written text, there is generally little to indicate an overthrow of
standardized language usage, and the messages can be easily understood. In
terms of content, all three messages carry the consistent theme of getting
together for a visit, indicating the highly social and ephemeral nature of the
discourse.
Discourse and discourse: Understanding the Difference
It is important to unpack the structure and function of social networking
discourse a bit more completely here before turning to the central concern in my
research, that of how students understand the boundedness of various
contextualized discourses throughout their day.
Social networking interactions run the gamut in terms of surface-level
standard English "correctness" for syntax, grammar and usage. This study has
already noted, for example, the less standard cell phone texting as compared to
the typically more standard English on Facebook pages. The study has also
examined a wide range of tools and functions, from interactive science
experiments to media creation such as iMovie, from blogging to idle social chit-
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chat. However, these digital social spaces also vary, not only in terms of
discourse with a small "d," but also in terms of their capital-D Discourse - that is,
their contextualized appropriateness and sense of larger framework for where,
when and how to use these discourses (Gee, 2005).
Classroom discourse tends to be what is called "extended" discourse,
meaning that much of the reading and writing in academic settings is somewhat
removed from the immediate here and now. History, Language Arts, even Math
and Science, virtually all academic subjects tend to contain specialized
vocabulary and to activate schema in ways that extend the learning out into a
wider space and time than the immediate context. This is in direct contrast to the
highly social discourses such as texting that do not tend to be part of school
curriculum. As seen in chapter four, this continuum from formal, academic
discourse through social network discourse has wiggle room for many new
interactive tools, such as iMovie or Facebook. Chapter four also considered
ways in which certain Web 2.0 activities might or might not be incorporated into
classrooms.
Thus, schools today are confronting not only the tension between
standardized and non-standardized language-in-use (small-d discourse) but also
the intersections of extended and contextualized Discourses (capital-D). Gee
(2005) explains that capital-D Discourse goes beyond the "right" words to
include, among many other contextualized details, the right "symbols, tools,
technologies..., values, attitudes," and "all at the 'right' places and times" (p. 7).
We use the medium of language to enact social identities within certain social
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groups, cultures and institutions. Typically, the language-in-use helps to
"constitute the nature and existence" of groups and institutions, just as those
affiliations "render certain sorts of activities and identities meaningful" (p. 1).
There is a certain symbiotic relationship between the functions of language building identities and supporting affiliations.
Figure 6.2, below, illustrates these tensions along two intersecting axes,
the Y-Axis representing the "discourse" continuum from casual/social to
formal/academic, and the X-Axis being the larger context or Discourse
community. In simplified terms, we might think of the Y-Axis as being the "what"
of language, how we talk about something, whereas the X-Axis is the "where"
that such language happens, that is, the "right" time and place.
Each quadrant, then, gives sample activities that might occur,
demonstrating the overlap and boundaries between each quadrant. For
example, Quadrant 1 is structured more formally both in terms of language use
and location, and the activities tend to be traditional classroom learning, such as
textbook activities, novel analysis and math and science problem-solving.
Quadrant 2 still retains much of the formal nature of the language itself, but is
placed into more social contexts, such as getting help from a friend on homework
or reproducing a science experiment at a party. Quadrant 3 is social and
informal both in terms of language and place, and thus represents the "hanging
out" sorts of digital social networking activities. Quadrant 4 represents the formal
setting of the classroom with the inclusion of social network lingo. The most
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extreme contrast is between Quadrant 1 and Quadrant 3, and it is this contrast
that this study explores in depth.
Figure 6.2: Intersections of Discourses and discourses

Formal, academic
discourse

Q2: Calling friend about math hw;
Checking Sparknotes for English book;
Using Shakespeare quote on
Facebook;
Reviewing a science experiment at a
party

Contextualized,
ephemeral,
social Discourse
(in social
venues)

Q1: Memorizing the
periodic chart, Studying
Algebra,
Reading textbook on Civil
War, Reading
Shakespeare

iMovies made for
class, posted to
Youtube;
Facebook for math
class;
flogging forum used
by teachers and

\
\
\
1
!_
/

students

/

Extended,
learning-oriented
academic
Discourse
(in classroom)

Q4: Putting Shakespeare into
text lingo,
Blogging about the Civil War,
Texting the teacher the
answer to problems in math
class,
Playing an online science
video game

Q3: Texting on a cell phone,
IMing on Facebook,
Blogging about your day,
Twitter status updates

Very casual, lingo,
codes, non-standard
discourse
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The center circle in the figure indicates examples of activities that might be
likely to blend discourses both within and outside of the school walls, and it is
here where pedagogical implications may lie.
Returning to the tension between Quadrant 1 and Quadrant 3, while the
texting activities in Q3 are, in theory, intended to take place outside the
classroom walls, it is clear from this study that such activity is happening
secretively (and sometimes not so secretively) within the schools as well. Thus,
students do not have a clear barrier of space and time for partitioning this social
networking as separate from school work. Similarly, it is also clear that academic
work is being completed during highly social times of students' days, such as the
social times in the evening, again with a lack of physical structures in place to
assist in clarifying the distinctions between these activities.
Keep Discourses Straight: "You Just Don't Cross Them"
This paradoxical overlapping of discourses and Discourses lies at the
heart of my work: How is it that some teens seem to be able to maneuver across
and among these literacies and discourses successfully? How do they
understand both the fluid and bounded nature of these disparate arenas?
As indicated previously in this chapter, there is a concern from both
students and teachers that the texting discourse will taint irreparably - and on
numerous levels - the academic writing happening in schools. Furthermore,
while this concern is widespread, there is little evidence that this actuality has
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come to pass to the degree feared. With the exception of David and Jamal, my
student participants were generally successful students and successful texters.
And so, I put the question directly to the students. I asked them to explain
to me how they were able to be successful in both contexts without detrimentally
impacting their school work or social activity. Clearly, one answer to this
question has been previously explored: students are able to multitask with great
success, even if small compromises to efficiency exist. Yet something else must
be happening inside their cognitive processing to be able to move so adeptly
across these discourses. The following analysis provides insight into this
mystery.
One common thread carried across many of the participants' thought
processes, that texting is, in some ways, indeed like a different "language." The
students seemed intuitively to sense this notion of discourse, even without
naming it explicitly. Jamal spoke of texting as a "different language" as did
Nicholas, Jeffrey and Maria. Ms. Fisk also talked about a "different language"
and Mrs. Andrews referred to "their language" of texting.
The ways in which they described this different "language" crossed both
the sense of structure as well as purpose. Structurally, participants were able to
see a clear distinction in the two discourses. Carrie said, "[School writing] has to
do with I think vocabulary and the way that you set up your sentence. When I'm
writing a paper, I use longer sentences. I pay attention to what I'm doing, but if
I'm just texting someone or IMing them, it's just like I'm talking to them in person."
Jamal struggled to find the words and finally explained, "English is English. The
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way it makes sense is using proper grammar. [Proper grammar is what students]
should do for school." And Jeffrey's words echoed Carrie's in delineating
differences in vocabulary, grammar and usage:
The language isn't the standard grammar rules that you're taught in
English class, and a lot of the words are different. When we go to
school, we'll learn standard usage, grammar and whatever, that
kind of stuff, vocabulary lists with correct spellings on them, and
then outside in social environments we can learn these other
things, like the lingos or codes or whatever.
Maria summed up the distinction in discourse this way:
I think of English as like a formal thing, I just see this [texting] is like
a casual hanging, friends... When people use different slang terms
and stuff, you would never use those things writing. Like you
wouldn't see it in a book most likely. You wouldn't see it in the
newspaper or something like that. People just don't use that form
of language.
Here she described standard English as what you'd see in a book or newspaper,
and what "people" use in their writing, as distinctive from her chats with friends.
Nicholas related the difference to one of rules: "There aren't really any
rules to texting. If you write a paper, or even on Facebook, it's kind of like, you
know, you'd usually put a period in or there would be sentence structure. In
texting, it's like anarchy. It's just very casual." He continued, "If you have never
been acquainted with texting, and you look at a random text, I'm sure many
people would not even be able to decipher it." The interesting thing about this
particular impression is that, in fact, texting (as seen in examples in Figure 6.1) is
clearly not anarchy. While it is certainly casual, it is decipherable to even the
less informed people reading it. Here then seems to be a certain impression that
helps to clarify the distinction for some of these youths, even if the distinction is
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more in concept than in actuality, a heuristic device that stabilizes the
differences.
Along with an intuitive understanding of discourse comes a distinction of
purpose as well. Here again, as in chapter four, is the sense of orality with the
texting that aligns it more closely with spoken language than with written. In
asking how they kept these discourses separated from each other in their own
minds, Carrie said, "It's like, if I'm talking to one of my friends in person, I'm not
going to try to make myself sound good." Maria too stated, "I don't consider this
[texting] writing really" and compared it to conversation.

Nicholas said, "if you

were talking to your friends, you wouldn't usually [be formal]. It's like slang, you
would incorporate a lot of slang into your conversations."
However, even seeing how the students articulated the boundaries of
these discourses both in terms of structure and purpose, there was still the
question of how, when doing both forms of interaction daily, and sometimes even
virtually simultaneously, they generally kept these divisions straight. I probed. I
asked these teens to get me inside their heads as they made these decisions
throughout their day. And here is where the answers I had been seeking made
their way to the surface in the words of the students.
These youths have developed an uncanny, almost "natural," sense of
nuanced understanding of these discourses that permeate their day, whether
completing homework with a cell phone and Facebook page in front of them, or
completing a timed essay in class with the cell phone tucked conveniently under
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the desk top. Both Carrie and Haley described a "mindset" that was ever
present.
Carrie seemed bemused by my prodding and said, "I never [confused the
two]. Even when I first started IMing and using Myspace I didn't start writing
papers like IMing. I don't know." I asked her to tell me more about how she
knew not to confuse the two. She replied, "I don't know how someone can mix
them up! They're so different to me. It's just like, I don't know, an automatic
thing for me that when I'm in school, when I'm doing a paper, I use better
vocabulary, I actually try, and then when I'm with my friends, it doesn't really
matter." She almost didn't understand my question; the answer was that obvious
to her.
Maria too found some amusement in my probing. She told me, "They are
separated. Conversation and a formal paper that I'm handing in for a grade. I
just know, like you just don't cross them."
"But did someone teach you that?"
She shook her head. "I knew it, no one really needed to tell me, cause I
never really did it."
I turned my questioning toward the stylistic concerns mentioned by Mr.
Scott and Ms. Fisk during their interviews, and asked Maria, "Is your style of
writing impacted by the texting, such as writing short choppy sentences into your
papers?"
Again she shook her head no. "They're two different things, like I don't
consider this [texting] writing really."
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"Keep going," I said. "Tell me more."
"I just know, like you just don't cross them."
"You don't cross what?"
"The language."
Like Maria, Jeffrey also had no memory of ever having been taught
explicitly the difference in discourse, such as by a teacher. He too implied that
this understanding came, quite simply, from being a Digital Native. He said, "We
can code switch pretty well I think... You only use the things, when you learn
something in a certain context, you only use it in that context I guess."
Haley, both highly social and highly studious, sat with me at Starbucks, a
warm and frothy drink in her hand, as she confidently affirmed the same
message: "I think I've got a pretty good mindset of where I am in my school with
writing. [The two are] different worlds. Like the texting, here I'm, let's do this
now, and the writing, uh and then Marco said... No, no confusion." She smiled
and sipped her coffee; again, the answer seemed patently obvious to her. But
still: Tell me more, I prodded. And she continued, "Maybe it's my mindset and
the way my brain functions and that I'm very good at doing two different things at
once, and I don't let them, I can keep them pretty separate. I don't confuse
them."
Jamal presented an interesting case of someone without access to the
resources and social capital that can lead to successes both socially and
academically. Rather than finding that those doing more texting were less
successful in their English classes, I found the direct opposite correlation,
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indicating a lack of understanding across multiple discourses. Thus, I was
curious as to how Jamal, who not only didn't text but also did not perform well on
English papers, might see this issue of different discourses getting mixed up. He
told me that, even though he struggled to write well for school, he would not put
the texting into a paper. I asked him why not. He replied, "Because it wouldn't
make sense. [The teacher] wouldn't get it." I asked him to tell me more about
why text lingo was not allowed in school papers, and he said, "'Cause how it
makes sense to the people that are reading it."
This idea of sense-making for a particular audience and context is in part
what literacy is about, and these youths seem to understand that from their years
of schooling. Surely they continue to have much to learn, but their ability to
articulate the distinctive nature of different interactions with text for varying
purposes and audiences points to future success with multiple literacies.
What About Those Who Don't Get It? "They Just Don't Care"
But the niggling sense of concern that some students might be doomed
never to figure out what these students apparently have made me continue to
pester them for more information about those who might not be adept at this
"code switching" as they are. I asked some of the students if some of their peers
might not be able to understand these distinctions as clearly as they themselves
seemed to. Table 6.3 below shows responses to this probing.

Table 6.3: Are some students less adept at articulating and enacting the
boundedness of discourses?
Carrie
"I guess some people automatically have a way of interpreting
things or some level of deepness... And it's maturity too."
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Haley

Jamal
Jeffrey

"1 think [kids] understand [the contexts], sometimes they just
don't care." [BUT IF YOU CARE?] "then you'll do it." [AND IT'S
NOT THAT HARD]. "Right, not at all."
"1 don't believe it's because they're texting too much, 1 think it's
the mindset of these kids that they don't think it really matters,
which is not a good mindset to have at all, 'cause it matters a
lot."
"Some kids would, you know, it's not their strongest suit, in
schooling, and they maybe don't have, you know, the same, 1
don't want to say brightness, but the same like... They don't
have motivation for school and they just want to text, and it's like,
oh 1 have to go back to writing. Whatever, you know."
"Someone who can't multitask, 1 feel like it would be really, it
would be difficult to go frequently between texting and writing a
paper."
"They talk more with each other and on their phones than they
are paying attention."
"1 think we all understand it. 1 would say maybe some would be
able to articulate it better than others, some might just know it
as, ha ha this person put a u instead of a you in a paper and let's
laugh at them, and that teaches me not to do it or whatever."

Here, the participants recognized that some students might mix
discourses, having texting lingo come through in academic papers, but these
participants also tended to dismiss the idea that those students didn't know the
difference. Carrie defined the issue in part in terms of maturity, harkening back
to the earlier point about using codes more so during transitional middle school
years, and to eventually figuring out appropriateness through frequent usage.
But Carrie and others also alluded to motivation as a primary factor in keeping
these discourses separated. Carrie and Jeffrey both said that students in
schools today do, in fact, understand the difference; they just don't always "care"
enough to demonstrate it or might not have the ability to articulate it clearly.
Haley began to reflect on "brightness" but quickly changed her rationale to
"motivation." She explained, in essence, and in remarkably similar words to
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those used by Carrie and Jamal, that some students care more about texting
than academics. Carrie described the distinction between more successful and
less successful students in terms of discourse boundedness when she said, "It's
the mindset of these kids that they don't think it really matters, which is not a
good mindset to have at all, 'cause it matters a lot." Here she reiterated her
strong belief in the value of academic literacy, but also the "mindset" needed to
succeed. In this case, it's a mindset of motivation and investment in schooling.
When I asked Haley to reflect more on people who might confuse
contexts, placing text lingo into papers where it doesn't belong, she told me that it
is not the students mixing things up, but rather adults. She became extremely
animated and passionate in telling me the following story to illustrate her point:
I was online and I was looking for [charms] and this woman who
was selling them was talking about her clients but she wrote u-r,
and it completely contradicted... She seriously said, though, take
me seriously, these are for real people who want these beautiful
charms, but she said, you better be, and she wrote u like the letter.
And I was just like, she is so stupid! Why would you set yourself
up? This is so contradictory! In that setting, because she was
saying how this was a business deal. This is like a living, this is like
professional, very professional. Why would you, if you were trying
to make yourself sound professional, you never would write a
paper, you would never if you were working, even at like TJMaxx, a
fashion store, you would never have this big sign saying something
'at' [finger swirl] here and put the little at. It's just not professional.
Here, Haley expressed absolute certainty of the boundaries between discourses,
and she was dumbfounded that someone in the professional world would engage
in nonprofessional language, even though it is in an online format. She
established the discourse of business by stressing the word "professional" four
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times and further aligning it with activities such as writing a paper or creating a
sign for a store.
Conclusion for Chapter VI
This chapter clarifies some of the complexities of adolescent engagement
in multiple discourse communities. Although a common assumption, both from
adults and teens, is that abbreviated text lingo/codes may be interfering with
standardized forms of grammar, punctuation and stylistic depth, there is
conflicting reporting about this in my study. These teens and adults worried
about "muscle memory" from the lingo interfering with academic papers, yet
students had not experienced widespread evidence of this. Teachers felt that the
interference was happening for a certain percentage of students who might be
less adept at separating these discourses, and that this interference might be
particularly true of stylistic depth. However, one teacher felt that the range of
errors in student papers has been stable through the years, with no discernable
differences in recent years.
As evidenced by the participants' words, teens are able to manage
multiple discourses and literacies, sometimes simultaneously. They not only
multimediate throughout their day, interacting with various types of texts within
short spans of time, but they also are able to articulate and understand the
boundedness of these discourse systems.
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CHAPTER VII

TYING IT TOGETHER
This chapter will summarize my major assertions from chapters four, five,
and six which present the findings from my study, but will further extend these
assertions into a deeper analysis of the shifting power dynamics within schools
and classrooms and then into pedagogical implications and recommendations.
Review of Assertions Developed in Previous Chapters
Although a review of research literature weaves through these past
chapters with assertions previously established or claimed by others, here ! wili
review those that have arisen specifically from my own ethnographic work with
my participants. The bolded statements below indicate the summary or central
finding of each chapter.
Chapter four examines what is happening in classrooms and how literacy
is being defined. Within chapter four, I make the following claims:
1. Very few classrooms of my participants are making consistent use of
Web 2.0 technologies in ways that are participatory, collaborative and
innovative. A lack of access to computers and the Internet is not the
obstacle; rather, it appears that lack of teacher comfort and knowledge
base creates the biggest barrier to creative incorporation of 2.0
literacies.
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2. There is virtually no blending of social and academic discourses taking
place in the local classrooms of my participants. A small number of
teachers, usually younger ones, engage in social networking, although
they are not incorporating Web 2.0 technologies directly into the
classroom. It is possible that, as teachers gain familiarity with new
tools, they too are figuring out the boundaries and overlaps of such
activities in the classroom.
3. Students are generally bored with and disengaged from traditional
teaching methodologies. The teachers seem to recognize a need for
stronger student engagement, yet have not found viable ways to
enhance it in their classrooms.
4. Youth themselves define literacy according to traditional norms,
making a clear distinction between literacy and social digital activities
such as texting, which they describe as being more like conversation
than a text-bound interaction. Literacy, for these students, is very
distinctly a form of academic discourse that entails meaning,
information, and deeper thought processes.
5. In my study, teens' interactions with digital text during the school day
generally fall into the highly social end of the spectrum. Although
teens as Digital Natives are well entrenched in a range of
technological discourses and interactions with social digital text,
they also understand and appreciate the value of standard
academic literacies as vital to their future success. Furthermore,
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they recognize the value of teachers as conveyors of this
culturally-relevant, historically-normed knowledge.
Chapter five then shifts more specifically into the issue of cell phone
texting which permeates schools today, regardless of the rules set attempting to
regulate such use. Although chapter five veers from literacy in the classroom per
se, the relevance is profound in terms of examining the ways in which new media
is influencing relationships within classrooms. The importance of the issue of
relationships will be discussed at greater length in a later section of this chapter.
Chapter five sets out the following assertions:
1. Rules for cell phone usage during non-academic times (such as lunch
time, hallway passing, and study halls) are vaguely defined and
inconsistently enforced. Rules within classrooms are more clearly
defined by school policy and by teachers.
2. As a whole, the student body blatantly disregards cell phone policy set
by the school. Teachers are aware of the rule-breaking, and consistent
enforcement throughout the school seldom occurs. The degree of
enforcement varies based primarily on the one-on-one (or one-onclassroom) relationships involved.
3. Despite this reality in #2, the students themselves are able to articulate
clear boundaries for themselves around cell-phone rule-breaking,
much of which is grounded in protocols of politeness and manners.
4. While schools and teachers set rules and protocols that define
appropriate behaviors with social digital networks, students and
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teachers frequently negotiate the boundaries through
relationships founded on trust and respect.
Chapter six widens the lens again, returning to the overarching research
question, and asks how students know how to maneuver among these
interactions with various types of texts throughout a given day. It explores
multitasking, a given for today's youth who are engaging in a high-tech world,
and the chapter delves into the possible dangers of both multitasking and of the
highly abbreviated text lingos and codes. Chapter six also explores the overlap
of language-in-use with context. Chapter six makes the following claims:
1. There is a concern from both students and teachers that the texting
discourse will taint irreparably - and on numerous levels - the
academic writing happening in schools. While this concern is
widespread, there is little evidence that this actuality has come to pass
to the degree feared.
2. Texting is viewed, in some ways, like a different "language." The
students seem intuitively to sense this notion of discourse, even
without naming it explicitly. The ways in which they describe this
different "language" crosses both the sense of structure as well as
purpose.
3. Students' ability to articulate the distinctive nature of different
interactions with text for varying purposes and audiences points to
future success with multiple literacies.
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4. Teens not only muitimediate throughout their day, interacting
with various types of texts within short spans of time, but they
also are able to articulate and understand the boundedness of
these discourse systems.
Shifting Power Dynamics
Throughout this work, an unexpected theme began to emerge that wove
its way throughout the chapters. As seen in the claims listed above, the value of
relationships between students and teachers is evident. In chapter four, we see
some disjointedness, a generational divide perhaps, that emerges, as many
teachers work from within older paradigms of print-based and print-centric
paradigms, as well as older methodologies, while students seem to be craving
the interactivity of newer screen-based possibilities with greater freedom to
explore, invent, collaborate and participate within the classroom. However, even
given this apparent tension, we see evidence that students value traditionallydefined academic literacies and strong relationships with teachers.
Chapter five highlights the power dynamics that are shifting in part given
the new technologies in a global community, indicating the need for classroom
teachers to relinquish some control (disciplinary and content-related) in favor of
relationships built upon trust and respect, thus permitting teachers and students
to engage together in multimodal activities that build on each others' knowledge
and strengths. While that chapter does not suggest easy ways to handle this
shift, it clearly points toward a more collaborative and engaging environment that
teachers may not yet be prepared to build for students.
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Chapter six reassures us that many students are aware of discourse
differences, at least on some level, intuitively, in a way that has been
appropriated over the years through sociocultural influences as well as individual
actions and decisions. However, the need for teachers to help guide this
understanding through collaborative inquiry in engaging environments that
address the challenges and strengths and futures of today's students remains
vital to student success.
This current section now explores this notion of shifting power dynamics in
more depth, specifically through recent literature that shines additional light on
the matter.
As established both through the literature and my own study, new media
that is screen-based and highly interactive, with quick access to information,
permits a high degree of freedom and self-direction that is autonomous and
explorative, aspects of learning that are "less apparent in a classroom setting"
(Ito et al„, 2008, p. 2). Given this new venue, new forms of authority and power
have emerged:
Youth respect one another's authority online, and they are often
more motivated to learn from peers than from adults. Their efforts
are also largely self-directed, and the outcome emerges through
exploration, in contrast to classroom learning that is oriented toward
set, predefined goals. [Consequently,]... [n]otions of expertise and
authority have been turned on their heads. Such learning differs
fundamentally from traditional instruction and is often framed
negatively by adults... (pp. 2-3)
Not only, then, do the holders of authority shift as do locales of such authority of
learning, but such out-of-school learning tends to be judged negatively by those
who don't inhabit that world. Thus, while youth are redefining who holds the
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power to "teach," who holds "ownership" to become authors and authorities, and
where knowledge emerges, they also may feel as if these redefinitions are not
supported within well-established institutions. The boundaries between public
and private, including access to resources for literacy, have blurred (Kress, 2003;
Scott, 2009). Students learn academic language within school but also "new
specialist varieties of language and thinking outside of school, not necessarily
connected to academic disciplines" (Gee, 2004, p. 4). In fact, Gee has argued
that "children are having more and more learning experiences outside of school
that are more important for their futures than is much of the learning they do at
school" (p. 4).
We know that social practices, including literacy-related ones, take place
in "fields of power" and are arranged in "hierarchies of power" (Kress, 2003).
With the interpersonal multimodality of the screen, which is not only image-based
but cyberlinked instantly to others creating a logic of space rather one of time (p.
2), the power of the author becomes diffused and more democratic. These social
changes destabilize forms of writing and diminish the power of linear, printcentric text, permitting a radical redistribution of semiotic power, that is, the
power to create and disseminate meaning through the medium of the screen
(Kress, 2003). It is clear that youth are "pushing back against dominant
definitions of literacy that structure their everyday life worlds" (Ito et al., 2008, p.
11). Hence, we need to explore literacies through the lens of critical sociocultural
theory, as discussed in chapter two, in order to better understand the
relationships between ideologies, power and social practices.
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Gee (1996) has set up the tension by using the metaphor of a sausage
machine - only so many different sorts of foods can go into the machine that
people will still accept as being sausage; at a certain point, people will stop
accepting something too far from the normed expectations. He has explained
the conflict between cultural models in this way:
Meanings, and the cultural models that compose them, are
ultimately rooted in negotiation between different social practices
with different interests. Power plays an important role in these
negotiations. The negotiations can be settled for the time, in which
case meaning becomes conventional and routine. But the
settlement can be reopened - perhaps when a particular company
introduces a new element into its social practice and into its
sausage. The negotiations which constitute meaning are limited by
values emanating from communities. Meanings, then, are
ultimately rooted in communities, (p. 81)
In other words, in the global, technological revolution currently unfolding in our
lives, we live in unstable times where cultural models are reopening onceseemingly-settled negotiations, including those surrounding definitions of literacy
and pedagogy. We have new media, in the form of everything from interactive
educational (informational) programs to text messaging, embedded into new
tools from wireless laptops to Smartboards to multifunctional Blackberries, that
are making their way into classrooms that are not yet able to keep pace with
these shifts. If meaning is rooted in communities, then within classrooms and
schools, these negotiations must be founded upon what the students and
teachers in my study have already articulated - trust and respect, and a
willingness to ultimately make a better sausage together. Here is where true
academic engagement lies for students, and where new methodologies lie for
teachers.
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In this study, Mrs. Andrews reflected on the issue, saying, "I think there
has to be, and we don't like to do this as teachers, but you have to give up a
certain amount of control and that governance has to go to the student. If we are
to build and create or refine tomorrow's citizens, and we expect them to be
responsible, they have to have opportunities to be responsible." Teachers can
help teach students boundaries through negotiations that build on relationship
and community, that take the focus off rules and authority and shift it to
collaborative decision-making that will be one of the skills students need for the
21 s t century.
A Word about Motivation
This relinquishment of control, or at least a new negotiation of it with
students, will enhance motivation by appealing to youths' sense of ownership in
their own learning, through a feeling of relevance and value. As quoted in
Santana (2009), "When they walk into a school building and are given a single
textbook, many students become disengaged" (p. 2). We lose them from the
start with this not-so-subtle print-centric prioritizing of the hard copy of a textbook.
By contrast, Scott (2009) studied college professors who have started to use
streaming video, discussion boards, tweeting and blogging in their courses, a
shift to innately interactive and multimodal media which, according to Gary
Rudman, a consultant who studies youth and adults, is "what it takes to engage
this generation" (p. 1).
Some high school teachers are also starting to realize the connection
between new media and student motivation. One high school English teacher in
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another study said that "taking the online social networking applications that
teenagers depend on outside of school—such as Twitter, Facebook, and
MySpace—and bringing them into an academic space is critical for student
engagement" (Miners, 2009, p. 1). While some argue that these formats don't
belong in school, in part due to their potential predatory dangers, others clearly
feel that we owe it to all students, particularly those who don't have easy access
to these digital networks outside of school, to provide in-school access to
equalize resources for future success (Gee, 2004; Miners, 2009; Tierney, 2007)
including these social uses that should not be seen as hostile to learning (Ito et
al., 2008, p. 35). Simply having schools block sites is not the answer and may do
more harm than good; instead, schools need to enhance their monitoring,
assessment and education of such tools (Willard, 2006). Ito et al. have agreed
that "[ejecting barriers to participation deprives teens of access to these forms of
learning" (p. 2).
Within my own study, Mrs. Andrews, a long time English teacher herself,
reflected on the link between new technologies and student motivation. She
mused,
It's so much about the levels of engagement and levels of interest.
These are all the buzzwords that we're hearing today. And I'm
thinking, if we could just go in and say, what do you want for these
kids? Every teacher who is teaching will be able to tell you what
they want these kids to really get out of their class. Now how does
the rest of it fit in? For so long we've gone about it kind of in a
backwards way. We're, 'but this is what you [the student] need to
do, find something to fit it.' No, 'this is what I [the student] do, how
does this fit?' I think there's an evolution that happens. Through a
career you find that evolutionary track, you have to carve out what's
comfortable for you, a style. I suppose it's developing a style.
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The evolutionary track for teachers, the development of a style that will work over
the long term, needs to be able to include stepping inside the perspective of a
different kind of student in today's world to ask, "This is what I [the student] do,
how does this fit?", both in terms of management and curriculum decisions. It
means relinquishing enough control to empower both the teacher and the student
to redefine relationships in the classroom and to develop together curricular
activities that build upon youths' multiple engagements with new media.
Pedagogical Recommendations
My own study points to several potentially significant implications for
schools and classrooms, some of which reiterate common refrains found in other
research today. However, the voices of the youth themselves throughout my
study speak powerfully to articulate what we must prioritize - and soon - if we
are to motivate and engage our students, assist them in becoming citizens of the
world in the 21 st century, and better help teachers grow professionally to make
this happen. While it is impossible to generalize from a small ethnographic
study, the following recommendations emerge for further consideration.
Recommendation 1: Use technological tools more across the curriculum.
Don't let computers, white boards, and other technological tools collect
dust in libraries and in classrooms. My student participants overwhelmingly felt
that laptops and Internet technology were not being put to good use. In some
states, one-to-one laptop initiatives leave no excuse not to embrace the wireless
possibilities to create Web 2.0 interactive activities that enhance curricular goals.
Even without stepping into cyberspace, however, teachers can give computers
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and other technology more prominence in the classroom. In the national study
done by Lenhart et al. (2008), "78% of youth felt that writing instruction would
improve if teachers used more computer-based tools to teach writing" (p. 2), and
65% said they write school assignments by hand. In my own study, students
said that computerized note-taking was discouraged, if not outright banned, and
that most journaling and rough drafts were handwritten. This suggests an
anachronistic epistemological belief about processing of writing that may not hold
true today.
One meta-analysis of youths' literacies (Hinchman & Chandler-Olcott,
2006) has suggested that youth find greater relevance when classroom
instruction embraces adolescent multiliteracies. However, "instructional
implications... remain largely ignored. Instead, considerable evidence suggests
that secondary school instruction remains substantially unchanged" (pp. 232233). The new Carnegie Corporation (2010) report has adamantly concurred
that "American middle and high schools are stuck in the 20,h century, using
outmoded approaches to prepare students for a world that no longer exists" (p.
14). Despite research that points to the need for classrooms to incorporate new
media into curriculum, it is not happening with any consistency.
Recommendation 2: Relinquish some control over management style and
over certain curricular or methodological choices through incorporation of
new media.
Incorporating new media into the classroom is a direct corollary to my first
recommendation of creating more visibility and use of computers in the
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classroom in the first place. But increasing students access the Internet, or the
white board or word processing, is a far cry from what I suggest here -- an
ideological shift required in order to give up a relatively high degree of authority
and control in the classroom, as alluded to in the discussion above about power
dynamics. In light of critical sociocultural theory, we know that students are
pushing back against dominant ideologies in ways that are powerful and that
have rippling impact on literacy practices. We must adjust by bending to these
pushes, rather than by a rigidity and imposition of more rules and consequences,
if we hope to create a viable future for our students and globalized citizenry for
our country and world.
Management. As my own research suggests, teachers may not continue
to be able to control all behaviors that are subversive, but they may find ways to
encourage motivation and engagement, perhaps through the use of social digital
tools. If engagement is enhanced, classroom management may increase. As
indicated in chapter four, some of the subversive texting from my student
participants correlated with student boredom. Some of the management issues,
such as control of texting, may need to be less micro-managed in favor of giving
students more opportunities for active, purposeful, and collaborative work that
encourage self-control of such devices.
Curricular/methods choices: Teachers can offer students innovative
choices to demonstrate meeting standards and objectives; these opportunities
might be more hands-on, with more freedom to create, collaborate and
participate. As Ito et al. (2008) have suggested, "Youth could benefit from
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educators being more open to forms of experimentation and social exploration
that are generally not characteristic of educational institutions" (p. 2). Alvermann
and McLean (2007) described a "participatory approach" in which teachers build
on old and new media literacies and discourses to allow students to "engage
actively" in learning that "extends and elaborates on the literacy practices they
already own and value," often those learning informally in social contexts (p. 8).
Recommendation 3: Teachers need to learn more about Web 2.0
possibilities and to have school-sanctioned opportunities to do so.
Learning from students: Stemming in part from a renegotiation of power
differentials in classrooms, teachers may need to let students be "experts" in
some arenas, learn from youth about the new technologies to allow them to enter
into classroom practices. Again, Mrs. Andrews' framing of the question from the
student's perspective, "This is what I [the student] do, how does this fit?" might
serve teachers well. In previous chapters she and other teachers shared
moments of learning from students about new tools and programs that enhanced
classroom learning. If students are the experts with certain tools and media, then
we need to put aside our own biases, such as those potentially against social
networking, and ask what we can learn from them.
Hinchman and Chandler-Olcott (2006) have summed this point up well:
We think the most effective [classroom] study will involve
enthusiastic teachers enticing students to work with them,
recognizing each others' frailties and strengths in negotiated,
responsive classrooms... Yet if teachers look at their classrooms
through their students' eyes, with their students' help, and maintain
the essence of their subject-area study along with constituents'
standards, they will have the tools they need. (pp. 247-248)
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Alvermann and McLean (2007) cited similar conclusions from work in this realm,
including the need to listen to students more in terms of what they bring into the
classroom (p. 10). They further explored a report in which teens suggest being
disappointed by so-called online assignments that did not "exploit the web's
capacity'' (p. 11) to go beyond traditional sorts of paperwork into the creative
possibilities offered by such technologies.
Professional Development: Teachers need additional support through
professional development to enable them to better engage in the world of digital
natives. While they may continue to be Digital Immigrants, they can and must
learn the language, even if they speak with an accent (Prensky, 2001a). As
Susan Patrick, president and CEO of the International Association for K-12
Online Learning, said, "We have to train teachers to use the technology to
enhance and make courses more rigorous and interactive" (Santana, 2009, p. 1).
She referred to this need for training as a "race for a student's attention" linking
again to the issue of relevance and engagement (p. 1).
Recently, the National Education Computing Conference presented a
variety of workshops on this topic, including one on how to use cell phones in
classrooms (Magid, 2009a). Another example is a cybercamp for teachers at
Carl Sandburg College, where, according to Chief Information Officer Samuel
Sudhakar, "If teachers are empowered in technology, they use it in the classroom
and empower students" (Santana, 2009, p. 1).
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Recommendation 4: On state and national levels, we must re-examine
competencies to include ones that expand definitions of knowledge to
include future oriented, social-digital, and technological ones.
Print-centric literacies are the ones being assessed: Currently, literacy
standards are "monolithic," making it "difficult to attend to recommendations for
embracing and building on youth's multiple literacies" when national and state
assessments give little credence to them (Hinchman & Chandler-Olcott, 2006, p.
241). As O'Brien (2006) stated,
At the core of the issue is how competencies are defined within the
traditional 'print-centric' world in comparison to how they are
defined in the newer digital 'media-centric' world. The caveat here
is that these worlds are not distinct. Youth and adolescents
navigate in and out of them seamlessly, but the literacy that
officially counts is the print-centric one - the one that is formally
assessed, the one they get feedback on from day to day in school,
and the one that, in their minds, is the sole measure of their literate
competence, (p. 31)
The recent Carnegie Corporation (2010) report cites work by Berman and
Biancarosa who stated that "even students who are meeting current standards
are often ill-prepared for the literacy demands of the information economy" (p.
53) and suggested developing and revising standards and assessments, in part
driven by better data collection.
New media develop important new skills that may be difficult to
incorporate into assessments but which must be built into standards for students:
While literacy has historically been defined by standards related to print
processing, research indicates that adolescents are developing a range of new
competencies and cognitive capacities with the shift to electronic media (Kress,
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2003; O'Brien, 2006). The multimodal and multimediating quality of new media
makes it difficult to develop a standardized set of benchmarks to measure this
new literacy (Ito et al., 2008), if that is even what we choose to settle on to call it
(Kress, 2003). The new engagement and competencies include both friendship
and interest driven participation (Ito et al., 2008), "legacy" and "future" content
(Prensky, 2001a), use of technology and problem solving skills (Manzo, 2009a),
and understanding the differences in D/discourses (Gee, 2005). While we can
certainly find ways to modernize the curriculum (Manzo, 2009b), it will be difficult
to incorporate all of what "technological literacy" embeds into standardized
assessments (Manzo, 2009a). We must, however, continue to try if we are to
best assess the competencies most valuable for students as they move toward a
technology-driven future. As discussed in chapter three, and although
challenges loom, a draft of a national test for technological literacy is currently
under formation.
Recommendation 5: Teach "Neteracy."
Lastly, and arguably the most important of my recommendations, is that
we must teach students to develop what I have coined "neteracy" - the ability to
maneuver within and across various literacies, discourses, and modalities,
consciously and responsibly, learning not only how to code-switch, but why and
when, understanding the value of all the D/discourses in which they participate in
a given day. Beyond the question of which resources are being (or should be)
utilized in the classroom, beyond the policies and power differences, teachers
must help students be able to understand and articulate the boundaries and
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intersections - the literacy contexts and discourses, the registers and protocols through which they maneuver throughout their day. As the students in my study
have stated so clearly, successful youth develop and appropriate an intuitive
mindset that permits them to be negotiate skillfully across social spaces,
academic and social, digital and print, sometimes simultaneously, in their lives.
My rationale for this particular term is the following.
First, I have not yet found a term in the current literature that captures the
complexity of movement that I describe just above. While O'Brien (2006) has
used the term multimediating to indicate a sense of movement across multiple
modes of literary engagement, he has not captured what I mean by the
conscious mindset that occurs for some students across both academic and
social arenas. What I hope to capture in my own word is the understanding of
the intersections and boundedness, the loosely defined borders that get
negotiated through the participation itself, not through set rules, but through the
recognition of the hazy overlaps and edges, the interplay of the self with the text
and with others.
Tierney (2007) has explored the nature of meaning making in light of
shifting views of literacy to include "probing ideas, solving problems, or pursuing
new understandings,... transacting with people and ideas... in ways that
embrace others as potential collaborators and audiences" in a world of almostconstant, unedited engagement (p. 22). Similarly, he has discussed the
navigation of the architecture of digital space, a skill that requires frequent and
sophisticated decision-making (p. 28). Tierney thus has addressed the
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complexity and flexibility of processing that I too seek to capture, but he has
referred to it as "being literate," a term that draws too heavily upon the printcentric and linear alphabetic construct, or as "digital navigation," which focuses
more specifically on cyberspace maneuvering, neither of which fully captures
what I intend with my coined word "neteracy."
Second, the term neteracy is not meant to imply the "net" as in the Internet
or a digital network, but rather a net that expands outward, as of the schema that
builds new knowledge in multiple directions, layered perhaps a bit like hypertext,
except on a three-dimensional screen. Youth need to appropriate, through
guided participation, a way of being literate that permits ever-shifting problemsolving, newly-created discourses, and innovative processes of interaction, but
they will need the help of adults in their lives to do so well. They will not only
need access to tools and programs, but also to discussions about, and deliberate
(valued) practice with, language-in-use across contexts. This sense of "net"
suggests that students need to move from linear interactions of print and literacy
in school, away from solely-content-laden curriculum, toward more webbed
possibilities that extend into multimedia, but also into the community, into their
own lived social lives, and into their futures. I might further argue that, in this
way, we as schools and teachers are helping to secure a safety net in place for
all students so that they can traverse a world of instability in regard to literacy.
A New Way of "Doing School"
This chapter, and ultimately all of the work presented throughout this
dissertation, builds boldly toward a revolutionary paradigm of the way we need to
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start "doing school" if we are to meet the needs, demands and strengths of all
students in the 21 st century and beyond. Thus, a final recommendation is to
suggest the following model which I have yet to see presented in any of the
current literature on the topic of adolescent literature. The figures below, Figure
7.1 and 7.2, illustrate a pre-digital world that schools still tend to operate within
and the newer paradigm that I am suggesting. An analysis follows the figures.

Figure 7.1: Pre-Digital Academic Discourse Model
Academic
Discourse/
Literacy [T/s]

Future
Success (job
,market)
>
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Figure 7.2: Web 2.0 Multiple Discourse Model

Academic
Discourse/
Literacy [T/s]

Global Information
Technology (www)
Discourse [T/S]?

Social Digital
Network
Discourse [t/S]

For the following discussion, my use of the term technology is in reference
to the Internet-age, globally-networked sense of the term.
In pre-digital technology times - that is, the era in which those of us who
are Digital Immigrants grew up - the expected pathway to success was generally
one that was paved by schooling. While we can certainly debate the de facto
reality of access to equal schooling opportunities for all American children, the
principle of conveyance of culturally relevant skills and knowledge through our
schools has been a given for generations. Those who have successfully
managed to acquire academic literacy and discourse typically have gone on to
become those who succeed in the public sphere beyond their schooling years.
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Thus, when we have been alarmed by gaps in achievement between subgroups,
such as between lower and higher socioeconomic groups, we work within the
schools to find better ways to close the gap by helping the "have nots" to gain
greater access and success with academic literacy. This model of doing
business-as-usual can be found above in Figure 7.1.
Within the past few years, however, with the explosion of Web 2.0
literacies and the emergence of Digital Natives who embrace new technologies in
ways unimagined in previous generations, and often outside of the school walls,
older paradigms of future success and of epistemological assumptions are
quickly becoming unsuited to today's learners. Based on recent research, it
seems that what the future holds for young people in terms of skills and
knowledge needed for success in the public sphere will require additional
Discourses, particularly those drawing upon both the global information networks
and those that are highly social and communicative in nature such as the social
digital networks mentioned in my own study and in others' work on youth
literacies. The second figure above (Figure 7.2) illustrates this new combination
of factors that will lead youth toward building skills suited to jobs of the future.
(Understandably, the model is limited; in reality, the three Discourses overlap to a
certain extent but are portrayed here distinct as constructs within the paradigm.)
The model in Figure 7.2 evolved in part in consideration of the fact that the
students in my study who were most engaged in multiple Discourse communities,
such as Maria or Nicholas, were also the most successful in school, whereas the
ones with the least access to multiple Discourse communities, such as David and
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Jamal, were also the least successful in school. If too much texting was, as
presumed by many, in a zero-sum relationship with academic writing, then
students like Maria, an avid Internet user and texter - literally hours in her day -should have been doing poorly in her English assignments, not earning A's in
Honors English. While we can argue that David and Jamal do not have access
to the social capital and other factors that lead to success in academic discourse,
and while that remains true across both of the above illustrated models, we
simply cannot argue that it is the Discourses themselves that are in conflict for
today's students, but rather access both within and across Discourses.
But the issue becomes more complicated when we ask what the
implications of that shift are for schools. In the figures above, note that the
Discourse squares have a box with the letters "t" and "s" in either lower or upper
cases. The "t" stands for "teacher" and the "s" represents "student." Each of the
three Discourse communities mentioned above "belongs," at least in terms of
perceived power-differentials, as discussed previously in this chapter, more to
one of these groups than the other within schools. Academic Discourse tends to
be "owned" more by the teachers who convey knowledge and skills to students,
whereas the social digital networks such as texting, Facebook, blogging and
IMing tend to be "belong" more to the students and perhaps a few young
teachers. The third box, that of the information network generally, I have placed
at equal footing only because it feels as if this is, at least in principle,
democratically accessed by and available to all relatively neutrally.
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If we ask schools to interweave the three strands vital to today's and
tomorrow's students, which I argue we must indeed do if we are to continue to
have our schools serve the purpose of educating for both "legacy" content and
"future" content (Prensky, 2001a), then the power differentials become
imbalanced and a disequilibrium occurs. As the strands merge, the students
sometimes become those who hold the necessary knowledge to move forward.
However, because the strands mesh, such as, for example, when a class
creates podcasts by writing edited scripts and by researching the topic, this
knowledge is not bifurcated into a zero-sum formula, but rather acts as a synergy
of combined forces at work wherein the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts. (While some researchers are somewhat prescriptive in which activities do
this sort of thing best, such as Gee's, 2004, focus on video games, I am of the
mind that students and teachers can work together within their community of
learning to make it happen, as long as the goal is that it does happen.)
Even within this more interconnected and democratically balanced
structure, the teacher remains the stronger of the two partners for a couple of
important reasons. First, the academic knowledge will, by and large, tend to
trump the other forms of technological knowledge even as they blend together.
We continue to have national and state standards that are content-based,
national high-stakes tests in the central disciplines of study, and a dedication to a
core curriculum that is not likely to be radically altered with a more tech-savvy
world. If anything, this knowledge becomes even more vital than ever before. It
does, however, become managed, filtered and enhanced through better
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collaboration and innovation with the incorporation of the other Discourses and of
student knowledge of them. The stronger influence of academic Discourse is
illustrated by its larger box size in the figure above (followed by the relative
importance of informational network Discourse and social digital Discourse
represented by decreasingly sized and marked boxes).
A second reason that the teacher remains the most important player in the
equation is that the teacher must be the one proactively willing to take on a new
and different role than traditionally expected. Not only does this require moving
outside of older power structures and comfort zones, but it also means meeting
significantly different needs for today's students. The teacher continues to play
the role of mentor and guide in terms of managing Discourses, even when the
guided participation roles shift at times (Rogoff, 1990). Specifically, a teacher
under the new paradigm of schooling illustrated above must be able to provide
the following for students:
1 - access to the different Discourses through ample incorporation into
the curriculum.
2 - practice with the different Discourses through active, collaborative,
innovative engagement.
3 - an understanding (meta-awareness) of the boundaries and
intersections of the different Discourses, through dialogue, examples, clarity,
lessons and practice. This aspect is particularly what I call "neteracy" which
implies within it both access and practice in order to allow the meta-awareness to
be appropriated.
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The problem is this: If we continue to hold to the older model, then
students like David and Jamal will fail in today's world even //we can implement
all of our interventions, resources and safety nets to help them access and
succeed with the academic Discourse. In the "old days," this would have been
enough to create a success story of a poor child overcoming the odds and
making it to the top. Under the new digital revolution, it is not enough. David and
Jamal still won't have what they need to be truly competitive for the highly
lucrative and attractive jobs that we can hardly even envision. Without access,
practice and meta-awareness offered through schooling, they will not have been
prepared for the other Discourses vital for that world, even as they have learned
to write a perfect research paper.
Conclusion to Chapter VII
This chapter reviews the major assertions that emerge in my study and
explores the implications of shifting power dynamics in classrooms. It then
provides a series of pedagogical recommendations and suggests a new term,
that of neteracy. My hope is that this work will influence future research and
practice in the realm of adolescent literacy. We must move beyond dichotomies
of old and new literacies in order to build new understandings of adolescent
interactions with multimodal texts, both in and out of classroom environments.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
The Journey
I embarked on this trajectory of study hoping to know more about what
was going on in the lived experiences of adolescents around issues of literacy,
and how they were making sense of the new technologies emerging especially in
relation to academic reading and writing. But as my questions unfolded, and as
research tried to catch up with the revolutionary shifts occurring in the realm of
adolescent literacy, I found that I became more and more enmeshed in the
complications - how to define the terms, what the implications were of new
media forms, how to catch up to the next step when another ten were being
taken societally, globally, technologically?
I caught my breath, watching my own teens whirl around me with their
own school-issued laptops, iPods, and cell phones, and found myself asking the
question that returned to me over and over again: How are they doing all of this
interaction, mostly successfully, mostly independently, in a world largely
unfettered by adult intervention? How do they have such confidence in
themselves as authors, innovators, collaborators, cyberworld participants? I
surely hadn't taught them how to navigate through iMovie and Garageband; I
hadn't explained the intricacies of uploading to Youtube; I hadn't revealed
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Facebook and virtual universes to them for their social pleasures. And I
suspected their teachers hadn't either.
That question became the driving research inquiry that propelled me
forward into this work. The question, reformulated, became the following: How
do teens negotiate interactions with text across social spaces? How do teens
learn to be literate across a range of social, academic, print, and digital contexts?
An ethnographic study, with a critical sociocultural framework, clearly became the
most reasonable approach to trying to find an answer, and this paper is the result
of that effort.
Perhaps the toughest part of the work was locating willing and able teens
who returned paperwork in a timely fashion, but, once the seven student
participants came forward, we had a wonderful time together. The youth I
worked with were delightful, full of insight and good will, eager to offer thoughts
and to engage in conversations. I was able to get to know several of them well
over the course of the school year. In fact, Haley insisted we meet each time at
Starbucks over coffee, a pleasure I was happy to partake in.
The three teachers were also extremely gracious and accommodating.
They gave me full access to their classrooms, chatted with me willingly, and
contemplated difficult issues and topics with me, in conversational format. All
three represented different stages in their own teaching, different approaches
and ideologies, and yet each was sincere in their desire to do their best for their
students, and each brought intelligence and enthusiasm to their classroom every
day.
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The journey took me from observing classrooms and locating students in
the fall, through interviewing into the winter and spring. When I began to sort
through the data, the voices of the teens jumped off the hundreds of pages of
transcripts and melded into patterns and possibilities. I realized that I had a
treasure trove of information, from the teens themselves who could and did
inform me about a way of being, of thinking, of studying and socializing that gave
me fascinating glimpses into their lives. Piecing it together like a jigsaw puzzle, I
saw the picture emerge, and it did indeed form an image in answer to my
questions.
Crossroads and Tensions
Hinchman and Chandler-Olcott (2006), who conducted a large-scale
meta-analysis of literacy studies, have explained that much research grounded in
sociocultural perspectives has looked at youth's personal and academic
literacies, in and out of school, in ways that both foreground and yield important
insights about youth's perspectives. They explained,
This work has helped us to understand the increasingly important
place of multimodal texts and digital technologies in youth's literacy
development and identity construction, as well as highlighted
differences in how young people view and employ literacies that are
related to their membership in various discourse communities, (pp.
232-233)
We are truly at a unique historical crossroads socially and culturally, as
most American children and youths - unlike most adults in their lives — now live
in a world wherein they never knew a pre-lnternet era. It is not a stretch to
believe that these new generational literacy practices are embedded into their
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very psyches, as they web their knowledge-base out in new directions and with
new tools and signs. It can be argued that new cultural tools alter the "entire flow
and structure of mental functions" (Wertsch et al., 1995, p. 23). Rogoff (1990)
paraphrased Olson who suggested that "human intellect cannot be separated
from the technologies" (p. 53) that exist in conjunction with (and help build)
cognitive processes. It is not impossible for adults to shift paradigms, but it is
exceedingly difficult. While teachers attempt to incorporate and make surface
level inclusions of the new tools (internet, means of communication, etc), both
the teachers themselves and the older tools are too much the product of long
histories of expected ways of "doing literacy." Although new media, including
new Web 2.0 possibilities, have been transformational in altering the "flow and
structure" of communication and literacy, they have only partially been able to do
so in the "mental functions" and established institutions of the adults in society.
The long-standing struggle between convention and change continues to
be viewed as dichotomous, a tension with no easy denouement (Brandt, 1998;
Luke, 2000). Might there be ways to enter into this tension productively, to work
within it to permit both important conventional standards and practices to co-exist
with new and dynamic forms of literacy, meaning-making, and information
networks? The emerging definitions of multimodal literacy, of text, and of context
serve our youths' needs and strengths more completely than former ones; but
this does not mean that academic norms and the valuable "legacy" content they
embed need be abandoned or overturned, even if we could find a way to do so.
How, then, to know and to honor what is important for conventional knowledge as
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well as what today's youths bring with them into the classroom that can be built
on as a valuable resource?
The tension is partly one of: do teachers now need to find ways to
incorporate social and digital literacies of the new media into the adolescent
classroom, or ought they rather to help teach a meta-awareness of when, how,
where, and why to use various forms of literacy and discourse? Or ought
teachers find viable ways to do both? A number of creative and talented
teachers across the country are finding clever ways to bridge the digitally
networked worlds of teens and academic learning, incorporating weblogs,
webquests, virtual worlds, collaborative and innovative interactions, and other
Web 2.0 venues into their classrooms.
But I would argue that, at least as important as these attempts to
understand youth involvement in the Web and to build upon what these youths
bring into the classroom with them, teachers must also articulate the
differentiated purposes and protocols of multiple literacies and discourses, to
assist them in gaining skills in what I have termed "neteracy." This point
becomes clear when we consider that some students do not live in homes with
IM and virtual worlds at their fingertips; that some students do not have easy
access to technological tools for enhancing literacies and gathering information;
that they may be part of a subculture that does not "know" how to navigate
various space-times effectively. Rather than time-on-computer, it seems that the
more important factor is for youths to learn about the dangers and innovations,
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intersections and boundaries, purposes and audiences for various types of
interactions with multimodal texts, both print- and screen-based.
Given that belief, I have found a number of researchers who support this
point. Lewis (2005) stated it well when she wrote:
Preparing for changing epistemologies, identities, and practices
should not mean either appropriating young people's popular
technologies for school use or disregarding the deep and
deliberative reading and writing processes associated with analytic
and critical understandings and interpretations.
Instead, we must teach a meta-awareness of the different "uses" of English
(Muchiri et al., 1999; Smagorinsky & Smith, 1992). We need to connect texts
and contexts to the lives of youths, and to better understand the complex artifacts
and symbols, "boundaries and blends," at work in various social spaces (Leander
& McKim, 2003, pp. 227, 229).
It is imperative that school systems - teachers, administrators - and
parents learn more about the literacy-world our youths are inhabiting, as such
knowledge impacts both theory and practice. We can do this by attending
carefully to the words and actions of real teens in real lived moments, with
implications that extend into epistemological, ontological and normative realms.
Such a pedagogy becomes one of valuing, incorporating and reflecting upon
"dynamic representational resources, constantly being remade by their users"
(Cope & Kalantzis, 2000b, p. 5) in the midst of real-life action and interaction.
This shift in pedagogy will be vital to literacy practices if we wish to move beyond
the limiting language of test score deficits, inflexible rules, and cries of apathy,
into one of productive and democratic interaction among all stakeholders.
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Questions remain: How do we redefine adolescent literacy in light of
these shifts, if the term is to continue to hold meaning at all in these venues?
Might we need to look to other semantic possibilities and constructs to capture
what our youth are doing? Within the climate of high-stakes testing and
quantitative accountability, how do we assess whether our youths are "making
meaning" in their lives, communities and world, in ways that best help them to be
successful? How do we bound what we mean by text given new screen-based
multimodal and layered possibilities? This question of breadth must be
addressed if we are to redefine literacy in ways that involve countless forms of
negotiating the world around us without losing sight of literacy as a specific kind
of engagement with specific kinds of tools and resources that propels us towards
socially-prescribed goals.
Critical Sociocultural Theory: Reprise
Individuals have dynamic autonomy (Keller, 1995) within the confines of
systems and institutions. Youth today are resisting older tools and paradigms
that no longer accommodate their life experiences, their mindsets, their psyches,
but they can only push so far against current structures. Adults too have agency
to act within structures to assist in the changes that will better engage youth and
enhance their learning, by relinquishing some control and setting up guided
opportunities for participation, collaboration, innovation, critical thinking, and the
ability to adapt to ever-evolving challenges.
The intersection of individual and social context is not so readily captured
in isolated terms, but in a network of interconnectedness. The tension for me is
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like a sonnet: some freedom to create, but within a tightly-prescribed structure.
But this is not a structure that simply fell from the heavens; it is a human-made
structure that has had enduring value as a clear and viable way to go about
doing poetry, with creative shifts along the way of development to assist with
ease of rhyme scheme and placement of ideas as people interact with the form.
We are individuals within tightly-prescribed structures, but the words, and even
the structures, are malleable and offer creative possibilities of engagement and
agency.
We live in a place and time where new possibilities exist in the realm of
adolescent interactions with text, moving beyond static, single-authored, printbased, linear models into multimodal spatial representations on screens that
carry us instantaneously across once-impermeable boundaries. This moment in
history affords us little time for contemplation, but it does permit us the
opportunity to revitalize our classrooms into learning environments that extend
beyond the space-time boundaries that once existed. We can engage youth
through guided participation in new media, but only if we enter into relationships
and communities built on trust, respect, and shared authority.
The Answer, or the Beginning of One
What I have discovered is this: Adolescents, at least some of them, can
articulate distinctions in discourse, can set self-regulated boundaries that make
sense to them, and can maneuver across various types of multimodal spaces
and texts in a given day - sometimes even in a given moment - with little
confusion. The youth in my study value the adults in their lives, but they are also
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pushing against what they see as ineffective practices and rules within
classrooms, both in terms of curricular choices and disciplinary ones. They crave
interaction and engagement, and they want to be heard. They want freedom to
innovate and collaborate, and they want to do some of this work using new
media.
This revolution of communication is ongoing - w e are in the midst of
exciting - and by its very definition unstable -- change that gives us an
opportunity to do things differently if we dare. If we don't, if we retreat behind the
known and comfortable to those of us who are Digital Immigrants, the upcoming
generation is going to move ahead regardless into the future, and they will need
diverse abilities that only some will be adept at embracing. We need to learn
new ideas, new tools, new strategies, new possibilities, new discourses, and we
need to learn some of them from the natives who speak the language, natives
who are, by and large, our youth. They too need to learn from us, as has always
been true in the hierarchies of power within institutions. Therefore, the dynamic
of collaborative and democratic inquiry in light of power shifts stemming from new
technologies and globalization might fruitfully be embraced as a new paradigm.
We also have much to continue to study in this regard. As we step
forward, we will need to assess carefully how these societal and institutional
moves are managed and with what degree of success. We will need to continue
to talk to teachers, students and parents alike, getting at the heart of the
experiences through those who are living them day by day.
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Although this research has the potential to continue in a variety of
directions, two possibilities in particular intrigue me. The first is to continue to
uncover where, when, and how that mindset discussed at length in chapter six
develops and matures. A longitudinal study, particularly following young people
between grades six and ten, might reveal nuanced understandings of the
mindset of differentiated discourses as they form. Furthermore, it might be
possible to expand this work beyond a limited number of participants to widen the
breadth of our understanding.
Second, while the assumption from some participants (and commonly
heard in general) is that time spent on texting negatively impacts academic
writing, the logical implication would be that students who spend more time
texting would have less success academically. However, in my study, the most
successful students were the same ones who texted frequently, suggesting,
perhaps, that these students had successful strategies for maneuvering across
multiple discourse communities with ease, in contrast to students who did not
have regular access to multiple discourse communities. While there are many
ways to have access without texting per se, the importance of access to digital
Web 2.0 engagement seems paramount to building success for all students.
Tierney (2007) has concurred that all students must be provided ample access
within schools to innovative opportunities to make meaning across multiple forms
of text and media, with mindful supervision by teachers (p. 31). It is vital that we
consider implications of access that will continue to divide the haves and the
have-nots in an ever-increasingly technologically dependent world.
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While my own work cannot be generalized beyond the seven students and
three teachers studied, the door is open to continue to work both locally and
more broadly to continue asking questions about how youth today are interacting
with text across social spaces.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA TABLES
A. Supplemental Data Tables for Chapter Four
Table 1: "Do texting and IM count as literacy?"
No. "I think the way you talk is way different from the way your write.
Carrie
When I'm talking, I just, I don't really sound that intelligent, but when
I'm writing, I have more time to put my words together."
"The stuff you say doesn't really have a point, but, if you're reading
something, it really helps to talk about it, and I consider that being
literacy, discussing a book."
[Texting] is kind of more speaking because people don't really take
the time to be intelligent when they're texting, they don't even write
out whole words."
"I think of literacy as like, learning and being able to use correct
English or correct French, whatever. And when you're texting, you're
definitely not using correct English or anything."
"If I'm just texting someone or IMing them, it's just like I'm talking to
them in person."
David
Yes. "That is. Because you're talking of sorts and communicating."
"On IM it's literally what you are saying. It's how you would say it.
'Cause it's condensing words down into their basic syllables. Like the
word later is I8r."
Haley
Yes. But: "Texting is more, it's in contact with people,
communicating."
"Reading a novel would be like you're understanding... you're reading
about a character, you're learning from their experiences, it's reading.
And it's more probably advanced than texting. Most people text with
ur kool, u-r-space-k-o-o-l. Which is not cool."
Jamal
"No! 'Cause most of it doesn't make sense. It's just little itty bitty
words... Like IDK, I don't care. I think it's pointless. Why not just call
if you have a cell phone?"
"It's just little blabbles." "It's like normal talk."
"No, not really. I think of it as conversation."
Maria
Nicholas "No, because I also think of literacy as sort of like a grammatic thing, I
would think, being grammatically correct. Texting is, you'd say r u
around, so yeah. Texting is all over the place especially. Texting I
would say is dribble."
[IMing and texting] is another form of a speaking activity. Cause I'm
typing it, and instead of speaking I'm typing, but I don't think of it as a
literacy task because it's, I don't think it's being creative. Like writing,
you have to be creative and think of different words that flow and
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everything."
"Sure. That takes a different kind of literacy because there are all
kinds of weird... Cause they're, cause even if you're literate in the
English language, sometimes you can't understand what people are
texting 'cause there are all kinds of weird acronyms and stuff."
"Texting would be the same thing [as talking], but an extension of it,
so you can talk, you can chat with anyone in the world. It gives you
this thing where you can extend your sphere of chattiness into the
world."

Table 2: Value of Academic Literacy/ Value of Teachers
Carrie
Correct English is "everything that I've learned in school."
"[Academic literacy] matters as much as it always has. 1 mean,
texting your friends isn't going to help you in the future. Knowing
your grammar, how to speak properly, how to write a good essay,
that's gonna help you."
"[The creative paper] wasn't written in essay form, but there was still
a correct way that you had to write it, and you had to use good
grammar."
[HOW DID YOU LEARN SKILLS FOR ONLINE RESEARCHING?]
"Kind of gradually collecting it through school."
David
"[The author] narrates [his book] with proper grammar and edited.
'Cause if he's narrating he needs to have it be the way it's
supposed to be with proper grammar and English and all that...
Proper grammar and English, for like the American society."
Jamal
[DO YOU SEE ENGLISH AS BEING IMPORTANT?] "Yeah,
obviously. [In a job] I'd have to write up reports."
[HOW DO YOU KNOW THE RULES FOR GOOD WRITING?] "1
have learned it from going to school. Throughout the years, 1
started to understand it."
Haley
"1 think that education, like teaching, is our best weapon."
[AGAINST?] "Against anything really. Education, it's being able to
be knowledgeable and to handle situations better and to survive
and thrive more in this world."
Maria
"1 think of English as like a formal thing."

B. Supplemental Data Table for Chapter Five
Table 3: Self-imposed protocols for cell phone use during school hours
Carrie
"If you're talking to someone like I'm talking to you right now, you
wouldn't just take out your phone. That's rude.... I mean, I'm
having a conversation with you, so why should I be talking to
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someone else? Because it's hard to listen to somebody and talk
to somebody. That's probably why teachers don't want you to
text during class because they're trying to talk and you're not
listening."
"Usually I'm only texting if they're not talking unless 1 didn't care."
"Some kids are really rude about it, they'll text while their
teacher's giving you a lecture, text while they're taking a test. 1
don't do that. 1 just text like if we're not doing anything or if we're
in the hallway. 1 don't think that's a big deal, and a lot of
teachers don't."
"1 can't text during painting, because 1 have painting on my
hands anyway, and I've gotten caught before so 1 try not to."
"1 find it kind of rude to text during classes... 1 feel as though it's
okay to text in class, but only when it's not disrespecting a
person."
"If someone's talking, I've been brought up where you look at
them in the eye and you pay attention. It's really rude to have a
conversation with someone and disregard what they're saying."
"It's not that I'm texting all the time and I'm not listening to the
directions."
"1 never just start texting the entire class. 1 know personally that
would be a waste. School is a time to learn and 1 should take
that time. You can text between classes. And who are you
going to text who isn't already in school?"
"1 can't text during math class. That would be too hard for me."
"1 don't text in English because 1 sit right next to Mr. Scott. And if
he sees anyone texting, we (the whole class) have to write a
paper about texting, so 1 really don't want to."
"1 don't text during math class. My harder classes 1 don't do it as
often. For math, 1 need to focus a lot on it, and plus things are
moving so quickly, and I'm always writing down notes and
things, so 1 don't text."
"If 1 ever do text during [math] class, 1 go to the bathroom. I'd
only text in math if it was, if someone was texting me in a crisis,
like I'm so blah blah blah blah blah. So I'll ask to go to the
bathroom and tell them, I'm in the bathroom, 1 can only text for a
second, what's the matter? Yeah, that kind of thing."
"Sometimes if it's an urgent thing or something, then I'll just, you
know, go in my backpack and write a little text. It's usually not
lengthy, it's usually like I'm in English class, make it quick."
[doesn't text during a timed essay for English class] "because
usually kids are just so focused to get it done."
[During lunchtime] kids actually are doing homework or eating,
usually texting is, you know, not too big of a deal."
"Usually for after school activities, 1 will text. Usually the person
in charge will say put it away, but 1 don't really see it as a threat
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because they can't really take it away, so out of respect 1 will
usually do that."
"If 1 was having an interview with someone and they checked
their phone, I'd take it as a huge disrespect thing. Stuff like that,
it's just considered rude."
"Math class is very, you don't want to miss anything, and where
I'm positioned, [the teacher] can easily see me, that's another
big one."
"When the teacher's talking at us and independent, like [my
friend] never does it when the teacher lectures at us in French."
"If it's not something that needs our full attention, 1 might just as
easily be talking to someone else that's next to me, so 1 guess
that the texting is like, would be the same thing but an extension
of it, so you can talk, you can chat with anyone in the world."
"It gets tiresome. And sometimes you just don't want to talk to
people at the end of the day."

C. Supplemental Data Tables for Chapter Six

Table 4: Possibility of interference from texting into academic writing
Carrie
"1 don't use 'r' ever, 1 always spell that out, because 1 don't want
to get into the habit of when I'm actually writing a paper and do
that." [ARE YOU AFRAID YOU'LL SLIP THE CODES INTO
PAPERS?] "1 don't think so."
"1 don't want to get used to using slang because 1 don't want to
accidentally use that on my English papers or anything, like
most kids tend to." [HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A PAPER THAT'S
DONE THAT?] "1 don't think... 1 don't know. I've corrected a
girl's paper in my creative writing class, and she never
capitalizes anything. She really isn't good with punctuation. It
seems like she's IMing or texting."
"Because technology has become so popular and IMing and
texting and emailing, kids are unlearning real words. So they're
just, they're starting to write papers, like they do on IMing, and
that doesn't make you look smart at all. It's gonna lower your
grades, and they're so used to it that they use it in their English
papers." [HAVE YOU SEEN IT HAPPEN?] "Yeah. You're
unlearning correct English."
[Mr. Scott] "has said it before in class how much it makes him
mad when people type up essays that are supposed to be for
English and they use slang or they don't spell out full words."
Maria
"Mr. Scott, 'cause some people in my class did, so he said that's
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not okay. He said don't use any of these words. And like he
gets mad with emails and stuff, when people, even when it's a
casual conversation he doesn't want to see those words."
"1 think [the lingo] completely distorts a person's sense of proper
spelling."
"1 have friends who have spent hours IMing and then they wrote
[a sentence] and half the words were cut down and half were
what they were supposed to be. Like the word 'are' would be
the letter r, and -ight without realizing it they'd do an 8. They're
subconsciously doing it."
"Muscle memory. Like the word later. You program your fingers
for the word later to be l-8-r rather than l-a-t-e-r."
"1 think it's an addiction to some people. 1 think some people are
addicted to texting. And this affects more composition than
literacy, but 1 think texting and IMing, 1 think it affects students'
writing if they're not careful about it, they don't censor it."
[HAVE YOU SEEN IT IN THEIR WRITING?] "Absolutely. The
shortcut stuff. U for you. Or not capitalizing 1, undercapitalization in general. Kids have been passing notes in
schools for as long as schools have been around. But note
passing and note writing doesn't have the same, 1 think, level of,
you know, brevity and whatnot that IM has. 1 think it's really a
danger to comprehension."
"1 try to compare it to speech, and how as we navigate through
the day in different social circles, we use different modes of
speech, whether informal or whatnot, and 1 try to drive that
home. 1 also bring out my computer and 1 show students that
within the u button, one button to the left is the y and two to the
right is the o, so to really type y-o-u doesn't really require much
energy for that."
"1 think it's at some level conditioning. And if they've been
texting since fifth grade, there's a conditioning for that. So to
reprogram is difficult and 1 think in some cases it might be
impossible.
"1 think that perhaps the bigger threat that we don't focus on
because it's not as glaring is, 1 believe that the idea of how you
pass information on in IM or a text message again when you're
talking about brevity, brevity, brevity, contradicts the idea of
thorough analysis and explanation of formal writing and 1 don't
think that's something that people focus on because it's kind of
hidden underneath in the writing. You know, 1 do see a lot of
people writing short choppy staccato sentences. And I've never
really thought about it until recently, I'm always pushing for more
depth, more depth, more depth, and this could be another
issue."
"1 say, okay, this is something used in a text message or instant
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messenger, and immediately 1 have their attention and 1 use that
to my advantage, and sometimes I'll just write on it if 1 want them
to redo it, and if they say why, 1 say it sounds like a conversation
that you're having with the paper. It needs to be a little more
formal. This isn't something that you would hand in. This is
college prep, okay? And they're like, this is the lower class, and
I'm like, no, no, it's called college prep, we're gonna kick it up a
notch. 1 did tell them that the grammar is going downhill, but 1
did explain to them that in my opinion that is why. 1 said, it's not
really your fault. You're used to doing this."
" 1 said it almost is not your fault, but now it's harder for them
because 1 feel that they need to learn to separate the two."
[WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THE TWO?] "Proper English, in
school and papers, and when you go to college, they're not
gonna want you writing with text message lingo on your papers.
[And the other thing is] casual conversation with your friends.
Comfortable. Short hand, abbreviation." [HOW ARE THEY
GOING TO LEARN HOW TO SEPARATE THEM?] "That 1 don't
know... 1 think that is hard, and 1 did say that to them. 1 feel like
they are struggling with it too, and 1 do have a class of kids that 1
think struggle maybe across the board kind of, for the most
part." [DO THEY KNOW THEY'RE STRUGGLING WITH IT?] "1
think they know because I've said it."
"[With texting], you get as short as you can, and now they're
doing that in papers as well, trying to make their sentences as
short as possible. Everything needs to be short. 1 do notice
that. Everyone's in a hurry. And that's not just high schoolers,
that's the American way. We're all in a hurry, we all have
somewhere to be. Shortened."
"1 think grammar across the board, we had a meeting about how
the SATs and stuff, the grammar section has gone down. And 1
think a lot of that has to do with instant messenger and just
being brought into the picture. Cause they're not using [correct
grammar], they're not practicing it. Practice makes perfect. 1
mean, it's pretty bad what 1 get. They don't capitalize the first
letter of their sentences a lot of the time. And why, 1 almost
think, why would they? Because they do this so much. 1 don't
know a single kid who doesn't go on IM or texting. And you
don't use punctuation and capitals in that. And they're used to
doing that, and it's kind of their language."
"Your mind is like a sponge when you're younger, and 1 didn't
have texting and instant messenger when 1 was younger." [AND
YOU THINK IT'S IMPACTING THE WRITING THAT THEY'RE
DOING IN SCHOOL?] "mhm. I'm sure."
"[In journal writing] [I've seen 2 for 'to'.] The 'at' sign, the 'at'
symbol." [FROM MORE THAN ONE STUDENT?] "Maybe two.
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I mean, it's a small class, maybe 17 kids. But [many kids] do do
the 2 for 'to.' And they might put a period at the end of the
sentence, but there are no commas. Sometimes they don't use
a capital, and sometimes they write like they're speaking.
Definitely like half [the students]. It almost seems like every
paper or every writing assignment I have, there's at least one or
two things that you would find that are text message, instant
messenger, something too casual for something that you're
handing in for a grade... And their papers, even just the one
page response, they hand them in and it's just casual. Very
casual."

Table 5: "How do you understand the separation (boundedness) of social
lingo and academic writing (discourses)?"
Carrie
"It's usually like the mindset if I know I'm writing a paper, so I
don't usually slip up or type something short that shouldn't be in
that."
"It's like, if I'm talking to one of my friends in person, I'm not
going to try to make myself sound good."
"[Literacy] has to do with I think vocabulary and the way that
you set up your sentence. When I'm writing a paper, I use
longer sentences. I pay attention to what I'm doing, but if I'm
just texting someone or IMing them, it's just like I'm talking to
them in person so I use 'like' a lot, and if I'm writing a paper..."
"...it doesn't sound very good."
"[My boyfriend] writes really well. I guess it's a mindset for him
too, but sometimes he makes grammatical errors when I read
over it, but he never puts in anything used in IM or anything."
"I never [confused the two]. Even when I first started IMing and
using Myspace I didn't start writing papers like IMing. I don't
know."
"I don't know how someone can mix them up. They're so
different to me. It's just like, I don't know, an automatic thing for
me that when I'm in school, when I'm doing a paper, I use better
vocabulary, I actually try, and then when I'm with my friends, it
doesn't really matter."
David
"[As a freshman] I was still getting out of typing like that. I'd
have to go and stop and go back and actually think about the
word and know exactly how it's spelled and edit it." "I've gotten
into the habit of increased capitalizing my I's."
Jamal
[Wouldn't put it in an English paper]: "Because it wouldn't make
sense. [The teacher] wouldn't get it." [Why do you think it's not
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acceptable in papers?] "'Cause how it makes sense to the
people that are either reading it or, 1 don't know. Like, English
is English. The way it makes sense is using proper grammar.
[Proper grammar is what students] should do for school."
Texting is like a "different language."
"1 do the texting, but 1 just know, 1 think of English as like a
formal thing, 1 just see this [texting] is like a casual hanging,
friends, and you know what 1 mean, this is English. They are
separated. Conversation and a formal paper that I'm handing in
for a grade. 1 just know, like you just don't cross them."
"1 knew it, no one really needed to tell me, cause 1 never really
did it."
(1 ASK IF THE STYLE OF WRITING IS IMPACTED, SUCH AS
WITH SHORT CHOPPY SENTENCES): "They're two different
things, like 1 don't consider this [texting] writing really."
"1 just know, like you just don't cross them." [YOU DON'T
CROSS WHAT?] "The language. It's not like a, it is a
language, you know what 1 mean?"
"When people use different slang terms and stuff, you would
never use those things writing. Like you wouldn't see it in a
book most likely. You wouldn't see it in the newspaper or
something like that. People just don't use that form of
language. So for me, 1 just don't feel like 1 need to write like
that, you know."
"There aren't really any rules to texting. If you write a paper, or
even on Facebook, it's kind of like, you know, you'd usually put
a period in or there would be sentence structure. In texting, it's
like anarchy. You don't have to do anything by the rules. And
it's not really expected to do anything by the rules."
"It's just very casual. I've had parents text me about certain
things [as part of activities he leads], and 1 would make sure to
be more formal with that. But if it's just my friends, like if you
were talking to your friends, you wouldn't usually. It's like slang,
you would incorporate a lot of slang into your conversations."
"If you have never been acquainted with texting, and you look at
a random text, I'm sure many people would not even be able to
decipher it, because it's so, it's becoming a language in and of
itself."
"We can code switch pretty well 1 think. When we go to school,
we'll learn standard usage, grammar and whatever, that kind of
stuff, vocabulary lists with correct spellings on them, and then
outside in social environments we can learn these other things,
like the lingos or codes or whatever, and then we, but you only
use the things, when you learn something in a certain context,
you only use it in that context 1 guess. 1 think we all understand
it. 1 would say maybe some would be able to articulate it better
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than others, some might just know it as, ha ha this person put a
u instead of a you in a paper and let's laugh at them, and that
teaches me not to do it or whatever."
"The language isn't the standard grammar rules that you're
taught in English class, and a lot of the words are different."
1 think I've got a pretty good mindset of where 1 am in my school
with writing.
"Different worlds. Like the texting, here I'm, let's do this now,
and the writing, uh and then Marco said... No, no confusion."
"Maybe it's my mindset and the way my brain functions and that
I'm very good at doing two different things at once, and 1 don't
let them, 1 can keep them pretty separate. 1 don't confuse
them."
"Someone who can't multitask, 1 feel like it would be really, it
would be difficult to go frequently between texting and writing a
paper."
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